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1

Background and Study Objectives
Audience development is one of the most important objectives pursued by the local
arts sector of Hong Kong. Different arts institutions and organisations collect
feedbacks from their audiences to understand the audiences’ programme
preferences and exposure to respective publicity. Most of these findings, however,
are insufficient to reflect the overall behavioural patterns of audiences and to shed
light on those who do not participate in the programmes.
For arts institutions and organisations attempting to design and implement effective
audience building strategies, an in-depth understanding of the arts participants and
potential arts participants is needed. Information and analysis on how and why
individuals are likely to engage with the arts, how they spend their leisure time and
money, what attracts their attention, and what existing and potential opportunities are
available to reach out to new audience etc., are crucial for catering to different types
of arts participants and for incentivising non-participants to engage with the arts.
With the support of the Home Affairs Bureau, the Hong Kong Arts Development
Council (ADC) had appointed Consumer Search Hong Kong Limited (CSG) to
undertake the Arts Participation and Consumption Survey (the Study) to collect
information that was relevant and useful for formulating strategies/ measures to
(a)

identify, profile, enhance and expand arts participation; and

(b)

produce arts indicators for understanding the arts development in Hong Kong.

Specifically, the objectives of the Study were as follows:
(a)

to find out the socio-demographic profile of the arts audience who had
participated in arts events/ programmes, and their frequency, expenses,
motivation and pattern of participation in different art forms so as to enhance
the formulation of audience building strategies at different levels; and

(b)

to understand and identify the sociographic profile and typical characteristics of
non-arts participants who had not travelled to any venue to participate in any
arts event/ programme, reasons for non-participation, factors affecting their
non-participation, their potential in participating and the conditions to attract
their participation in the future so as to facilitate the formulation of audience
building strategies at different levels.

The findings of the Study will facilitate the construction of key indicators and
corresponding strategies in the arts consumption and participation of audience which
can be comparable at the international level.
CSG
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This Report
This report contains a description of the Study’s methodology, an overview of the
findings, and the recommendations for audience building strategies based on the
findings.
Arts participants generally refer to arts attendees. However, other forms of arts
participation (e.g. arts learning) are specified where applicable.

CSG
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3

Study Methodology

3.1

Coverage

3.1.1.

The Study covered ten art forms, including:



3.1.2.

The Study consisted of five parts:






3.2

eight core art forms: Dance, Theatre, Music, Xiqu, Multi-arts, Visual Arts, Film
and Media Arts, and Literary Arts; and
two non-core art forms: Pop Show and Variety Show.

Part 1 – Desktop Research;
Part 2 – Pre-survey Focus Group Discussions;
Part 3 – Pre-survey In-depth Interviews with Arts Activity Presenters and
Academia;
Part 4 – Questionnaire Survey; and
Part 5 – Post-Survey Deep-dive Focus Group Discussions.

Survey Method of Each Part

Part 1 – Desktop Research
3.2.1

A desktop research was conducted to review the areas of investigation and
analytical frameworks of similar studies in major cities around the world. The
collected information served as broad inputs for designing the survey instruments
and analysis outline of the Study.

Part 2 – Pre-survey Focus Group Discussions
3.2.2

The Pre-survey Focus Group Discussions mainly aimed to facilitate the design of
the Questionnaire Survey (Part 4). The following areas were covered:
(a)
(b)
(c)

3.2.3

the general public’s perception and attitude towards each art form and
activities;
the general public’s interest, motivation and barriers of participating in each
art form; and
the general public’s comments and suggestions for encouraging people to
participate in each art form.

A total of four focus group discussions were conducted between 4 and 23 April 2015.
The respondents were general public with a well mix of participants and nonparticipants of particular art forms, and of demographics including age, gender and
education attainment.

CSG
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3.2.4

The respondents were recruited via the recruiter network of CSG. All invited
participants were required to pass a screening process to confirm that they fulfilled
the quota requirements.

3.2.5

The participant type of each focus group was as follows:
Participant type
Group 1

Participants of Film and Media Arts, Theatre, Pop Show

Group 2

Participants of Dance, Literary Arts

Group 3

Participants of Xiqu, Music

Group 4

Participants of Multi-arts, Variety Show, Visual Arts

Part 3 – Pre-survey In-depth Interviews with Arts Activity Presenters and Academia
3.2.6

Two in-depth interviews were conducted with experienced industry practitioners,
one representing arts activity presenters and another, academia, to gauge inputs
for the questionnaire design and their views towards overall arts development in
Hong Kong.

3.2.7

Both industry practitioners were recruited by the ADC.

Part 4 – Questionnaire Survey
3.2.8

The Questionnaire Survey aimed to identify the number, demographic profiles,
behaviour and attitudes of arts participants and barriers of non-participants.

3.2.9

The target respondents were people aged 15-74 who mainly resided in Hong Kong
in the past two years, excluding foreign domestic helpers. The sample was then
projected to the Hong Kong population of 5,878,000 aged 15-74. 1
0F

3.2.10

Street intercept face-to-face interviews were conducted across 18 administrative
districts in Hong Kong. To ensure that the sample was representative of the Hong
Kong population, weighting was applied to the sample to reflect the distribution of
age, gender and occupation of the Hong Kong population according to the “Hong
Kong Annual Digest of Statistics 2014”. 2
1F

1

The information was sourced from the Hong Kong Annual Digest of Statistics 2014, available at
http://www.censtatd.gov.hk/hkstat/sub/sp140.jsp?productCode=B1010003

2

Published by the Hong Kong Census and Statistics Department, available at
http://www.censtatd.gov.hk/hkstat/sub/sp140.jsp?productCode=B1010003

CSG
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3.2.11

Questions in the Questionnaire Survey were divided into the following five sections:
Type of Respondent
Answering the Questions

3.2.12

Information Collected

Section S

All respondents

Participation incidence questions

Section A

Arts participants

Details of arts participation

Section B

Arts non-participants

Details of arts non-participation

Section C

All respondents

Attitudes towards arts participation

Section D

All respondents

Demographic profiles

Each respondent answered an in-depth questionnaire either for one of the art forms
he/she participated (as a participant), or for one of the art forms he/she had not
participated (as a non-participant), as automatically assigned by a survey program.
Answering a questionnaire of one art form could avoid respondent fatigue due to
lengthy interview.

3.2.13

CSG

A total of 3,016 interviews were conducted, representing a response rate of 20.6%.
At the beginning of the questionnaire, all respondents were asked whether they had
attended any activity of each of the ten art forms in Hong Kong in the past 12 months.
Among the 3,016 respondents, 1,634 had participated in at least one art form with
respective incidences as follows, while 1,382 had not participated in any one of the
art forms.
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Incidence of Arts
Participation

Art Form
Dance

196

Theatre

286

Music

302

Xiqu

295

Multi-arts

159

Pop Show

700

Variety Show

347

Visual Arts

376

Film and Media Arts

284

Literary Arts

732

With reference to the priority of the art forms and the corresponding quotas set by
the survey programme on age and gender interlocked and administrative districts
according to the Hong Kong population, 1,296 and 1,720 respondents were
automatically assigned by the survey programme to answer the questionnaire as
participants and non-participants respectively.
Details of the design and methodology can be referred to Technical Report.
The breakdown of completed interviews for each art form among participants and
non-participants is as below:
Total
Respondents

Arts Participants

Arts Non-participants

Dance

292

118

174

Theatre

287

113

174

Music

288

113

175

Xiqu

318

148

170

Multi-arts

289

114

175

Pop Show

336

171

165

Variety Show

280

124

156

Visual Arts

288

113

175

Film and Media Arts

294

118

176

Literary Arts

344

164

180

3,016

1,296

1,720

Art Form

Total

CSG
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3.2.14

The weighting of the sample design took into consideration the factors of age,
gender and occupation to ensure the sample reflected the Hong Kong population.
The percentages of respondents calculated in the report have taken into account
such weighing.

Part 5 – Post-survey Deep-dive Focus Group Discussions
3.2.15

The Deep-dive Focus Group Discussions aimed to collect suggestions or in-depth
thoughts on how to promote the arts industry and to attract participation in various
art forms.
The findings would, together with those gathered from the previous four parts,
provide inputs on how to generate interests from non-participants, and formulate
ideas for future development of arts in Hong Kong.

3.2.16

A total of four focus group discussions were conducted with a well mix of participants
of different age groups, gender and education levels and of different art forms.

3.2.17

The respondents were recruited via the recruiter network of CSG. All invited
participants were required to pass a screening process to confirm that they fulfilled
the quota requirements.

3.2.18

The participant type of each focus group was as follows:
Participant Type

3.2.19

Group 1

Participant of multiple types of art forms

Group 2

Participant of art forms involving stage performances

Group 3

Participant of art forms involving non-stage performances

Group 4

Participant of Cantonese Opera

Fieldwork was conducted between 10 and 17 June 2016.

Limitations of the Study
Readers are cautioned on the following limitations of the Study:
About the methodology
3.2.20

CSG

Street intercept interview method was adopted to meet the research objectives and
survey schedule. The Study followed the usual practice to apply age and gender
interlocking quotas and living districts quotas to reflect the characteristics of the
Hong Kong population as a whole.
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3.2.21

However, the overall survey sample was skewed towards clerical support workers,
service workers and sales workers. There was also a lower proportion of associate
professionals and non-technical labour/ elementary occupations when compared to
the figures of the Census and Statistics Department.
Further interlocking
weighting on gender and age by occupation was applied during the data
management stage to reduce the discrepancy and increase the representativeness
of the sample.

About the participation behaviour
3.2.22

To avoid respondent fatigue and a high dropout rate, each respondent only
answered the total number of times of participation (or participation frequency) and
average amount spent on an art form in the past 12 months instead of answering
the details of each participation.
Hence, the proportion of free and paid
participation among the projected annual attendance is not known.

3.2.23

The average expenditures on different items (e.g. tickets, transportation, food and
dining, souvenirs) were self-claimed and provided in a range by each respondent.
It might cause a loss of the sensitivity of the data.

Report of Findings
3.2.24

In the tables presented in the Report, figures highlighted in purple are significantly
higher than the “Total” at 95% confidence level.
For subgroup analyses, those with sample bases smaller than 10 are not shown,
while those with sample bases more than 10 but fewer than 30 are marked with *.
Figures in the tables presented in this report might not add up to the totals because
of rounding of decimal points.

CSG
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Study Findings – Market Overview

4

This Section provides an overview of arts participation in Hong Kong in terms of the
incidence of participation, and the market structure and characteristics of participants
and non-participants.
4.1.

Incidence of Arts Participation in Hong Kong

4.1.1.

A total of 3,016 respondents were asked about their participation in one of the ten art
forms between October 2014 and September 2015 (12 months). Slightly over half
(54.6%) of the respondents, or a projected population of 3.21 million aged 15-74,
attended activities of at least one art form. Among the ten art forms, Literary Arts 3
(25.1% of total respondents) and Pop Show (23.2% of total respondents) were the
most popular, while Dance (6.6% of total respondents) and Multi-arts (6.0% of total
respondents) were the least popular.
2F

(Exhibit 1)
Exhibit 1.

Incidence of arts participation in the past 12 months by art forms

Q: S5
Base: All respondents (N=3,016)

3

Participation in Literary Arts refers to reading creative writing on literature, plays, novel/ biography, prose/
reportage and poetry/ verse in out-of-home places (e.g. libraries, bookstores), attending literary seminars/
lectures, book reading groups, poetry/ verse reading groups or workshops, or participating in essay
competition/ creation camp.

CSG
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Overlapping of Arts Participation
4.1.2. Dance, Music and Theatre participants had relatively higher overlapping ratios
(30.9% to 48.7%). In other words, these participants were more likely to also attend
performances of the other two art forms. For example, 46.8% and 48.7% of Dance
participants also participated in Theatre and Music respectively.
Another common overlapping of participation is observed among Visual Arts, Film
and Media Arts and Multi-arts participants. Over half of Multi-arts participants
(51.4%) and Film and Media Arts participants (52.6%) also attended Visual Arts’
exhibitions.
(Exhibit 2)
Exhibit 2.

Overlapping of incidences of arts participation

Q: S5
Base: All respondents (N=3,016)
Note: Figures highlighted in purple are significantly higher than at least 5 other art forms’ at 95% confidence
level

CSG
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4.2.
4.2.1.

Market Structure of Arts Participants and Non-participants
The arts participants could be classified into four groups based on the number and
types of art forms that they participated in. 32.8% and 16.5% of arts participants
were multi-type participants (i.e. three or more art forms) and duo-type participants
(i.e. two art forms) respectively; 31.0% of arts participants were single art form
participants (i.e. one core art form). 4 All these three groups of participants had
participated in at least one core art form. 19.6% of arts participants participated in
Pop Show or Variety Show only.
3F

The arts non-participants, on the other hand, could be classified into three groups.
Among the arts non-participants, 28.8% and 29.2% were most interested in one core
art form and Pop Show/ Variety Show respectively, whereas 42.0% were not
interested in any art form.
(Exhibit 3)
Exhibit 3.

Incidence of arts participation by number and types of art forms participated in

Base: All respondents (N=3,016)

4.2.2.

The characteristics of the four segments of art participants are described below:


Multi-type participants were those who participated in at least three art forms.


This segment was comprised of the highest proportion of Students (30.3%)
compared with other segments of participants (4.7%-16.3%) (Exhibit 4);



They also consisted of a high proportion of Working Singles (37.1% vs.

4

Core art forms are Dance, Theatre, Music, Xiqu, Multi-arts, Visual Arts, Film and Media Arts and Literary
Arts.
CSG
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32.8% of the total participants and 27.9% of the total sample) (Exhibit 4);


A larger proportion of this segment had high education attainment (with
34.6% holding post-secondary degree vs. 26.7% of the total participants
and 19.0% of the total sample) (Exhibit 5) [more analysis on the education
level of this segment among Students and Working Singles will be covered
in Chapters 6.2 and 6.3];



The top three combinations of core art forms that the Multi-type participants
participated in were Literary Arts, Visual Arts and Film and Media Arts
(244,000 people), Literary Arts, Theatre and Visual Arts (208,000 people),
and Literary Arts, Music and Visual Arts (192,000 people) (Exhibit 9);





Each multi-type participant on average participated 2.3 times in one of the
art forms that he/ she participated in the past 12 months as automatically
assigned by the survey programme (Exhibit 11); and



Based on the qualitative findings, they were also more likely to be arts
lovers, and to spread good word of mouth about participation in arts to other
participants/ non-participants.

Duo-type participants were people who participated in two art forms with at least
one of the art form being a core art form. 55% of them had participated in
Literary Arts. Another 55% had attended both one type of arts activities and
Variety or Pop Show. (Exhibit 7)


They consisted of a similar proportion of Working Singles (36.7%) as the
Multi-type participants (37.1%); but unlike the Multi-type participants, there
was a higher proportion of Married Persons Having Children aged 15+
(21.3% vs. 11.5%) rather than Students (Exhibit 4);



The proportion of those holding post-secondary degrees (31.9%) was
slightly lower than that of Multi-type participants (34.6%), but was still
higher than the total sample (19.0%) (Exhibit 5);



The top three combinations of core art forms that the Duo-type participants
participated in were Literary Arts and Visual Arts (57,000 people), Literary
Arts and Film and Media Arts (31,000 people) and Literary Arts and Xiqu
(24,000 people) (Exhibit 8); and



Each duo-type participant on average participated 2.0 times in one of the
art forms that he/ she participated in the past 12 months as automatically
assigned by the survey programme (Exhibit 11).

CSG
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Single (core) art form participants were those who participated in one core art
form. They had a higher incidence of participating in Literary Arts (39.0%, or
an estimation of 388,000 people) and Xiqu (31.0%, or an estimation of 309,000
people). (Exhibit 7)


Different from the two segments above, they consisted of the largest
proportions of Married Persons Having Children aged 15+ (35.9% vs.
23.3% of the total participants and 30.1% of the total sample) and Retirees
(10.5% vs. 6.6% of the total participants)(Exhibit 4);



They were more likely to be primary (10.7% vs. 5.3% of the total
participants) or secondary (upper secondary, 43.2% vs. 41.5% of the total
participants; lower secondary, 20.2% vs. 12.9% of the total participants)
educated (Exhibit 5);



They generally had a lower personal disposable income level (average:
HK$6,981), compared to multi-type participants (average: HK$7,742)
(Exhibit 6);



Some of these participants considered that the other arts activities were
something solemn (45.6%), for young people (45.0%) and difficult to get
involved (36.7%) if they were to participate in those activities (Exhibit 10);
and





CSG

Each single (core) art form participant on average participated 6.9 times in
one of the core art forms that he/ she participated in the past 12 months as
automatically assigned by the survey programme (Exhibit 11).

Pop Show and Variety Show only participants were people who did not
participate in any core art form but only in Pop Show or Variety Show.


Compared with the composition of total arts participants, this segment
consisted of the highest proportion of Working Singles (39.0%), Married
Persons Having No Children (8.7%) and Married Persons Having Children
aged 5-14 (16.4%) (Exhibit 4); and



They had lower education attainment when compared to multi-type
participants or duo-type participants. About one-quarter of them (25.6%)
were tertiary (degree) educated, while the corresponding percentages for
multi-type participants and duo-type participants were 34.6% and 31.9%
respectively.(Exhibit 5); and
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Exhibit 4.

Each Pop Show and Variety Show only participant on average participated
1.7 times in Pop Show or Variety Show in the past 12 months (Exhibit 11).
Life stage by segment of participants

Base: All respondents who responded to this question (N=2,950)
Note: Figures highlighted in purple are significantly higher than total participants at 95% confidence level.

Exhibit 5.

Education attainment by segment of participants

Base: All respondents (N=3,016)
Note: Figures highlighted in purple are significantly higher than total participants at 95% confidence level.

CSG
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Exhibit 6.

Monthly disposable income by segment of participants

Q: D11
Base: All participants of any core art form (N=1,269)

Exhibit 7.

Art forms that single (core) art form participants and duo-type participants

participated in

Base: All single (core) art form participants (N=517); All duo-type participants (N=269)

CSG
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Exhibit 8.

Top ten combinations of art forms that duo-type participants participated in

Base: All duo-type participants (N=269)

Exhibit 9.

Top ten combinations of art forms that multi-type participants participated in

Base: All multi-type participants (N=505)

CSG
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Exhibit 10.

Attitude of participants by segments

Q: C1
Base: Participants of any core art forms who answered the main questionnaire as non-participants of one
selected art form that they did not participate in (N=338)

Exhibit 11.

Average number of times of participation per arts participants by type of

participants

Q: A2
Base: Arts participants who had a valid answer to this question (N=1,283)

CSG
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Benefits of Arts Participation
4.2.3.

The different segments of participants also had quite different views towards the
benefits they were able to gain from participating in arts activities.


While more single (core) art form participants mentioned “enhance selfcultivation/ inner quality” (24.0%) and “enhance family bonding” (15.5%) as the
benefits of taking part in arts activities, the duo-type participants tended to
consider “entertainment/ relax” (66.1%), “enhance communication with others”
(24.2%), “enhance social bonding” (23.9%), “sensory stimulating” (15.7%) and
“inspiration/ stimulate thoughts” (15.6%) to be the benefits of participating in
arts activities. On the other hand, multi-type participants were relatively less
likely to think that the benefits lay in “entertainment/ relax” (55.8%) and
“enhance family bonding” (8.7%).

(Exhibit 12)
Exhibit 12.

Benefits of participating in arts activities by segment of participants

Q: A10
Base: All participants of any core art form who responded to the question (N=1,080)

CSG
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Factors that Influenced People to Become Multi-type Participants
4.2.4.

The start time of arts participation was a key factor that affected future behaviour in
arts participation. Among the multi-type participants, 12.8% were exposed to arts
as early as they attended primary school, and 3.5% started even before primary
school.
Such percentages were significantly higher than those of duo-type
participants and single art form participants. In addition, secondary school was a
key stage during which most participants started participating in arts activities. In
other words, the earlier that people had their first experience of arts, especially during
school days, the more likely that they would become multi-type participants.
(Exhibit 13)
Exhibit 13.

Start time of participating in arts activities by participants of core art form

Q: A9
Base: All participants of any core art form who responded to the question (N=1,080)

In the focus group discussions, respondents stated that they were influenced by the
following factors to become a multi-type participant:

CSG



Friends’ recommendations – respondents participated in new art forms when
their friends recommended those art forms to them.



School education – a respondent recalled that his school education broadened
his horizons to try new art forms.



Relationship among art forms – it was mentioned that some art forms were
interrelated; respondents who participated in one art form tended to participate
in another related art form (e.g. Dance and Music).
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Trigger for Active Participation
4.2.5.

The different segments of participants mentioned different triggers for active
participation. In particular, the duo-type participants tended to participate in an arts
activity if their favourite celebrities participated in it (24.3%), likely mentioned by those
duo-type participants who participated in Pop Show. On the other hand, more multitype participants considered “the programme contains topic/ story/ message about
society” (19.3%) and “recommended by friends” (18.0%) to be the triggers for active
participation.
(Exhibit 14)
Exhibit 14.

Trigger for active participation by participants of core art form

Q: A7b
Base: All participants of any core art form who responded to the question (N=377)

4.3.

Two Target Groups of Potential Participants

Primary Target Group: Non-participants who were Interested in at least One Core Art Form
4.3.1. As mentioned in para. 4.2.1, 28.8% of the non-participants were most interested in
at least one core art form. (Exhibit 15)
Among this segment of non-participants, the core art form that they expressed the
greatest interest in was Xiqu (42.3%), followed by Film and Media Arts (18.5%) and
Theatre (13.9%). (Exhibit 16)

CSG
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Exhibit 15.

Art forms that non-participants were most interested in

Q: B1b
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382)

Exhibit 16.

Core art forms that non-participants were most interested in

Q: B1b
Base: Non-participants of any art form who were most interested in at least one core art form (N=398)
CSG
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In view that this segment of non-participants expressed interest in at least one core
art form, they should be considered as the primary target of audience building efforts.
The demographic profiles of this segment are highlighted as follows:


Compared with the composition of total arts non-participants, the majority of the
respondents in this segment were Married Person Having Children aged 15 or
above (37.7%), Working Singles (20.6%) and Retirees (18.7%). (Exhibit 17)

Exhibit 17.

Life stage by segment of potential non-participants

Base: All respondents who responded to the question (N=2,950)



CSG

Compared with the composition of total arts non-participants, most of the
respondents in this segment attained upper secondary education (42.1%).
(Exhibit 18)
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Exhibit 18.

Education attainment by segment of non-participants

Base: All respondents (N=3,016)



Compared with the composition of total arts non-participants, the nonparticipants who were most interested in at least one core art form had lower
personal disposable income (mean: HK$ 5,998). (Exhibit 19)

Exhibit 19.

Personal disposable income by segment of non-participants

Base: Respondents who had responded to the demographic question (N=2,982)



Compared with the composition of total arts non-participants, most of the
respondents in this segment were non-working population (45.4%), mainly the
housewives (21.3%) and the retirees (18.3%). (Exhibit 20)
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Exhibit 20.

Occupation by segment of non-participants

Base: All respondents (N=3,016)

Demographic Profile of this Segment by Art Form they were Most Interested in
4.3.2. The demographic profiles of this segment by the core art forms that they were most
interested in are highlighted as follows:


Those who were most interested in Xiqu were skewed towards age range 55-74
(male, 15.5% and 18%; female, 27% and 22.2%).



Those who were most interested in Film and Media Arts were skewed towards
males aged 35-54 (20.9% and 21.7%).



Those who were most interested in Theatre were skewed towards males aged
45-54 (17.8%) and females aged 55-64 (20.3%).



Those who were most interested in Dance were highly female-skewed (72.4%).



Those who were most interested in Music were skewed towards males aged
35-54 (11.5% and 15%) and females aged 25-34 (12.2%).

(Exhibit 21)
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Exhibit 21. Age and gender of non-participants who were most interested in at least one core
art form

Q: B1b, S3, 4
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382)
Note: Figures highlighted in purple are significantly higher than at least 2 other art forms shown above at 95%
confidence level

4.3.3. The profiles of life stage of this segment by the core art forms that they were most
interested in are highlighted as follows:


Those who were most interested in Xiqu were largely the married persons
having children aged 15 or above (54.7%) and retirees (35.8%).



Those who were most interested in Film and Media Arts had the highest
proportion of married persons having no children (19.3%), compared to those
who were most interested in other core art forms.



Those who were most interested in Theatre were slightly more skewed to
married persons having children aged 15 or above (34.4%).



Those who were most interested in Dance had similar proportion of working
singles (29.8%) and married persons having children aged 15 or above (26.9%).



Those who were most interested in Music were mostly working singles (55%).

(Exhibit 22)
CSG
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Exhibit 22. Life stage of non-participants who were most interested in at least one core art
form

Q: B1b, D2a, 2b, 3, 8
Base: Non-participants of any art form who responded to this question (N=1,351)
Note: Figures highlighted in purple are significantly higher than at least 2 other art forms shown above at 95%
confidence level

Secondary Target Group: The Pop Show and Variety Show Only Segment
4.3.4.

As shown in Exhibit 3, 19.6% of arts participants or a projected population of 630 000
people did not participate in any core art form but only participated in Pop Show or
Variety Show. Slightly over half of them (52.2%, or a projected population of
329 000) indicated that they had interest in participating in at least one core art form.
The core art form that the largest proportion of people in this group was interested in
was Film and Media Arts (16.8%), likely because of the presence of the entertainment
element. Other core art forms that they were relatively more interested in were
Visual Arts (8.9%), Music (8.4%) and Theatre (7.1%).
(Exhibit 23)
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Exhibit 23. Art forms most interested in among Pop Show and Variety Show only participants

Q: B1b
Base: Pop Show and Variety Show only participants (N=127)

On the other hand, 29.2% of arts non-participants or a projected population of
779 000 people expressed that the art form they were most interested in was Pop
Show/ Variety Show (Exhibit 3).
In other words, there was a projected population of 1.4 million people who only participated
in Pop Show/ Variety Show or were most interested in Pop Show/ Variety Show.

This

segment, with its large size and experience/ interest in stage performances (see perceptions
in para. 4.3.5 and 4.3.6), could be potentially converted to participants of core art forms,
and should therefore be considered as the secondary target of audience building efforts.

The demographic profiles of this segment were highlighted as follows:


CSG

Most Pop Show and Variety Show only participants were Working Singles
(39.0%), followed by Married Persons Having Children aged 15 or above
(24.8%) and Married Persons Having Children aged 5-14 (16.4%). Similarly,
Working Singles (33.9%), Married Persons Having Children aged 15 or above
(25.5%) and Married Persons Having Children aged 5-14 (19.8%) constituted
the majority of the non-participants who were most interested in Pop Show/
Variety Show. (Exhibit 4 and Exhibit 17)
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This segment was in general more educated among the non-participants of core
art forms. On one hand, non-participants who were most interested in Pop
Show/ Variety Show were more likely to attain post-secondary degree education
(13.3%) and post-secondary non-degree education (14.2%), compared with the
total non-participants (9.8% and 8.4%). On the other hand, there were even
more Pop Show and Variety Show only participants who attained postsecondary degree education (25.6%) and post-secondary non-degree
education (17.1%). (Exhibit 5 and Exhibit 18)

Perception and Possible Drivers of the Two Target Group
4.3.5. 53.7% (a projected population of 338,000) of the people who only participated in Pop
Show/ Variety Show and 48.6% (a projected population of 379,000) of those who
were most interested in Pop Show/ Variety Show agreed that they would consider
attending arts activities if they had the knowledge to appreciate them. 48.7% (a
projected population of 307,000) and 47.0% (a projected population of 366,000) of
the two groups of people also agreed that they would consider attending arts
activities if they had friends attending such activities. (Exhibit 24)

CSG
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Exhibit 24.

Perception of arts among potential participants

Q: C1
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382)

CSG
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4.3.6. The other attitudes towards arts among the secondary target group of potential
participants (the people who were most interested in Pop Show/ Variety Show or only
participated in Pop Show/ Variety Show) were more outstanding, compared to the
non-participants in general.
Particularly, this target group of potential participants agreed that companion was
crucial for attending arts events (people who were most interested in Pop Show/
Variety Show, 70.9%; people who were most interested in Pop Show/ Variety Show
or only participated in Pop Show/ Variety Show, 84.2% vs. 66.2% for non-participants
of any art form), that attending arts events could help enhance a person’s
temperament (62.5% and 63.8% respectively vs. 53.5% for non-participants of any
art form) and that they enjoyed doing outdoor activities with friends than staying home
(58.5% and 69.7% respectively vs. 52.0% for non-participants of any art form).
(Exhibit 25)
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Exhibit 25.

Perception of arts among potential participants (continued)

Q: C1
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382)
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4.3.7. To these two target groups of potential participants (the non-participants who were
interested in at least one core art form, and the people who were most interested in
Pop Show/ Variety Show or only participated in Pop Show/ Variety Show), free ticket
(47.8%, 45.1% and 57.1% respectively, vs. 44.5% for non-participants of any art form)
was the main factor for encouraging participation.
For non-participants who were most interested in one of the core art forms, proximity
of the venues to their place of living (39.6% vs. 29.1% for non-participants of any art
form) would also be an effective driver for participation.
Friends' invitation was also mentioned by the Pop Show and Variety Show only
participants to be an effective reason for them to participate in more art forms (47.2%,
vs. 32.7% for non-participants of any art form). Another driver for these people
would be reputation/ fame of the arts activities (46.9%, vs. 20.1% for non-participants
of any art form).
(Exhibit 26)
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Exhibit 26.

Possible drivers for potential participants

Q: B4
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382)
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4.3.8. To the potential participants, a similar proportion of them considered indoor activities
(79.6%, 78.8% and 90.6% respectively, vs. 82.5% for non-participants of any art form)
or outdoor activities (76.0%, 80.9% and 88.2% respectively, vs. 73.1% for nonparticipants of any art form) to be their leisure activities. As for indoor activities, the
most cited leisure activity was watching television (45.7%, 44.8% and 49.6%
respectively, vs. 43.9% for non-participants of any art form).
For non-participants who were most interested in one of the core art forms, gathering
in dim sum restaurants (27.2% vs. 23.1% for non-participants of any art form) and
having a walk in the park (26.7% vs. 18.2% for non-participants of any art form) were
more likely to be their leisure activities.
The non-participants who were most interested in Pop Show and Variety Show and
the Pop Show and Variety Show only participants had similar leisure activities. For
indoor activities, they were more likely to listen to pop music (20.6% and 35.6%
respectively, vs. 12.2% for non-participants of any art form) and to watch drama
online (18.7% and 24.1% respectively, vs. 12.2% for non-participants of any art form),
while for outdoor activities they tended to go to shopping malls/ shops (34.2% and
49.6% respectively, vs. 28.9% for non-participants of any art form), swimming (17.6%
and 38.1% respectively, vs. 13.8% for non-participants of any art form) and jogging
(17.8% and 25.1% respectively, vs. 12.1% for non-participants of any art form).
(Exhibit 27)
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Exhibit 27.

CSG
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4.4.

Reasons for Non-participation by Non-participants

4.4.1.

For non-participants, the main reasons for not participating in arts activities were lack
of interest (74.9%) and lack of time (65.8%). The other reasons that received
relatively more mentions were “more convenient and cheaper to watch on other
media” (14.4%), “lack of companion” (13.2%) and “money factor” (12.7%). (Exhibit
28)

4.4.2.

Non-participants of different genders and age groups cited different reasons for not
participating in arts.
(a)

Female non-participants tended to be busy with taking care of young children
(18.1%);

(b)

The non-participants aged 15-24 were more likely to be busy with their
homework/ examinations (74.0%), or to consider that it was more convenient
and cheaper to watch the arts activities on other media (25.5%).

(c)

The non-participants aged 25-54 were busy with work (25-34, 72.6%; 35-44,
66.9%; 45-54, 68.9%);

(d)

Relatively more non-participants aged 45-64 considered “not interested in arts”
(45-54, 75.9%; 55-64, 80.4%) to be their reason for non-participation; and

(e)

The non-participants aged 65-74 tended to cite their physical conditions (34.3%)
as a barrier for participating in arts activities. They were also more likely to
mention “lack of companion” (24.7%) and “money factor” (18.7%) as reasons
for non-participation.

(Exhibit 28)
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Exhibit 28.

Reasons for non-participation by non-participants

Q: B1a
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382)

4.5.
4.5.1.

Overview of Arts Participation by District
The analysis of participation incidence by living districts provides inputs on how the
arts policies should be formulated by geographical districts.
(a)

The findings reveal that respondents who lived in Central and Western (76.3%)
and Wan Chai (75.4%) districts had the highest incidences of arts participation,
followed by Tsuen Wan (68.2%) and Tai Po (66.9%) districts.


Residents of Central and Western (50.7%), Wan Chai (46.3%) and Sha Tin
(43.9%) were more likely to be multi-type participants compared to those
from other districts (total, 32.8%);

CSG



Wan Chai (30.5%) also had a relatively higher proportion of residents who
were duo-type participants (total, 16.5%);



North had a higher skew of single (core) art form participants (52.7% vs.
average 31.0%); and



Residents of Tsuen Wan (28.3%), Yuen Long (27.8%), Tai Po (25.8%) and
Kowloon City (25.7%) were, however, more likely to be Pop Show and
Variety Show only participants (total, 19.6%).
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(b)

Those who resided in Kwun Tong (42.8%), Tuen Mun (46.6%) and Sha Tin
(47.3%), on the other hand, had the lowest incidences of arts participation.

(c)

Compared to people living in other districts, those who lived in Sham Shui Po
(42.9%), Kowloon City (39.0%) and Sha Tin (37.2%) were more prone to
indicate that they were interested in at least one of the core art forms (total,
28.8%).

(Exhibit 29)
4.5.2. The analysis of arts participants by living districts further shows that
(a)

In general Central and Western (10.0% to 47.8%) had the highest incidences
of participation of most types of arts activities, in particularly Pop Show (47.8%,
vs. total, 23.2%).
The core art form that most residents of this district participated in was Literary
Arts (44.0%, vs. total 25.1%), followed by Visual Arts (27.8%, vs. total 13.3%),
Music (27.4%, vs. total 10.4%) and Theatre (24.7%, vs. total 10.0%).

(b)

The skew in the art forms participated by the Wan Chai residents was very
similar to that of Central and Western, namely Pop Show (41.7%, vs. total,
23.2%), Literary Arts (40.8%, vs. total 25.1%), Visual Arts (27.9%, vs. total
13.3%), followed closely by Theatre (18.5%, vs. total 10.0%).
Wong Tai Sin and Kwai Tsing were also more prone to participate in Literary
Arts (34.1% and 30.8% respectively, vs. total 25.1%).

(c)

It is noteworthy that there were more people who lived in the Outlying Islands
who participated in Literary Arts (36.8%, vs. total 25.1%) and Visual Arts (24.7%,
vs. total 13.3%) compared to most districts (except Central and Western and
Wan Chai).

(Exhibit 30)
4.5.3. North and Kwai Tsing had the highest percentages of single (core) art form
participants who only participated in Literary Arts (23.5% and 18.7% respectively),
whereas Sai Kung (15.2%) and Tuen Mun (15.1%) had the highest percentages of
single (core) art form participants who only participated in Xiqu in their respective
districts.
(Exhibit 31)
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Exhibit 29.

Types of arts participation analysed by living districts
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Q: B6
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Exhibit 30.

Participation in specific art forms by living districts

Q: B6
Base: All respondents (N=3,016)
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Exhibit 31.

Art forms that single (core) art form participants participated in by living districts

Q: S5
Base: All arts participants (N=1,634)
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4.6.

Overview of Non-participants by District

4.6.1. On the other hand, the analysis of art forms that non-participants were most
interested in by living districts shows that
(a)

Compared with total non-participants (total, 20.5%), non-participants in Central
and Western (41.1%), Tsuen Wan (34.9%) and Sai Kung (30.7%) were more
interested in Pop Show. However, non-participants in North (18.7%) tended to
have greater interest in Variety Show (total, 8.7%).

(b)

When only taking core art forms into consideration, more non-participants in
Sham Shui Po (42.9%), Kowloon City (39.7%) and Sha Tin (37.2%) were
interested in any one of the core art forms (total, 28.8%).


Sha Tin (21.0%), Kowloon City (19.7%) and Yuen Long (18.0%) had a
relatively higher proportions of non-participants who were interested in Xiqu
(total, 12.2%);



Non-participants in Outlying Islands (15.3%) and Central and Western
(8.5%) were more prone to have greater interest in Music (total, 2.2%).



Sham Shui Po (5.1%) and Sha Tin (3.8%) had higher skew of nonparticipants who were interested in Visual Arts (total, 1.7%)



Non-participants in Eastern were more interested in Literary Arts (2.0%, vs.
total, 0.5%), while non-participants in Kwun Tong indicated greater interest
in Theatre (9.1%, vs. total, 4.0%).



Non-participants in Kwai Tsing were more interested in Dance (5.7%, vs.
total, 2.7%); and



Non-participants in Kowloon City were more interested in Film and Media
Arts (12.8%, vs. total, 5.3%).

(c)

There was a higher proportion of non-participants who were not interested in
any core art forms nor Pop Show / Variety Show in Southern (70.9%), Wan Chai
(70.8%) and Kwai Tsing (65.3%).

(d)

Relatively speaking, most non-participants across all districts were not
interested in Multi-arts (0% to 0.9%).

(Exhibit 32)
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4.6.2. The analysis of leisure activities cited by the non-participants shows that
(a)

The non-participants in Sha Tin and Tuen Mun were more likely to attend indoor
activities (90.3% and 88.6% respectively, vs. total, 82.5%), while those in
Outlying Islands, Kwun Tong and Sai Kung tended to participate in outdoor
activities (95.7%, 89% and 81.8% respectively, vs. total, 73.1%).

(b)

As for indoor activities,


Compared with total non-participants (total, 43.9%), non-participants in
Kowloon City, Tuen Mun and Sai Kung tended to mention watching
television as a leisure activity (59.8%, 57.2% and 54.4% respectively).



Compared with total non-participants (total, 23.1%), non-participants in Sha
Tin and Tuen Mun preferred gathering in dim sum restaurants (30.4% and
29.9% respectively). Those in Tuen Mun (21.7%) also preferred playing
Mahjong (total, 15.4%).



Compared with total non-participants (total, 13.3%), non-participants in
North and Tuen Mun were more likely to cite “cooking” as a leisure activity
(27.4% and 24.6% respectively).



Compared with total non-participants (total, 12.2%), non-participants in
Tuen Mun and Sai Kung tended to consider “listening to pop music” to be a
leisure activity (20.6% and 19.4% respectively).



Compared with total non-participants (total, 12.2%), non-participants in
Central and Western, Sai Kung and Tuen Mun tended to cite “watching
drama online” as a leisure activity (24.1%, 20.3% and 19.4% respectively).



Compared with total non-participants (total, 10.3%), non-participants in
North and Kwai Tsing were more likely to mention “housework” as a leisure
activity (22.8% and 16.1% respectively).

(c)

Regarding outdoor/ leisure activities,


Compared with total non-participants (total, 28.9%), non-participants in
Kwun Tong and Tuen Mun were more likely to go to shopping mall/ shops
in their spare time (39.5% and 37.2% respectively).



Compared with total non-participants (total, 18.2%), non-participants in
Central and Western and Eastern tended to cite “have a walk in the park”
as their leisure activity (43.2% and 27.9% respectively). Those in Central
and Western also preferred hiking (28.5%).
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Compared with total non-participants (total, 12.1%), non-participants in Sai
Kung tended to mention “jogging” as a leisure activity (20.1%).

(Exhibit 33)
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Exhibit 32.

Art forms most interested in among non-participants analysed by living districts
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1.4

4.3

5.4

1.9

0

7.1

4.7

2.3

0

- Dance

2.7

0

0

3.9

3.2

3.3

5.5

1.1

0

2.5

5.7

4.5

2.5

4.6

0

2.2

1.4

1.3

0

- Music

2.2

8.5

6.4

0.9

0

0.7

3.8

1.3

1.9

2.0

0.7

0

1.9

2.3

5.5

0.4

1.9

2.4

15.3

- Visual Arts

1.7

3.6

0

0.6

0

1.6

5.1

0

2.1

1.8

0.8

2.6

0.3

0.8

1.7

4.4

3.8

1.3

3.6

- Literary Arts

0.5

0

0

2

1.9

1.6

0

1.3

0

0

0.5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.5

0

- Multi-arts

0.2

0

0

0.9

0

0

0

0

0

0.3

0

0

0

0.7

0

0

0.5

0

0

42.0

17.0

70.8

42.0

70.9

36.4

28.8

36.7

44.5

35.3

65.3

28.3

47.1

45.1

35.7

47.4

33.0

35.5

51.9

Pop Show
Variety Show
Interested

in

one of core art
forms
- Xiqu
-

Film

and

Media Arts

None of the
above

Q: B1b
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382)
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Exhibit 33.

Leisure activities among non-participants analysed by living districts
Central

Total

and
Western

Wan
Chai

Eastern

Southern

Yau

Sham

Tsim

Shui

Mong

Po

Kowloon
City

Wong
Tai
Sin

Kwun

Kwai

Tsuen

Tuen

Yuen

Tong

Tsing

Wan

Mun

Long

North

Tai

Sha

Sai

Outlying

Po

Tin

Kung

Islands
N=19*

N=1,382

N=27*

N=18*

N=123

N=45

N=64

N=63

N=75

N=77

N=146

N=108

N=38

N=126

N=135

N=58

N=47

N=135

N=78

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

Indoor activities

82.5

90.9

64.4

83.7

85.1

78.4

78.6

79.8

78.1

75.9

87.6

79

88.6

84

77.4

78.4

90.3

89.6

59.6

Watching TV

43.9

46.1

29.7

47.1

40.1

43.5

37.4

59.8

28.9

48.9

46.1

25

57.2

36.9

46.9

43.3

39.3

54.4

3.6

23.1

31.6

4.5

18.4

13.9

28.2

25.4

12.8

15.4

20.8

29.5

25.4

29.9

24.8

20.4

14.8

30.4

28.1

11.1

Mahjong

15.4

3.2

4.5

12.9

13.9

15.2

16.8

16.8

14.3

13.4

19.8

21.4

21.7

12.8

11

9.8

17.8

17.7

16.2

Cooking

13.3

4.2

0

12.4

9.2

10

7.1

10.7

5.7

14.7

11

13.7

24.6

8.7

27.4

17.2

16.8

6.5

25.5

12.2

3.1

6.4

10.9

16

16.7

9.4

5.7

16.8

12.7

12

5.5

20.6

11

6.3

7.2

11.5

19.4

4.3

12.2

24.1

4.7

6.7

17.4

12.8

9.8

11.4

11.9

13.9

7.9

4.5

19.4

8.8

16.5

2.7

13.8

20.3

0

11.6

13.2

0

7

5.7

16.4

14.6

13

9.9

14.4

8.8

5.9

10.9

7.4

5

0

23.7

18.9

4.3

10.3

7.8

8.6

15.8

3.9

7.7

4.4

9.9

10

8.4

16.1

7.1

12.2

12.3

22.8

8.2

7.7

6.1

0

9.8

8.5

11.1

8.4

7

10.2

8.8

8.1

8.9

9.4

9.2

6.6

16.1

9.3

8.2

13.3

10.2

9.9

9.3

8.2

7.8

0

7

3.8

6

5.5

1.6

2.5

10.4

1.1

8.8

19.5

10.5

12.7

12.9

8.4

9.4

0

6.1

0

6.4

7.3

1.9

6.8

9.9

9.7

2.4

3.6

6.8

5.3

9.5

11.9

4.1

0

3.1

7

1.5

73.1

79.9

53.1

71.2

57.3

71.1

64.9

72.3

71.8

89

61.4

67.7

78.7

67.6

66.7

59.5

77.4

81.8

95.7

28.9

36.5

12.6

26.7

14.5

36.7

27.1

27

21.8

39.5

28.6

33.2

37.2

19.6

19.3

15.9

32.6

38.1

15.3

18.2

43.2

6.4

27.9

4.6

6

25.4

20.9

24.5

16.1

10.8

22.2

16.5

20.2

16

9.9

22.4

17.9

4.3

Swimming

13.8

12.9

19.1

15.1

5.6

7.5

14

20.2

15.8

18.1

19.9

12.4

18.3

10.7

8.3

6.6

11.6

10

4.3

Hiking

12.6

28.5

7.8

14.3

12.8

10.2

6

11.6

10.4

14.9

10.6

11.2

12.2

17.6

9.9

11.1

11.3

12.3

15.3

Jogging

12.1

17.3

6.4

6.9

5.1

11.4

13.2

13.8

9.5

15.4

8.5

9.8

16.8

12.5

15.3

6.7

10.3

20.1

12.8

Football

6

11.2

12.8

7

7.2

1

11.4

6.6

2.6

7.7

4.1

3.5

6.7

3.1

12.3

7.4

4.9

4

1.5

5.7

0

6.4

5.2

2.1

5.7

6.5

4.8

11.2

10.7

3.6

7.9

3

8.9

1.7

0

3.3

7.7

4.3

Chinese tea
gathering

Listening to pop
music
Watching drama
online
Reading newspaper/
magazines
Housework
Playing TV games/
online games
Surfing the internet
Watching football
matches
Outdoor/ leisure
activities
Going to shopping
mall/ shops
Having a walk in the
park

Badminton
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4.7.

Comparison of Characteristics of Participants and Non-participants

Para. 4.7.1 – 4.7.4 compare the arts participants and non-participants by life stage and other
demographics. The analysis shows that the two groups of people had rather different life
stage and demographic characteristics.
Life Stage
4.7.1. There were more arts participants among students (arts participants, 16.8% vs. nonparticipants, 3.7%) and working singles (arts participants, 32.8% vs. non-participants,
22.0%). 5 On the other hand, there were more non-participants among married
persons having children aged 15 or above (arts participants, 23.3% vs. nonparticipants, 38.2%) and retirees (arts participant, 6.6% vs. non-participants, 11.2%).
4F

(Exhibit 34)
Exhibit 34. Comparison of demographic profile between arts participants and nonparticipants – life stage

Q: D2a, 2b, 3, 8
Base: All respondents who gave valid responses to the related demographic questions
Remark: “Working Singles” were defined as those who answered “single” in D2a and “working” in D8.

5

Arts participants include those who attended Pop Show or Variety Show.
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Age and Gender
4.7.2. Compared with the total respondents, higher proportions of arts participants were
females (total, 54.1%; arts participants, 56.1%) and were from the younger segments
aged 15-24 (total, 14.6%; arts participants, 21.7%) and 25-34 (total, 18.7%; arts
participants, 21.6%).
In the focus group discussions, male respondents pointed out that they usually
preferred inviting female friends to participate in art activities, which probably
explained why the participation incidence was higher among females.
Non-participants were more prone to be males, particularly those who were aged 2544 (total, 15.6%; non-participants, 24.6%).
(Exhibit 35)
Exhibit 35. Comparison of demographic profile between arts participants and nonparticipants – age and gender

Q: S3, S4
Base: All respondents (N=3,016)
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Education Attainment
4.7.3. Arts participants were generally better educated than non-participants. There was
a larger proportion of arts participants who had attained tertiary education (total,
30.0%; arts participants, 39.9%).
The qualitative findings supported that the better educated respondents expressed a
more positive attitude towards arts.
(Exhibit 36)
Exhibit 36. Comparison of demographic profile between arts participants and nonparticipants - education attainment

Q: D1
Base: All participants (N=3,016)
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Monthly Personal Income
4.7.4. The average monthly personal income of arts participants was HK$20,304, which
was slightly higher than that of the total respondents (HK$19,186) and considerably
higher than that of the non-participants (HK$17,873). (Exhibit 37)
Exhibit 37. Demographic profile comparison between arts participants and non-participants
- monthly personal income

Q: D10
Base: All respondents excluding those who refused to answer related question (N=2,022)
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5

Study Findings – Key Observations of Different Art Forms
This Section provides the main characteristics of participants and non-participants in
each art form. The detailed analyses of the participants and non-participants of the
ten art forms are contained in the Individual Reports in Annex 2 under a separate cover.

5.1.

Major Comparisons of Participants across Ten Art Forms

5.1.1. Demographic Profile
(a)

Dance, Music and Theatre participants were skewed towards the 15-24 year olds
(Theatre, 40.1%; Dance, 35.3%; Music, 32.5%) (Exhibit 38), and Students
(Theatre, 34.0%; Dance, 31.7%; Music, 29.2%) and Working Singles (Theatre,
34.0%; Music, 33.8%; Dance, 33.0%) (Exhibit 39).
The participants of these three art forms, however, showed some major
differences:


There were more male Theatre participants who were aged 35-44 (6.4%)
than those in Music (5.1%) and Dance (1.7%) participants (Exhibit 38);



There were more male Dance participants who were aged 45-54 (5.7%) than
Music (3.4%) and Theatre participants (3.3%) (Exhibit 38);



There were more male Music participants who were aged 55-64 (6.1%) than
Dance (2.9%) and Theatre (2.6%) participants (Exhibit 38);



There were more people who were married persons having young children
aged 5-14 among Music participants (11.5%) compared to Dance
participants (8.2%) (Exhibit 39); and



There were relatively fewer participants who had received post-secondary
degree course education (33.4%) among Music participants compared to
Dance participants (38.1%) (Exhibit 40).

CSG

(b)

There were higher percentages of Working Singles among Multi-arts (44.5%),
Visual Arts (43.8%) and Film and Media Arts (43.4%) participants, as compared
with other core art forms’ participants. (Exhibit 39)

(c)

The proportions of Married Persons Having Children aged 0-4, Students and
Working Singles among Xiqu participants (0.8%, 5.6% and 13.1% respectively)
were the lowest among all art forms. (Exhibit 39)
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Exhibit 38.

Age and gender by art form

Q: S3, 4, 5
Base: All respondents aged 15-74 (N=3,016)
Note: Figures highlighted in purple are significantly higher than at least 5 other art forms’ at 95% confidence
level.

Exhibit 39.

Life stage by art form

Q: D2a, 2b, 3, 8
Base: All participants excluding “refused” in demographic questions (N=1,599)
Note: Figures highlighted in purple are significantly higher than at least 5 other art forms’ at 95% confidence
level.
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(d)

Compared with the participants in other art forms, those of Xiqu tended to attain
lower secondary (25.0%) and primary school or below education (21.5%).
(Exhibit 40)

Exhibit 40.

Education attainment by art form

Q: D1
Base: All arts participants (N=1,634)
Note: Figures highlighted in purple are significantly higher than at least 5 other art forms’ at 95% confidence
level.

(e)

The occupation profile of participants of different art forms is highlighted as below:


There were more Students in Theatre (33.2%).



Xiqu participants consisted of a larger proportion of housewives (19.6%) and
retirees (18.9%); and



Multi-arts and Visual Arts participants attracted a larger proportion of
associate professionals (Multi-arts, 23.6%; Visual Arts, 19.5%), while there
were larger percentages of clerical support workers (14.7%) and managers
and administrative staff (12.1%) among Pop Show participants.

(Exhibit 41)
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Exhibit 41.

Occupation by art form

Q: D8
Base: All arts participants (N=1,634)
Note: Figures highlighted in purple are significantly higher than at least 5 other art forms’ at 95% confidence
level.

(f)

The comparison of average monthly personal incomes of participants in different
art forms is highlighted as below:


The highest average monthly personal incomes were record among the
participants in Theatre ($22,469), Dance ($22,462) and Visual Arts ($22,261).



The participants with the lowest average monthly personal incomes were in
Xiqu ($16,749), Literary Arts ($19,845) and Pop Show ($19,902).

(Exhibit 42)
Exhibit 42.

Average monthly personal income by art from (HK$)

Q: D10
Base: All arts participants excluding those who refused to answer related question (N=2,022)
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5.1.2. Attitude of Participants
(a)

In general, most participants considered that they engaged themselves in the art
forms seriously when they attended the events (77.9%). Although not many of
them actively searched information on arts activities (26.4%) in their free time, a
considerable proportion of them stated that they were willing to spend money on
attending the arts programmes (37.2%).

(b)

It is worth noting that over four in ten (43.0%) participants opined that their school
education had great influence on their involvement in arts. This was also
reflected in the focus group discussions in which most of the respondents,
especially the younger ones, recalled that their first art activities were organised
by their primary or secondary schools. Moreover, their teachers’ ways of
introducing the activities and guiding them to appreciate the activities had a lot of
impact on their attitude and attendance of arts activities when they left school.

(c)

The comparison of participants’ attitudes in different art forms is highlighted as
follows:


Pop Show (86.6%) and Visual Arts (83.8%) participants were most likely
to be seriously engaged in the art forms. Pop Show participants also had
the highest willingness to spend for attending the art form (47.3%).



Xiqu participants tended to be actively inviting friends to attend the art form
(41.7%).



Dance (37%) and Multi-arts (36.1%) participants were more likely to share
news about the art programmes on social media.



Variety Show participants were the least involved (68.1%) and were more
likely to participate in arts activities only when being invited (35.8%).

(Exhibit 43)
(d)

CSG

Echoing the participants’ attitude of engaging or participating in arts activities
seriously, respondents who were active arts participants indicated in the focus
group discussions that they did not like to watch stage performances through
digital means (disregarding whether live broadcast or archive) as the screen size
was small which made it difficult for them to concentrate on watching the
performances. The mood and feel of the arts activities would therefore be lost
to a great extent.
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Exhibit 43.

Attitudes of arts participants

Q: C1
Base: All participants of any art form who responded to the question (N=1,296)
Note: Figures highlighted in purple are significantly higher than at least 5 other art forms’ at 95% confidence level.
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(e)

Most respondents pointed out that watching stage performances through digital
means could only be considered as a last resort, for example, when the
performances were only available in theatres overseas. Some respondents
would also use electronic platforms to repeatedly watch their favourite
performances.

5.1.3. Active Social/ Active Independent/ Passive Participants
(a)

From the Pre-Survey Focus Group Discussions, it was found that the participants’
attitudes (whether they were active or passive in attending arts activities)
correlated with different motivators and drivers towards arts participation.
arts participants can be segmented into three types:


The

Active social participants (from 34.2% for Literary Arts to 64.5% for Pop
Show) – refer to those who would self-initiate to attend arts activities, and
would invite friends to attend arts activities or would need company when
going to arts activities. The focus groups findings supported that this type
of participants would invite other people to join them in participating in arts
activities. They also spread good word of mouth among their friends
about the arts activities they had participated in, probably by using
promotion materials;



Active independent participants (from 13.0% for Xiqu to 46.0% for Literary
Arts) – refer to those who would not actively invite friends to arts activities
but would self-initiate to attend arts activities without company; and



Passive participants (from 15.5% for Music to 37.0% for Variety Show) –
refer to those who would only attend arts activities if they were invited by
others.

In general, there were more active social participants than other two types of
participants for most art forms, except Literary Arts which registered the highest
proportion of active independent participants (46.0%).
(Exhibit 44)
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Exhibit 44.

Segment of arts participants by attitudes

Q: C1
Base: All arts participants who gave valid responses to related attitude statements (N=1,205)

(b)

In the focus group discussions, some active social participants explained their
attitudes on inviting/ taking friends to attending arts activities. The respondents
were rather cautious about who they would ask to join them for arts activities,
and would, in most cases, only invite people who they knew for certain had
interest in the particular arts activities. Firstly, such invitations would be more
likely to be successful, and secondly, the friends invited would be more able to
enjoy and appreciate the activities.
Some respondents had unpleasant
experiences of being embarrassed by friends who did not have knowledge/
interest in the arts activities (e.g. unaware of the house rules of the venues, dozed
off), which reinforced their view that their company should only be someone who
had interest in the art forms.

5.1.4. Triggers /Drivers for Active and Passive Participation
Active arts participants and passive arts participants cited different motivators or
drivers for their participation in arts activities. Participants of some of the art forms
shared similar drivers of active participation:
Motivators for active participation:
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Visual Arts, Multi-arts and Music – genuine interest in the art forms (87.0%,
80.0%, 78.9% of respective participants);



Pop Show and Visual Arts – famous artists/ shows/ exhibitions (49.9% and
46.7% of respective participants);
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Music, Dance and Multi-arts – music element of the shows (37.2%, 28.5%,
26.0% of respective participants); and



Theatre – friends’/ family’s recommendations (28.6% of participants),
supporting friends/ family who performed (13.7% of participants).

(Exhibit 45)
Drivers for passive participation:


Pop Show and Film and Media Arts – attending activities as couple/ social
activities (66.3% and 65.6% of respective participants);



Xiqu and Variety Show – attending as family activities (33.3% and 31.0%
of respective participants);



Variety Show and Music – supporting friends/ family who performed/
participated in the event (25.0% and 22.5% of respective participants); and



Visual Arts – for learning purpose (31.6% of participants), either selflearning or school activity.

(Exhibit 46)
Exhibit 45.

Motivators for active participation by art form

Q: A7b
Base: All participants who self-initiated to attend the last art activity excluding those who were filtered as
Literary Arts participants (N=452)
Note: Figures highlighted in purple are significantly higher than at least 5 other art forms’ at 95% confidence
level.
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Exhibit 46.

Drivers for passive participation by art form

Q: A7c
Base: All participants who initiated by others to attend the last art activity excluding those who were filtered as
Literary Arts participants (N=680)
Note: Figures highlighted in purple are significantly higher than at least 5 other art forms’ at 95% confidence
level.

5.1.5. Benefits from Participating in Arts Activities by Art Form
Arts activities brought intangible benefits to the arts participants. Respondents
derived a range of benefits from arts participation, with entertainment/ relaxation being
the most commonly perceived benefit across all art forms, particularly Pop Show
(90.0% of participants). Other specific benefits were received by participating in
different art forms:


Literary Arts – bringing intellectual benefits, especially improving selflearning (57.8% of participants), and inner self benefits, especially bringing
good temperament (35.1% of participants) and enhancing self-cultivation/
inner quality (34.9% of participants);
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Music – bringing good temperament (41.5% of participants);



Film and Media Arts – enhancing social bonding (28.2% of participants),
enhancing communication with others (27.4% of participants), gaining
self-reflection/ message (21.2% of participants) and stimulating thoughts
(16.7% of participants);



Xiqu – enabling appreciation of culture/ tradition (37.6% of participants)
enhancing family bonding (24.8% of participants); and
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Visual Arts and Multi-arts – enabling self-learning/ broadening own



horizons (44.1% and 38.4% of respective participants).
(Exhibit 47)
Exhibit 47.

Benefits from participating in art activities by art form

Q: A10
Base: All participants of any art form who responded to the question (N=1,296)
Note: Figures highlighted in purple are significantly higher than at least 5 other art forms’ at 95% confidence
level.

5.1.6. Number of times of participation
On average, an arts participant participated in one of the ten art forms for 3.4 times in
the past 12 months.
For specific art form, higher participation rates were found among Literary Arts
participants (12.4 times), Film and Media Arts participants (2.3 times) and Multi-arts
participants (2.3 times), while the lowest participation rate was recorded among Pop
Show participants (1.6 times).
(Exhibit 48)
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Exhibit 48. Average number of times of participation per arts participant in the past 12
months by art forms

Q: A2
Base: All participants of any art form who responded to the question (N=1,296)

5.1.7. Projected Attendance in the Past 12 Months
After applying the average frequency rate in Exhibit 48 to the projected participant
population of each art form in Exhibit 1, the total attendances of the nine art forms
(excluding Literary Arts) amounted to 11.0 million times in the past 12 months, while
the total number of times of participation of Literary Arts was 18.3 million times in the
past 12 months.
Among the core art forms excluding Literary Arts, Visual Arts registered the largest
number of attendances (1.34 million times), followed by Film and Media Arts (1.31
million times) and Xiqu (1.26 million times).
(Exhibit 49)
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Exhibit 49. Projected number of attendance in the past 12 months of all art forms excluding
Literary Arts

Q: A2
Base: All participants of any art form who responded to the question (N=1,296)

5.1.8. Projected Involvement
(a)

Among the ten art forms, Literary Arts (1,484,000) had the highest projected
involvement (including attending, learning and performing/ working), followed by
Pop Show (1,382,000) and Visual Arts (826,000).

(b)

Visual Arts (130,000) and Dance (111,000) had the highest projected “learning”.

(Exhibit 50)
Exhibit 50.

Projected involvement by art forms

Q: S5
Base: All respondents (N=3,016)
Note: The projected population of attending only, learning total, performing/ working total might not add up to
total involvement because some people were involved in both learning and performing/ working.
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5.1.9. Proportion of Free and Paid Participation
Another area that the Study looked into was the comparison between free and paid
participation.
(a)

Among the ten art forms, Pop Show recorded the highest proportion of paid
tickets (94.4%).

(b)

When only core art forms were taken into consideration, Film and Media Arts
(87.8%) accounted for the largest share of paid ticket, followed by Theatre
(82.7%) and Multi-arts (75.1%).

(c)

It was worth noting that Variety Show had the lowest proportion of paid tickets
among all art forms (53.0%).

(Exhibit 51)
Exhibit 51.

Proportion of free and paid participation

Q: A4a
Base: All arts participants excluding those who answered “don’t know” in A4a (N=1,107).
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5.1.10. Projected Direct Expenditures in the Past 12 Months
(a)

The total projected direct expenditures on arts participation in the past 12 months
were about HK$3 billion. The majority of the projected direct expenditures came
from the purchase of tickets (around HK$2 billion) and the remaining came from
the purchase of books in Literary Arts (around HK$1 billion).

(b)

Pop Show (40.8%) accounted for the lion share of the projected HK$2 billion
direct expenditures on purchasing tickets, followed distantly by Xiqu (9.9%) and
Theatre (9.6%).

(c)

Other core art forms that registered relatively higher ticket expenditures were
Music (8.9%) and Multi-arts (7.5%).

(Exhibit 52)
Exhibit 52.

Projected past 12-month direct expenditures on tickets by art form

Q: A4a
Base: All arts participants excluding those who answered “don’t know” (N=819)

5.1.11. Projected Indirect Expenditures in the Past 12 Months
(a)

The total projected indirect expenditures in the past 12 months of ten art forms
were HK$3.2 billion.

(b)

Food and dining expenses (51.7% for Multi-arts to 73.5% for Film and Media Arts)
accounted for the largest share of indirect expenditures in most art forms.

(c)

It was worth noting that in art forms with larger proportion of active social
participant segments (e.g. Xiqu, Music), participants would relatively spend more
on “souvenirs” (17.9% for Xiqu; 17.2% for Music).

(d) Literary Arts (5.7%, HK$65,123,000) and Film and Media Arts (3.9%,
HK$8,365,000) participants had the lowest shares of past 12-month indirect
projected expenditures on souvenirs.
(Exhibit 53 and Exhibit 54)
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Exhibit 53. Projected past 12-month indirect expenditures by expense category by art form

Q: A4b
Base: All arts participants excluding those without indirect expenditure (N=1,296)

Exhibit 54.

Projected past 12-month indirect expenditures on souvenir

Q: A4b
Base: All respondents excluding those without indirect expenditure (N=1,296)

5.1.12. Arts Learning among Children Aged under 20
In view that children aged 16-19 are still in the secondary school and many are
undertaking arts learning with support from parents, the Study specifically targeted at
married persons having children aged 19 or below for the following topics of arts
learning. Among the total 3,016 respondents, 682 persons had children aged under
20. Slightly over one-quarter (26.2%) of them arranged their children to learn at least
one art form, mainly Music (62.9%) and Dance (33.6%). On average, they spent
HK$14,130 on their children’s arts learning activities annually. (Exhibit 55)
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Exhibit 55.

CSG
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Among the 343 participants who were parents having children under 20, 36.4% of
them arranged their children to learn at least one art form. Within this segment, Music
(65.6%) and Dance (31.5%) were the most favourite art forms for their children to learn.
On average, they spent HK$16,291 on their children’s arts learning activities annually.
(Exhibit 56)
Exhibit 56.
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Among the 339 non-participants who were parents having children under 20, only
15.8% of them arranged their children to learn at least one art form. Again, within
this segment, Music (57.3%) and Dance (38.8%) were the most favourite art forms for
their children to learn. On average, they spent HK$9,033 on their children’s arts
learning activities annually. (Exhibit 57)
Exhibit 57.
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Among the 179 parents who arranged their children to learn at least one art form, most
of them regarded the personal development (73.9%) and the hobbies/ interests (72.4%)
of their children to be the primary reasons. Among those parents who were
participants, they tended to also mention that art learning helped their children in
academics (44.3%), while those parents who were non-participants were more likely
to cite reason “caused by others” for their children’s art learning (37.1%). (Exhibit 58)
Exhibit 58.

Reasons for children’s art learning

Q: D5b
Base: Respondents who had arranged their children to learn art activities in D4 (N=179)
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5.2.

Key Comparison of Non-participants Across Ten Art Forms

5.2.1. Segmentation of Non-participants of Each Art Form
(a)

The arts non-participants can be segmented into three types:
(i)

Interested informed non-participants (from 0% for Dance to 11.3% for Pop
Show) – refer to those who were interested in an art form and were aware
of the activities of the art form, but did not attend the activities due to various
reasons such as busy schedule;

(ii)

Interested uninformed non-participants (from 16.4% for Xiqu to 35.6% for
Variety Show) – refer to those who were interested in an art form but did not
attend the activities because they were not aware of the arts activities of the
art form; and

(iii)

Uninterested non-participants (from 54.6% for Pop Show to 80.9% for Xiqu)
– refer to those who did not attend because they were not interested in the
art form.

The rationale behind this segmentation was that while both groups of interested
non-participants (i.e. interested informed and interested uninformed) should be
identified as potential participants in view that they claimed interest in the various
art forms, the interested uninformed non-participants should be given higher
priority in promotion efforts with the assumption that they would be more likely to
become arts participants if they were provided with information about the arts
activities.
(b)

If only core art forms were taken into consideration, there were comparatively
more interested uninformed non-participants for Visual Arts (27.2%) and Multiarts (26.3%).

(Exhibit 59)
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Exhibit 59.

Segments of arts non-participants by attitudes

Q: B2/B3a
Base: All arts non-participants who gave valid responses to related attitude statements (N=1,540)

(c)

The interested uninformed non-participants had similar information channels to
those of art participants and non-participants. Online channels (top 2: Music,
87.7%; Visual Arts, 85.8%), public transport (top 2: Multi-arts, 69.3%; Xiqu,
65.9%) and outdoor advertisements (top 2: Visual Arts, 69.0%; Multi-arts, 64.9%)
were the most mentioned important information channels for the interested
uninformed non-participants.
The interested uninformed non-participants of Xiqu (58.1%) and Variety Show
(49.2%) also considered television/ radio channels as their preferred sources of
information.

(d)

The interested uninformed non-participants of different art forms tended to have
different leisure activities:
(i)

Music – basketball (24.5%);

(ii)

Xiqu – indoor activities (97.0%), particularly watching television and
gathering in Dim Sum restaurant (71.9% and 34.8% respectively);

(iii)

Multi-arts – indoor activities (88.1%), particularly playing television/ online
games (47.9%) and listening to pop music (43.6%), and going to shopping
malls/ shops (64.8%); and

(iv) Visual Arts – listen to pop music, swimming, surfing the internet and
badminton (51.4%, 39.6%, 35.4% and 28.1% respectively).
(Exhibit 60)
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Exhibit 60.

Leisure activities of arts non-participants by art forms

Q: B6
Base: all respondents who are filtered as interested uninformed non-participants in each art form (N=403)
Figures highlighted in purple are significantly higher than at least 5 other art forms’ at 95% confidence level

5.2.2. Attitudes of Non-participants by Art Form
The main reasons for arts non-participation were as follows:


Multi-arts – not having enough knowledge to appreciate the art form
(53.6% of non-participants);



Pop Show, Film and Media Arts, Visual Arts, Dance and Multi-arts – the
art forms were for young people (65.8%, 59.0%, 51.8%, 51.2% and 51.1%
of respective non-participants);



Literary Arts – the art form was solemn (46.7% of non-participants) and
too abstract/ difficult to comprehend (41.6% of non-participants);



Xiqu – the art form was for the elderly (66.0% of non-participants), difficult
to get involved in (41.2% of non-participants), outdated and unable to
reflect contemporary social cultures and values (based on the results of
the Post-survey Deep-dive Focus Group Discussions); and



Music – the art form was solemn (46.6% of non-participants) and for rich
people (43.9% of non-participants).

(Exhibit 61)
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Exhibit 61.

Attitudes of arts non-participants

Q: C1
Base: All respondents who were non-participants (N=1,720)
Note: Figures highlighted in purple are significantly higher than at least 5 other art forms’ at 95% confidence
level.
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5.3.

Dance

5.3.1. Participants
(a) Projected population
Among the projected 5,877,400 Hong Kong population aged 15-74, it was
estimated that 6.6% or 387,000 people were Dance attendees/ participants, of
which 1.1% (or an estimation of 68,000 people) were also involved in learning/
performing/ working. There were 0.8% (or an estimation of 50,000 people) who
were “learning” only and 0.2% (or an estimation of 10,000 people) who were
“performing/ working” only. The total involvement in Dance was 7.7% or 452,000
people. (see Annex 2 – Dance report, p. 16)
(b) Demographic profile
Compared to total respondents,


Dance participants were skewed towards females and those aged 15 - 24.
(see Annex 2 – Dance report, p. 18)



Relative to the general population, they were higher educated and were
skewed towards Students and higher income earners. (see Annex 2 – Dance
report, p. 18 and 19)

(c) Interest in Dance
Compared with the total Dance participants, those who were with the following
characteristics were more likely to state that they were very interested/ quite
interested in Dance:


Females (54.8%);



Students (52.0%) and Working Singles (51.7%); and



Those who had monthly disposable income between HK$3,000 and HK$7,999
(53.7%).

(Exhibit 62)
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Exhibit 62.

Interest level of Dance participants

Q: A1
Base: All respondents who were Dance participants (N=118)

(d) Frequency of participation
The more interested participants participated in Dance for 2.7 times on average in
the past 12 months, which was more than double of that of the less interested
participants (1.3 times).

(see Annex 2 – Dance report, p. 24)

(e) Expenses
The Working Singles had the highest projected past 12-month spending on tickets
and total expenses (including indirect expenses), whereas the lowest income group
had the highest proportion of using free tickets. (see Annex 2 – Dance report, p.
27, 28 and 30)
Food was the largest spending category in indirect expenses, followed by
transportation.
report, p. 29)

Spending in souvenirs was very small.

(see Annex 2 – Dance

Among the total 3,016 respondents, 682 of them had children aged under 20, while
179 persons arranged their children to learn arts. Within this group, there were
33.6% of them arranging their children to learn Dance. (see Annex 2 – Dance
report, p. 13)
(f) Sources of information
The Working Singles were more likely to know about upcoming activities of Dance
from the channels of indoor advertisements (e.g. promotional materials at arts
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venues and at ticketing offices) and public transport, and they used the HK
Ticketing website and URBTIX website.
The more interested participants had higher incidences of using outdoor
advertisements and mobile as their information channels; they were also more
likely to obtain information from social media and media portals.
(see Annex 2 – Dance report, p. 32 and 34)
(g) Segments of participants by life stage
As mentioned in para. 5.1.3, the arts participants could be divided into active social
participants, active independent participants and passive participants in
accordance to their responses to the attitude statements.
Nearly 40% of the Dance participants were active social, while around one-third
were passive independent (31.3%) and active independent (29.6%) each.
When compared with all Dance participants, male participants tended to be passive
(43.3%) and active independent (37.2%), while relatively more female participants
were active social (48.8%).
By life stage, a higher proportion of Students (46.0%) was active independent
participants whereas relatively more Working Singles (44.8%) and Married
Persons Having Children (44.1%) were active social when compared with all Dance
participants.
(Exhibit 63)
Exhibit 63.

Segment of participants in Dance

Q: C1
Base: All Dance participants excluding the active participants who were neutral regarding whether they needed
company when going to arts activities and those who answered “not applicable” in any of the related
attitude statements (N=103)
Remark: “Married Persons Having No Children” and “Retirees” are not shown due to small bases (N<10)
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(h) Triggers/ drivers for active and passive participation
In terms of triggers for active participation, the more interested participants were
more likely to participate in Dance because it was their hobby/ they were fans of
Dance (30.3%), while the less interested participants tended to be attracted by the
music element (13.9%) and topics related to society and human nature (9.0%).
It is noteworthy that around one in ten (10.1%) participants who were Married
Persons Having Children participated in Dance due to their children’s learning and
interest development. There were also 13.8% of them who participated in Dance
because their friends/ families performed/ participated in it.
For passive participation, the more interested participants were more likely to
participate in Dance to appreciate the art work/ skills/ professionalism/ postures of
the performers (17.7%).
(Exhibit 64 and Exhibit 65)
Exhibit 64.

Triggers/ drivers for active participation in Dance

Q: A7b
Base: All respondents who were Dance participants (N=118)
Remark: “Married Persons Having No Children” and “Retirees” are not shown due to small bases (N<10)
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Exhibit 65.

Drivers for passive participation in Dance

Q: A7c
Base: All respondents who were Dance participants (N=118)
Remark: “Married Persons Having No Children” and “Retirees” are not shown due to small bases (N<10)

(i) Companion of participation in Dance
The Dance participants were more likely to be accompanied by a group of friends
(mixed gender) during participation, compared with the participants of other core
art forms. (see Annex 2 – Dance report, p. 40)
(j) Benefits from participating in Dance
The more interested participants were more prone to think that the participation
gave them the benefits of self-learning and enhancing their inner depth, while the
less interested group tended to consider entertainment/ relaxation as the benefit.
The benefit of entertainment/ relaxation was most widely mentioned by the less
interested participants.
(see Annex 2 – Dance report, p. 46)
(k) Attitudes
Compared with participants of all other art forms, Dance participants were more
likely to share news about arts programmes/ events on social media. (Exhibit 43)
In general, most Dance participants agreed that they engaged in Dance seriously
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when they watched/ attended the events (72.8%) and had friends who participated
in Dance (62.4%).
The analyses of sub-groups show that:
˙

By gender, male participants (38.8%) indicated a higher skew than female
participants (22.1%) to participate in Dance when someone invited them.

˙

By interest level, the more interested participants were more likely to engage
in Dance seriously (96.7%) and had friends who participated in Dance (77.8%)
as well. Over half of them also agreed that their school education had great
influence on their involvement in Dance (62.8%). On the other hand, the less
interested participants tended to disagree that they had in-depth knowledge in
Dance (62.4%) and that they would actively search information about Dance
in their free time (54.6%).

˙

By life stage, the Working Singles were more likely to agree that they were
willing to spend money in attending Dance programmes (57.1%) and that they
often invited their friends to attend Dance events (42.1%), which was similar
to the more interested participants.

˙

By active/ passive participation, most passive participants regarded that they
lacked in-depth knowledge in Dance (59.8%), and disagreed that they were
willing to spend money to attend Dance activities (44.0%).

(Exhibit 66)
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Exhibit 66.

Attitude of Dance participants

Q: C1
Base: All respondents who were Dance participants (N=118)
Remark: “Married Persons Having No Children” and “Retirees” are not shown due to small bases (N<10)

(l) Topics of information browsed
Female and the more interested participants were more likely to look up for
information on fashion/ beauty in their leisure time. (see Annex 2 – Dance report,
p. 49)
5.3.2. Non-participants
(a) Segmentation and projected population
As mentioned in para. 5.2.1, the non-participants of Dance could be segmented
into uninterested non-participants (76.8%) and interested uninformed (23.2%).
Among the projected 5,877,400 Hong Kong population aged 15-74, the interested
uninformed segment accounted for an estimation of 1,276,000 people.
(see Annex 2 – Dance report, p. 51)
(b) Demographic profile
The interested uninformed segment was skewed towards females aged 15-24.
(see Annex 2 – Dance report, p. 52)
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(c) Attitudes
In general, about half of the Dance non-participants agreed that Dance was for
young people (51.2%) and that they would consider participating in Dance activities
if they had the knowledge to appreciate the art form (46.1%).
Analyses by sub-groups show that:
˙

By gender, male non-participants tended to agree that they found Dance
difficult to get involved (48.3%) and that Dance was too abstract and too
difficult to comprehend (47.9%).

˙

By segment, the interested uninformed were more likely to agree that they
would consider participating in Dance activities if they had friends who were
interested in Dance (61.6%) or if they had the knowledge to appreciate the art
form (57.2%). On the other hand, they were more prone to disagree with the
negative statements, including “this art is for rich people as attending the
programmes involves high costs” (49.9%). This might imply that if they were
equipped with more relevant knowledge, they might be more willing to
participate in Dance.

(Exhibit 67)
Exhibit 67.

Attitudes of Dance non-participants

Q: C1
Base: All respondents who were Dance non-participants (N=174).
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(d) Possible drivers
Friends’/ Family’s influence and free tickets were the two most effective drivers for
non-participants, particularly for the interested uninformed segment (74.3% and
47.4% respectively).
In addition, having popular celebrities/ artists’ endorsement for the programme
(34.4%) had a higher level of mentions by the interested uninformed segment as a
possible driver when compared to the total non-participants of this art form (18.9%).
By gender, compared with male non-participants, female non-participants tended
to be driven by most possible drivers, including friends’/ family’s influence (49.9%),
free tickets (43.2%), venue/ transportation (26%), events’ attractiveness (28.9%)
and promotion (13.1%).
(Exhibit 68)
Exhibit 68.

Possible drivers for Dance non-participants

Q: B4a
Base: All respondents who were Dance non-participants (N=174).
Remark: “Students” and “Retirees” are not shown due to small bases (N<10).
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(e) Preferred sources of information
Online sources, outdoor advertisements, mobile platform/ application and
magazines were among the top preferred sources of information among the
interested uninformed segment.
Within online sources, Facebook, YouTube, Instagram, online forums, URBTIX
website and the HK Ticketing website had higher levels of mentions among the
interested uninformed segment and the Working Singles.
For the Married Persons Having Children group, public transport was more
preferred than online as information channel.
Female non-participants were more prone to mention outdoor advertisements as a
preferred source of information, whereas more male non-participants mentioned
mobile platform/ application, television/ radio channels and newspaper as their
sources.
(see Annex 2 – Dance report, p. 57 and 58)
(f) Topics of information browsed
Both the interested uninformed segment and Working Single non-participants
tended to browse different types of information including movies, travel and
entertainment.
The Married Persons Having Children were more interested in food and beverage
information.
By gender, female non-participants were more likely to be interested in lifestyle,
entertainment and parenting information, while male non-participants tended to
browse information about news, technology and games.
When designing promotion strategy, the Government and/or arts activity
presenters could consider placing promotions under the above topics of
information.
(see Annex 2 – Dance report, p. 59)
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5.4.

Music

5.4.1. Participants
(a) Projected population
Among the projected 5,877,400 Hong Kong population aged 15-74, it was
estimated that 10.4% or 610,000 people were Music attendees/ participants, in
which 1.4% (or an estimation of 76,000) were also involved in learning/ performing/
working. There were 0.5% (or an estimation of 31,000 people) who were “learning”
only and 0.1% (or an estimation of 6,000 people) who were “performing/ working”
only. The total involvement in Music was 11.1% (or an estimation of 653,000
people). (see Annex 2 – Music report, p. 16)
(b) Demographic profile
Music participants were skewed towards females and the age group of 15-24,
which were mostly Students and Working Singles in terms of life stage. Also, they
were better educated compared to the general population. (see Annex 2 – Music
report, p. 19 and 20)
Compared to the more interested participants, less interested participants were
skewed towards Married Persons Having Children aged 15 or above.
2 – Music report, p. 24)

(see Annex

(c) Interest in Music
Only 5.8% of Music participants stated that they were not quite interested/ totally
not interested in Music. Such percentage was among the lowest in other art forms.
In other words, most Music participants participated in Music because they were
interested in it.
Compared with the total Music participants, those who were with the following
characteristics were more prone to consider that they were very interested/ quite
interested in Music:
 Students (60.6%); and
 Working Singles (55.7%).
It is interesting to note that all Working Single participants were interested in Music.
(Exhibit 69)
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Exhibit 69.

Interest level of Music participants

Q: A1
Base: All respondents who were Music participants (N=113)

(d) Frequency of participation
The more interested participants participated in Music 2.0 times on average in the
past 12 months, which was relatively higher than the less interested participants
(1.5 times). (see Annex 2 – Music report, p. 26)
(e) Expenses
The Working Singles had the highest projected past 12-month spending on tickets,
while the less interested participants had the highest proportion of using free tickets.
(see Annex 2 – Music report, p. 29 and 30)
Food and dining was the largest spending category in indirect expenses.

It is

worth noting that Music participants (as well as Xiqu participants as discussed later)
spent more on souvenirs compared with other art forms. (see Annex 2 – Music
report, p. 31)
The Married Persons Having Children group showed the highest projected past 12month total expenses in Music. (see Annex 2 – Music report, p. 32)
Among the total 3,016 respondents, 682 of them had children aged under 20, while
179 persons arranged their children to learn arts. Within this group, 62.9%
arranged their children to learn Music. (Exhibit 55)
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(f) Sources of information
The Working Singles were more likely to know about upcoming activities of Music
from advertisements and friends’ likes or shares in Facebook, and also through the
URBTIX website and HK Ticketing website.
The more interested participants had higher level of mentions of ticketing
organisations (e.g. URBTIX website).
(see Annex 2 – Music report, p. 36)
(g) Triggers/ drivers for active and passive participation
In terms of triggers for active participation, the more interested participants were
more likely to treat this art form as interests/ hobbies (41.9%).
For passive participation, family activities (26.0%) was the most common driver,
particularly among the Married Persons Having Children group. However, the
less interested segment (26.2%) and Working Singles (31.5%) were more likely to
regard such activities as couple/ social events.
(Exhibit 70 and Exhibit 71)
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Exhibit 70.

Triggers/ drivers for active participation in Music

Q: A7b
Base: All respondents who were Music participants (N=113)
Remark: “Married Persons Having No Children ” and “Retirees” and “Attending, learning, performing/ working”
are not shown due to small bases (N<10)
Remark: “Attending only” is not shown due to small base in “attending, learning, performing/ working” (N<10)
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Exhibit 71.

Drivers for passive participation in Music

Q: A7c
Base: All respondents who were Music participants (N=113)
Remark: “Married Persons Having No Children” and “Retirees” are not shown due to small bases (N<10)

(h) Companion of participation in Music
Comparing with most of the other art forms’ participants, Music participants were
more likely to be accompanied with children or parents during their participation.
(see Annex 2 – Music report, p. 42)
(i) Segment of participants by life stage
Nearly half of the participants in Music were active social (49.0%), while around
one-third were active independent (35.6%) and over 15% were passive participants.
By gender, female participants tended to be active social (54.1%), while there was
a higher proportion of male participants who were active independent (44.1%).
By life stage, higher proportions of Married Persons Having Children (59.1%) and
Working Singles (48.1%) were active social participants, while relatively more
Students (43.3%) were active independent when compared with all Music
participants.
(Exhibit 72)
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Exhibit 72.

Segment of participants in Music

Q: C1
Base:

All Music participants excluding the active participants who were neutral regarding whether they
needed company when going to arts activities and those who answered “not applicable” in any of the
related attitude statements (N=104)
Remark: “Married Persons Having No Children” and “Retirees” are not shown due to small bases (N<10)

(j) Benefits from participating in Music
Compared with other art forms, Music participants tended to mention “bring me good
temperament” (41.5%) and “appreciation of art piece/ skills” (23.6%) as the benefits
of participation. (Exhibit 47)
Male participants tended to think that attending Music activities fulfilled their interests/
curiosity (26.3% vs. 13.5% for female) and stimulated their thoughts (20.7% vs. 1.1%
for female), compared to the female participants. More female participants, on the
other hand, mentioned “self-learning” (44.6%) as a benefit from participating in Music.
The more interested participants were more likely to think that the art form made their
life interesting and fulfilled their interests/ curiosity. The Married Persons Having
Children and the less interested group had higher level of mentions of “enhance
family bonding”. Working Singles and the less interested group considered
participation in Music “enhance [their] communication with others”.
The passive participants were more likely to mention “enhance social bonding” and
“enhance communication with others” as the benefits.
(see Annex 2 – Music report, p. 46)
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(k) Attitudes
The more interested participants tended to agree that they would participate in Music
seriously when they attended the events (89.7%), and that they were willing to spend
money in attending the Music activities (47.2%). The less interested participants,
on the other hand, were more prone to disagree that they had in-depth knowledge in
Music (44.7%).
The passive participants disagreed that they often shared news about arts
programmes/ events on social media (56.2%), or that they had in-depth knowledge
about Music (54.4%).
It is noted that although female participants tended to be active social (Exhibit 63),
they were less likely to share news about art events on social media (52.1%). It was
likely because, compared to male participants, they were more prone to use other
sources of information such as word of mouth and art organisations. (see Annex 2 –
Music report, p. 34)
(Exhibit 73)
Exhibit 73.

Attitudes of Music participants

Q: C1
Base: All respondents who were Music participants (N=113)
Remark: “Married Persons Having No Children” and “Retirees” are not shown due to small bases (N<10)
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(l) Topics of information browsed
The more interested participants were more likely to browse information about culture
in their leisure time, while the less interested participants preferred to look up for
sports-related information. (see Annex 2 – Music report, p. 51)
5.4.2. Non-participants
(a) Segmentation and projected population
The non-participants of Music could be segmented into the uninterested (77.8%),
interested uninformed (19.9%) and interested informed (2.3%).
Among the projected 5,877,400 Hong Kong population aged 15-74, the interested
uninformed segment accounted for an estimation of 1,048,000 people.
(see Annex 2 – Music report, p. 53)
(b) Demographic Profile
The interested uninformed segment was skewed towards females aged 15-24 and
were more likely to be Working Singles. (see Annex 2 – Music report, p. 54)
(c) Attitudes
Compared with non-participants in other art forms, Music non-participants tended to
consider Music as something solemn (similar to Literary Arts), and Music was for rich
people as attending such programmes involved high costs. (see Annex 2 – Music
report, p. 63 and 64)
Analyses by sub-groups show that:
˙ By gender, male non-participants were more prone to consider Music as
something solemn (55.3%) and Music was for rich people as attending such
programmes involved high costs (48.8%).
˙ By life stage and segment of non-participants, the interested uninformed and the
Married Persons Having No Children were more likely to agree that they would
consider participating in Music if they had friends who were interested in Music
(interested uninformed, 60.6%; Married Persons Having No Children, 57.6%) or
if they had the knowledge to appreciate Music (interested uninformed, 54.1%;
Married Persons Having No Children, 50.1%).
On the other hand, the interested uninformed were more likely to disagree with
the negative statements, including “this art is for elderly” (46.9%) and “I find it
difficult to get involved if I were to participate in this art” (46.1%).
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It is interesting to note that Students tended to disagree that “I consider this art
as something solemn” (49.2%) and “this art is for rich people as attending the
programmes involves high costs” (40.6%).
Working Singles, on the contrary, were more likely to consider Music as
something solemn (50.3%).
(Exhibit 74)
Exhibit 74.

Attitudes of Music non-participants

Q: C1
Base: All respondents who were Music non-participants (N=175)
Remark: “Retirees” is not shown due to small base (N<10)

(d) Possible Drivers
Free tickets (42.9%) and friends’ invitation (31.5%) were the two most effective
drivers for non-participants.
The interested uninformed and Working Singles tended to mention “events’
attractiveness” (52.6% and 34.4%) as possible drivers. The attractiveness included
their favorite celebrities promoted/ participated in such arts activities (39.4% and
26.1%), or such activities were with interesting storylines/ topics (21.3% and 7.7%),
award-winning/ well-known (8.0% and 9.9%) and popular among teenagers (12.5%
and 9.4%).
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Friends’ invitation (37.0%) and venue that was near to where they lived (35.9%) were
also more widely mentioned by the interested uninformed segment as possible
drivers, versus the total non-participants of Music.
Students tended to consider arts activities that were popular among teenagers a
possible driver.
Similarly to Dance non-participants, female non-participants in Music were more
likely to cite various possible drivers of participation, including friends’/ family’s
influence (48%), venue/ transportation (38.1%), events’ attractiveness (33.6%) and
promotion (11.1%).
(Exhibit 75)
Exhibit 75.

Possible Drivers for Music non-participants

Q: B4a
Base: All respondents who were Music non-participants (N=175).
Remark: “Retirees” is not shown due to small base (N<10)
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(e) Preferred sources of information
Online sources and outdoor advertisements were the preferred sources of
information among the interested uninformed segment.
Within online sources, YouTube website, Facebook advertisements/ friends’ shares
or likes and pages of specific artists, events or arts organisations in Facebook website
were mentioned more often by the interested uninformed segment.
For those Married Persons Having Children and the interested uninformed, magazine
was more commonly mentioned as the preferred information channel.
(see Annex 2 – Music report, p. 59 and 60)
(f) Topics of information browsed
The interested uninformed segment, especially the Working Singles, usually browsed
information about entertainment, movies and travel.
Those Married Persons Having Children tended to search information about food and
beverage, and health.
By gender, female non-participants were more likely to be interested in information
on food and beverage, entertainment and travel. Similar to Dance non-participants,
male non-participants in Music tended to browse information about news, technology
and games.
(see Annex 2 – Music report, p. 61)
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5.5.

Theatre

5.5.1. Participants
(a) Projected population
Among the projected 5,877,400 Hong Kong population aged 15-74, it was estimated
that 10.0% or 586,000 people were Theatre attendees/ participants, in which 0.7%
(or an estimation of 43,000 people) were also involved in learning/ performing/
working. There were 0.4% (or an estimation of 25,000 people) who were “learning”
only and 0.1% (or an estimation of 8,000 people) who were “performing/ working”
only. The total involvement in Theatre was 10.6% (or an estimation of 622,000
people). (see Annex 2 – Theatre report, p. 16)
(b) Demographic profile
Theatre participants were skewed towards females and those aged 15-34, which
were mostly Students and Working Singles in terms of life stage. They were higher
educated compared to the general population and were more likely to be
professionals, associate professionals and Students. (see Annex 2 – Theatre report,
p. 20 and 21)
Relative to the more interested participants, less interested participants were less
well educated. (see Annex 2 – Theatre report, p. 25)
(c) Interest in Theatre
Compared with the total Theatre participants, those who were more affluent (with
disposable income of HK$8,000 or above, 62.8%) were more likely to claim that they
were very interested/ quite interested in Theatre. It is noteworthy that the Married
Persons Having Children and the highest income group participants were all
interested in participating in Theatre.
(Exhibit 76)
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Exhibit 76.

Interest level of Theatre participants

Q: A1
Base: All respondents who were Theatre participants (N=113)

(d) Frequency of participation
The Theatre participants participated in Theatre 1.7 times on average in the past 12
months.

(see Annex 2 – Theatre report, p. 26)

(e) Expenses
Working Singles had the highest projected past 12-month spending on ticket and total
expenses, while Students had the highest proportion of using free tickets. (see
Annex 2 – Theatre report, p. 29, 30 and 32)
Food and dining was the largest spending category in indirect expenses, followed by
transportation and souvenirs. (see Annex 2 – Theatre report, p. 31)
Among the total 3,016 respondents, 682 of them had children aged under 20, while
179 persons arranged their children to learn arts. Within this group, only 4.1% of
them arranged their children to learn Theatre. (see Annex 2 – Theatre report, p. 13)
(f) Sources of information
The more interested participants were more likely to know about upcoming activities
of Theatre from ticketing organisations such as the URBTIX website, webpages of
specific artists, events of arts organisations in Facebook and media portals. (see
Annex 2 – Theatre report, p. 38)
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(g) Triggers/ drivers for active and passive participation
Topics/ Stories/ Messages about the society (13.0%) and personal interests (10.3%)
were the main triggers for active participation in Theatre.
For passive participation, they mostly treated invitation by other people to participate
in arts activities as couple/ social activities (27.2%).
(Exhibit 77 and Exhibit 78)
Exhibit 77.

Triggers for active participation in Theatre

Q: A7b
Base: All respondents who were Theatre participants (N=113)
Remark: “Married Persons Having No Children”, “Retirees” and ”Less interested“ are not shown due to small
bases (N<10)
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Exhibit 78.

Triggers/ drivers for passive participation in Theatre

Q: A7c
Base: All respondents who were Theatre participants (N=113)
Remark: “Married Persons Having No Children” and “Retirees” are not shown due to small bases (N<10)

(h) Companion of participation in Theatre
As compared with the participants of most art forms, Theatre participants were more
likely to be accompanied by a group of friends (of mixed gender) and with friend(s) of
the same sex during participation. (see Annex 2 – Theatre report, p. 44)
(i) Segment of participants by life stage
Nearly half (47.1%) of the participants of Theatre were active social, while around
three in ten (30.8%) were passive and around two in ten (22.1%) were active
independent.
Analysis by life stage shows that relatively more Students were passive (41.0%),
whereas larger proportions of Married Persons Having Children (70.3%) and Working
Singles (49.5%) were active social.
By gender, while there were more male participants who were passive (41.2%),
female participants tended to be active social (52.7%) and active independent
(24.4%).
(Exhibit 79)
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Exhibit 79.

Segment of participants in Theatre

Q: C1
Base: All Theatre participants excluding the active participants who were neutral regarding whether they
needed company when going to arts activities and those who answered “not applicable” in any of the
related attitude statements (N=107)
Remark: “Married Persons Having No Children” and “Retirees” are not shown due to small bases (N<10)

(j) Benefits from participating in Theatre
Compared with the participants of other art forms (except Literary Arts and Film and
Media Arts), Theatre participants tended to mention “message/ self-reflection” as
benefit. (Exhibit 47)
Analyses of sub-groups show that:
˙ By gender, there were more female participants who cited “entertainment/
relaxation” and “bring me good temperament” as the benefits, whereas male
participants tended to consider appreciation of art piece/ skills and appreciation
of culture/ traditions as the benefits gained.
˙ By interest level, the more interested participants regarded message/ selfreflection and inspiration/ stimulating their thoughts as the benefits gained from
anticipating in Theatre. On the other hand, the less interested group was more
likely to mention “enhance social bonding” as the benefit.
(see Annex 2 – Theatre report, p. 50)
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(k) Attitudes
Compared with the participants of other art forms, Theatre participants were less
likely to think that they had in-depth knowledge with regards to Theatre. (Exhibit 43)
In general, Theatre participants agreed that they would engage or participate in
Theatre seriously when they attended the shows (78.8%), and that they had friends
who attended Theatre as well (63.7%). They also tended to agree that school
education had great influence on their involvement in Theatre (47.9%), except for the
Working Singles.
Analyses of sub-groups show that:
˙ By life stage, the Married Persons Having Children (67.2%) tended to hold the
view that they were willing to spend money in attending the events in Theatre.
˙ By interest level, the more interested participants tended to agree that they would
seriously engage or participate in events of the art form (95.7%), had friends who
attended activities of Theatre (75.5%), were willing to spend money in attending
the events in Theatre (52.8%) and would invite their friends to participate in
Theatre (39.8%).
˙ By active/ passive participation, compared with the passive participants, the
active participants were more willing to spend money in attending the
programmes/ events/ exhibitions in Theatre (50.8%).
˙ It is noted that both the less interested participants (35.2%) and the passive
participants (41.7%) tended to agree that they were looking for the cheapest
price range when attending the activities in Theatre. Also, both of them
disagreed that they had in-depth knowledge with regards to Theatre (less
interested participants, 51.5%; passive participants, 56.8%)
(Exhibit 80)
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Exhibit 80.

Attitudes of Theatre participants

Q: C1
Base: All respondents who were Theatre participants (N=113)
Remark: “Married Persons Having No Children” and “Retirees” are not shown due to small bases (N<10)

(l) Topics of information browsed
The more interested participants usually browsed information about travel, culture,
current affairs and health in their leisure time, while the less interested participants
looked more for games. (see Annex 2 – Theatre report, p. 54)
5.5.2. Non-participants
(a) Segmentation and projected population
The non-participants of Theatre could be segmented into uninterested (76.7%),
interested uninformed (21.2%) and interested informed (2.1%).
Among the projected 5,877,400 Hong Kong population aged 15-74, there were an
estimation of 1,121,000 people in the interested uninformed segment.
(see Annex 2 – Theatre report, p. 56)
(b) Demographic profile
The interested uninformed segment was skewed towards Students and those who
were upper secondary educated.
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(c) Attitudes
The male and female non-participants tended to have different views towards Theatre.
˙ While female non-participants were more prone to agree that they would
consider participating in Theatre if they had the knowledge to appreciate Theatre
(51.2%) or if they had friends who were interested in Theatre (45.3%), more male
non-participants disagreed to these views (24.2% and 23.0% respectively).
˙ More male non-participants considered that Theatre was difficult to be involved
(40.6%), abstract and too difficult to comprehend (35.6%) and solemn (34.6%).
However, female non-participants considered it otherwise (33.3%, 29.1% and
36.0% respectively).
The interested uninformed were more prone to agree that they would consider
participating in Theatre if they had the knowledge to appreciate Theatre (70.8%) or if
they had friends who were interested in Theatre (46.2%).
They, however, had higher level of disagreement with the negative attitude
statements, including “I would worry how my friends think of me if I go to participate
in this art” (76.2%) and “I consider this art as something solemn” (49.9%).
(Exhibit 81)
Exhibit 81.

Attitudes of Theatre non-participants

Q: C1
Base: All respondents who were Theatre non-participants (N=174)
Remark: “Students” is not shown due to small base (N<10)
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(d) Possible drivers
Free tickets (49.6%) and friends’ invitation (35.9%) were the two most effective
drivers for non-participants.
Friends’ invitation (48.1%), word of mouth (33.6%) and more promotions (19.7%)
were more widely mentioned by the interested uninformed segment as possible
drivers, when compared with the total non-participants of this art form.
By gender, female non-participants tended to cite the events’ attractiveness (41.4%),
the influence from friends (41.2%)/ family (25.5%), venue/ transportation (36.1%) and
media coverage (9.3%) as possible drivers.
(Exhibit 82)
Exhibit 82.

Possible drivers for Theatre non-participants

Q: B4a
Base: All respondents who were Theatre non-participants (N=174).
Remark: “Students” is not shown due to small base (N<10)
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(e) Preferred sources of information
Online sources and outdoor advertisements were the preferred sources of
information among the interested uninformed segment as well as Working Singles.
Television/ radio channels were more preferred by female non-participants compared
to male non-participations.
(see Annex 2 – Theatre report, p. 62)
Among online sources, YouTube website, Facebook advertisements/ friends’ shares/
likes and online forums were the top mentions among the interested uninformed
segment.
By gender, male non-participants were more likely to cite Facebook advertisements/
friends’ shares/ likes in the website as their preferred sources of information, whereas
female non-participants tended to mention Facebook friends' likes/ shares in the
mobile application as well as the Instagram website.
(see Annex 2 – Theatre report, p. 63)
(f) Topics of information browsed
Similar to the attitudes towards Theatre, male and female non-participants preferred
different types of information.
Female non-participants tended to browse
information about lifestyle, entertainment and friends’ newsfeed, whereas male nonparticipants preferred topics of current affairs, sports and games.
The interested uninformed segment tended to browse information about fashion/
beauty, movies, entertainment and investment.
(see Annex 2 – Theatre report, p. 64)
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5.6.

Xiqu

5.6.1. Participants
(a) Projected population
Among the projected 5,877,400 Hong Kong population aged 15-74, it was
estimated that there were 10.2% or 597,000 Xiqu attendees/ participants. There
were also 0.1% (or an estimation of 6,000 people) who were “learning” and less
than 0.05% (or an estimation of 2,000 people) who were “performing/ working” only.
The total involvement in Xiqu was 10.3% (or an estimation of 605,000 people).
(see Annex 2 – Xiqu report, p. 16)
(b) Demographic profile
Xiqu participants were skewed towards females aged 45-74 and males aged 55 or
above, who were mostly married persons having grown-up children aged 15 and
above (48.9%) and retirees (19.2%) in terms of life stage. They were relatively
less well educated compared to the general population. (see Annex 2 – Xiqu
report, p. 19 and 20)
(c) Interest in Xiqu
Compared with total Xiqu participants, those who had the following characteristics
were more likely to state that they were very interested/ quite interested in Xiqu:
 Retirees (70.4%); and
 those with monthly disposable income of HK$8,000 or above (61.9%).
It was worth noting that Xiqu appealed to only a relatively low proportion of Working
Singles (not quite interested/ totally not interested, 25.5%).
(Exhibit 83)
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Exhibit 83.

Interest level of Xiqu participants

Q: A1
Base: All respondents who were Xiqu participants (N=148)

(d) Frequency of participation
The more interested participants participated in Xiqu 2.5 times on average in the
past 12 months, which was higher than the less interested participants (1.7 times).
(see Annex 2 – Xiqu report, p. 26)
(e) Expenses
The Retirees had the highest proportion of using free tickets, whereas the Married
Persons Having Children had the highest projected past 12-month direct expenses
and total expenses. (see Annex 2 – Xiqu report, p. 29, 30 and 32)
Food was the largest spending category in indirect expenses, followed by
souvenirs and transportation.

(see Annex 2 – Xiqu report, p. 31)

(f) Sources of information
Xiqu participants relied on word of mouth, outdoor and indoor advertisements (e.g.
promotional materials at arts venues and at ticketing offices) for information.
The more interested participants had higher level of mentions of indoor and outdoor
advertisements as their information channels.
(see Annex 2 – Xiqu report, p. 34)
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(g) Triggers/ drivers for active and passive participation
“It is my hobby/ I am a fan of this art form” (18.0%) was the most common trigger
for active participation in this art form, especially among the males (29.3%) and the
Retirees (33.7%).
For passive participation, in general, Xiqu participants regarded the joining of other
people to participate in Xiqu to be couple/ social activities (29.7%), particularly for
the Married Persons Having Children (39%).
(Exhibit 84 and Exhibit 85)
Exhibit 84.

Triggers for active participation in Xiqu

Q: A7b
Base: All respondents who were Xiqu participants (N=148)
Remark: “Students” and “Married Persons Having No Children” are not shown due to small bases (N<10)
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Exhibit 85.

Drivers for passive participation in Xiqu

Q: A7c
Base: All respondents who were Xiqu participants (N=148)
Remark: “Students” and “Married Persons Having No Children” are not shown due to small base (N<10)

(h) Companion of participation in Xiqu
Compared with participants of other core art forms, Xiqu participants were more
likely to be accompanied by parents and their relatives. (see Annex 2 – Xiqu
report, p. 42)
(i) Segment of participants by life stage
Over half (53.5%) of Xiqu participants were active social, while one-third (33.5%)
and 13.0% of participants were passive and active independent respectively.
By gender, female participants tended to be active social (55.6%) and passive
(35.1%), whereas male participants were more likely to be active independent
(19.6%).
By life stage, a relatively larger proportion of Working Singles (48.0%) was passive,
while more Retirees (59.6%) and Married Persons Having Children (58.9%)
belonged to active social.
(Exhibit 86)
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Exhibit 86.

Segment of participants in Xiqu

Q: C1
Base: All Xiqu participants excluding the active participants who were neutral regarding whether they needed
company when going to arts activities and those who answered “not applicable” in any of the related
attitude statements (N=134)
Remark: “Married Persons Having No Children” and “Students” are not shown due to small bases (N<10)

(j) Benefits from participating in Xiqu
The Married Persons Having Children and the more interested participants were
more prone to find the entertainment/ relaxation and enhancing communication
with others as the benefits of participating in Xiqu.
The Retirees and males tended to mention “appreciation of art piece/skills” as a
benefit. On the other hand, there were a higher percentage of female participants
who cited “enhance communication with others” as the benefit gained.
The active participants were more prone to regard entertainment/ relaxation as the
benefit received.
(see Annex 2 – Xiqu report, p. 48)
(k) Attitudes
Compared with participants of other art forms, Xiqu participants tended to invite
their friends to attend the programmes/ events in Xiqu. (Exhibit 43)
The more interested participants considered themselves participating in the events
of this art form seriously (88.5%). Moreover, they were more likely to have friends
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who shared the same interest (72.1%) and they were also more likely to invite
friends to attend the events (51.4%).
The less interested participants (35.6%) and Working Singles (55.5%) tended to
disagree that they had in-depth knowledge in this art. The less interested
participants also tended to disagree that they would actively search information
about Xiqu in their free time (40.8%).
The passive participants showed higher level of disagreement on being willing to
spend money in the programmes/ events in Xiqu (40.7%).
(Exhibit 87)
Exhibit 87.

Attitudes of Xiqu participants

Q: C1
Base: All respondents who were Xiqu participants (N=148).
Remark: “Students” and “Married Persons Having No Children” are not shown due to small bases (N<10)

(l) Topics of information browsed
Food and beverage and travel were the types of information that Xiqu participants
browsed most often, while the less interested participants and the Working Singles
preferred to find information on movies. (see Annex 2 – Xiqu report, p. 51)
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5.6.2. Non-participants
(a) Segmentation and projected population
The non-participants of Xiqu could be segmented into uninterested (80.9%),
interested uninformed (16.4%) and interested informed (2.7%).
Among the projected 5,877,400 Hong Kong population aged 15-74, there were an
estimation of 865,000 people under the interested uninformed segment.
(see Annex 2 – Xiqu report, p. 53)
(b) Demographic profile
The interested uninformed segment was skewed towards females aged 55-74, and
were more likely to be the married persons having grown-up children of aged 15+.
(see Annex 2 – Xiqu report, p. 54)
(c) Attitudes
Compared with non-participants of other art forms, the non-participants of Xiqu
tended to consider that Xiqu was for elderly people, and they found it difficult to get
involved if they were to participate in Xiqu. (see Annex 2 – Xiqu report, p. 63 and
64)
Analyses of sub-groups show that:
˙

By gender, male non-participants tended to agree that they found it difficult to
get involved if they were to participate in Xiqu (44.5%) and that Xiqu was too
abstract and too difficult to comprehend (39.9%), while female nonparticipants were more likely to disagree to these views (33.1% and 29.4%).
Compared with the males, more female non-participants agreed that they
would consider participating in Xiqu if they had friends who were interested in
it (41.5% vs. 32.5% for male).

˙

By life stage and interest level, on one hand, the interested uninformed and
Retirees had similar perceptions towards Xiqu. Both of them were more likely
to agree that they would consider participating in Xiqu if they had friends who
were interested in this art form (72.4% and 63.6%). Also, they had higher
levels of disagreement with “find it difficult to get involved if they were to
participate in Xiqu” (39.7% and 50.4%), “I consider this art as something
solemn” (44.2% and 33.4%) and “this art is too abstract and too difficult to
comprehend” (47.3% and 45.1%). Therefore, friends’ invitation for these
segments was important and could hence be encouraged to increase
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participation.
On the other hand, the Working Singles and Married Persons Having No
Children shared similar attitudes as well. They tended to agree that they
would consider participating in Xiqu if they had the knowledge to appreciate
this art form (50.4% and 45.2%). Furthermore, they were more likely to
consider Xiqu too abstract and too difficult to comprehend (48.9% and 52.2%),
and that they found it difficult to get involved if they were to participate in Xiqu
(48.6% and 57.3%). As such, more workshops could be made available with
the purpose to educate/ provide more information and knowledge to these
segments.
(Exhibit 88)
Exhibit 88.

Attitudes of Xiqu non-participants

Q: C1
Base: All respondents who were Xiqu non-participants (N=170).
Remark: “Students” is not shown due to small base (N<10)

(d) Possible drivers
Free tickets (44.8%) and proximity of the venues to where they lived (27.3%) were
the two most effective drivers for non-participants, particularly for Married Persons
Having Children (free tickets, 57.2%; nearby venues, 35.3%), Retirees (free tickets,
59.5%; nearby venues, 54.3%) and the interested uninformed segment (free tickets,
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80.9%; nearby venues, 72.8%).
When compared to the total non-participants of Xiqu, friends’ invitations (53.0%)
and popular celebrities’/ artists’ endorsement for the programmes (32.5%) were
more mentioned by the interested uninformed segment as possible drivers for them.
Male and female non-participants had rather different possible drivers. While
male non-participants were more likely to be driven by events’ attractiveness
(32.6%) and promotion (15%), female non-participants tended to cite free tickets
(51.3%), proximity of the venues to where they lived (33.9%) and
recommendations of friends/ family (20.8%) as possible drivers.
(Exhibit 89)
Exhibit 89.

Possible drivers for Xiqu non-participants

Q: B4a
Base: All respondents who were Xiqu non-participants (N=170).
Remark: “Students” is not shown due to small base (N<10)

(e) Preferred sources of information
Outdoor advertisements, public transport and television/ radio channels were the
preferred sources of information among the interested uninformed segment.
Similar to the possible drivers, male and female non-participants had completely
different preferred information sources.
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tended to be interested in online sources, newspaper and magazines, while female
non-participants were more prone to mention outdoor advertisements, public
transport and television/ radio channels as their preferred sources of information.
(see Annex 2 – Xiqu report, p. 59)
Within online sources, instant messenger (e.g. WhatsApp, Line, WeChat, Skype)
and promotional emails were regarded by more people in the interested
uninformed segment and the Married Persons Having Children segment as their
preferred sources of information.
Male non-participants tended to mention Facebook advertisements in the website,
art related organisations and search engine websites within the online sources.
Female non-participants, on the other hand, preferred Facebook pages of specific
artists/ events and online magazines.
(see Annex 2 – Xiqu report, p. 60)
(f) Topics of information browsed
Similar to the Multi-arts non-participants, male and female non-participants in Xiqu
browsed completely different topics of information. Female non-participants
tended to be interested in topics like lifestyle, entertainment and friends’ newsfeed,
while more male preferred information about news, technology and games.
The interested uninformed segment tended to search information about food and
beverage, travel, health and current affairs. (see Annex 2 – Xiqu report, p. 61)
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5.7.

Multi-arts

5.7.1. Participants
(a) Projected population
Among the projected 5,877,400 Hong Kong population aged 15-74, it was estimated
that 6.0% or 352,000 people were Multi-arts attendees/ participants. There were
also 0.2% (or an estimation of 12,000 people) who were “learning” only and 0.1% (or
an estimation of 4,000 people) who were “performing/ working” only. The total
involvement in Multi-arts was 6.3% (or an estimation of 368,000 people). (see
Annex 2 – Multi-arts report, p. 16)
(b) Demographic profile
Multi-arts participants were skewed towards males aged 15-24 and females aged 1534, which were mostly Students and Working Singles in terms of life stage. They
were better educated compared to the general population and consisted of more
professionals and associate professionals. (see Annex 2 – Multi-arts report, p. 18
and 19)
(c) Interest in Multi-arts
Compared with total Multi-arts participants, Students (48.5%) and the lower income
group (53.2%) were more likely to state that they were very interested/ quite
interested in Multi-arts. (Exhibit 90)
Exhibit 90.

Interest level of Multi-arts participants

Q: A1
Base: All respondents who were Multi-arts participants (N=114)
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(d) Frequency of participation
The more interested participants participated in Multi-arts 3.0 times on average in the
past 12 months, which was higher than the less interested participants (1.9 times).
(see Annex 2 – Multi-arts report, p. 24)
(e) Expenses
Again, the Working Singles had the highest projected past 12-month spending on
ticket and total expenditure, while Students had the highest proportion of using free
tickets (37.2%). (see Annex 2 – Multi-arts report, p. 27, 28 and 30)
Food and dining was the largest spending category in indirect expenses, followed by
transportation and souvenirs. (see Annex 2 – Multi-arts report, p. 29)
(f) Sources of information
The more interested participants were more likely to know about upcoming activities
of Multi-arts from online sources and public transport. (see Annex 2 – Multi-arts
report, p. 32)
Within online sources, the more interested participants had higher level of mentions
of YouTube website and Facebook, compared with the less interested participants.
(see Annex 2 – Multi-arts report, p. 34)
(g) Triggers/ drivers for active and passive participation
Regarding triggers for active participation, the more interested participants were more
likely than the less interested participants to agree that it was their hobby/ they were
a fan of Multi-arts (45.5%), that they considered Multi-arts as an entertainment to
relieve stress (20.4%) and they appreciated the skills/ professionalism/ posture of the
performers (18.5%). Moreover, they tended to be attracted by the elements of the
programmes (58.2%), especially topics about society (29.3%)/ music elements
(25.3%), and would participate in the events because of friends’ recommendation
(15.5%).
Passive participants considered the activities as couple/ social activities (26.9%),
particularly for the less interested participants (35.9%) and Working Singles (34.2%).
(Exhibit 91 and Exhibit 92)
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Exhibit 91.

Triggers for active participation in Multi-arts

Q: A7b
Base: All respondents who were Multi-arts participants (N=114).
Remark: “Married Persons Having No Children” and “Retirees” are not shown due to small bases (N<10)

Exhibit 92.

Drivers for passive participation in Multi-arts

Q: A7c
Base: All respondents who were Multi-arts participants (N=114).
Remark: “Married Persons Having No Children” and “Retirees” are not shown due to small bases (N<10)
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(h) Companion of participation in Multi-arts
Similar to Theatre participants, multi-arts participants were more likely to be
accompanied by a group of friends (of mixed gender) and with friend(s) of the same
sex during participation. (see Annex 2 – Multi-arts report, p. 40)
(i) Segment of participants by life stage
Around 40% of Multi-arts participants were active social, while around three in ten
were passive (28.8%) and active independent (29.5%) respectively.
By gender, female participants tended to be active independent (32.5%), while there
were a higher percentage of male participants who were passive (32.6%).
By life stage, a higher proportion of Students was passive participants (38.0%) while
relatively more Working Singles (44.5%) and Married Persons Having Children
(48.4%) were active social compared with all Multi-arts participants.
(Exhibit 93)
Exhibit 93.

Segment of participants in Multi-arts

Q: C1
Base: All Multi-arts participants excluding the active participants who were neutral regarding whether they
needed company when going to arts activities and those who answered “not applicable” in any of the
related attitude statements (N=109)
Remark: “Married Persons Having No Children” and “Retirees” are not shown due to small bases (N<10)
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(j) Benefits from participating in Multi-arts
In general, Multi-arts participants cited “entertainment/ relaxation” and “self-learning”
as the benefits gained from participating in Multi-arts.
Analyses by sub-groups show that:
˙ By life stage, there was a higher proportion of Students who mentioned “selflearning”, “message/ self-reflection” and “appreciation of culture/ traditions” as
the benefits gained.
˙ By interest level, the more interested participants were more likely to consider
that Multi-arts brought them good temperament. Similar to Students, they also
tended to cite “appreciation of culture/ traditions” as a benefit from participating
in Multi-art.
(see Annex 2 – Multi-arts report, p. 46)
(k) Attitudes
Compared with the participants of other art forms, Multi-arts participants (as well as
Dance participants as discussed earlier) tended to share news about art
programmes/ events on social media. (Exhibit 43)
Analyses by sub-groups show that:
˙ By gender, female participants (88.3%) were more likely than male participants
to engage in the events seriously.
˙ By interest level and life stage, the more interested participants and the Married
Persons Having Children group were more prone to share news about arts
programmes/ events on social media (more interested participants, 50.9%;
Married Persons Having Children, 51.8%), and were more willing to spend
money in attending the programmes/ events/ exhibitions (more interested
participants, 44.2%; Married Persons Having Children, 45.0%).
The less interested participants were more prone to disagree that they often
invited their friends to attend the programmes/ events/ exhibitions in Multi-arts
(45.3%).
˙ By active/ passive participation, compared with the active participants, a higher
proportion of the passive participants looked for the cheapest price range (43.3%)
when attending the activities in Multi-arts.
(Exhibit 94)
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Exhibit 94.

Attitudes of Multi-arts participants

Q: C1
Base: All respondents who were Multi-art participants (N=114)
Remark: “Retirees” is not shown due to small base (N<10)

(l) Topics of information browsed
The more interested participants were more likely to browse information about arts
and culture in their leisure time. (see Annex 2 – Multi-arts report, p. 49)
5.7.2. Non-Participants
(a) Segmentation and projected population
The non-participants of Multi-arts could be segmented into uninterested (72.2%),
interested uninformed (26.3%) and interested informed (1.5%).
Among the projected 5,877,400 Hong Kong population aged 15-74, there were an
estimation of 1,453,000 people who belonged to the interested uninformed segment.
(see Annex 2 – Multi-arts report, p. 51)
(b) Demographic profile
The interested uninformed segment was skewed towards males aged 25-34 and
females aged 15-24. (see Annex 2 – Multi-arts report, p. 52)
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(c) Attitudes
Compared with the non-participants of other art forms, those of Multi-arts tended to
consider Multi-arts as something for young people. Nevertheless, if they had the
knowledge to appreciate the Multi-arts, they would consider participating in it. (see
Annex 2 – Multi-arts report, p. 61 and 62)
Analyses of sub-groups show that:
˙ By gender, female non-participants tended to agree that Multi-arts was too
abstract and too difficult to comprehend (37.1%), while more males considered
it otherwise (20.1%). Male non-participants were, however, more likely to find
it difficult to get involved when they were to participate in Multi-arts (34.6%), while
more female non-participants disagreed to it (38.5%).
˙ By segment and life stage, the interested uninformed and the Working Singles
were more likely to agree that they would consider participating in Multi-arts if
they had the knowledge to appreciate this art form (70.6% and 76.6%) or if they
had friends who were interested in this art form (67.8% and 64.5%).
Moreover, the interested uninformed and the Working Singles had higher
tendency to disagree that “I would worry how my friends think of me if I go to
participate in this art” (70.3% and 67.8%) and “I found it difficult to get involved if
I were to participate in Multi-arts” (64.8% and 58.5%).
It is worth noting that both Married Persons Having Children and the Retirees
tended to agree that Multi-arts was for the young (62.1% and 73.7%) and rich
people (29.7% and 38.2%). Furthermore, the Married Persons Having no
children, Married Persons Having Children and Retirees agreed that they found
it difficult to get involved if they were to participate in Multi-arts (48.1%, 41.5%
and 50%). As such, it might imply that more education could be provided to
them to change their perceptions towards Multi-arts.
(Exhibit 95)
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Exhibit 95.

Attitudes of Multi-arts non-participants

Q: C1
Base: All respondents who were Multi-arts non-participants (N=175)
Remark: “Students” is not shown due to small base (N<10)

(d) Possible drivers
By gender, male non-participants tended to be driven by friends’ invitation (37.7%)
and the show was award-winning/ well-known (10.6%). For female non-participants,
they were more likely to cite free tickets (37.4%), proximity of venue (28.7%) and
friends’/ family’s recommendation (23.1%) as possible drivers.
Compared to total non-participants of Multi-arts, larger percentages of the interested
uninformed segment mentioned proximity of the venues to where they lived (26.2%),
interesting storylines/ topics (15.9%), having more media coverage for the
programmes (15.7%) and more eye-catching promotion materials (10.0%) to be the
possible drivers for them in participating in the art form.
(Exhibit 96)
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Exhibit 96.

Possible drivers for Multi-arts non-participants

Q: B4a
Base: All respondents who were Multi-arts non-participants (N=175).
Remark: “Students” is not shown due to small base (N<10)

(e) Preferred sources of information
Online sources, public transport, mobile platforms/ applications and outdoor
advertisements were the preferred sources of information of the interested
uninformed segment, Working Singles and Married Persons Having No Children.
For male non-participants, they preferred newspapers to be their source of
information. Female non-participants were more likely to mention public transport
as their preferred source of information.
(see Annex 2 – Multi-arts report, p. 57)
Within online sources, Facebook advertisements and friends’ shares, Instagram,
online forums and instant messengers (e.g. WhatsApp, Line, WeChat, Skype) had
higher levels of mentions among the interested uninformed segment.
By gender, female non-participants were more likely to mention Facebook friends'
likes/ shares in the website as well as Facebook advertisements in the mobile
application, while male non-participants mentioned YouTube website and websites of
search engine more.
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(see Annex 2 – Multi-arts report, p. 58)
(f) Topics of information browsed
The interested uninformed segment and the Working Singles tended to look for
information about entertainment and friends’ newsfeeds in their leisure times.
The Married Persons Having Children tended to search for information about food
and beverage and health.
Male and female non-participants browsed completely different topics of
information.
While female non-participants were more likely to browse
information about lifestyle, entertainment and group purchasing, a higher
proportion of male non-participants looked for information about movies, current
affairs and sports.
(see Annex 2 – Multi-arts report, p. 59)
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5.8.

Film and Media Arts

5.8.1. Participants
(a) Projected population
Among the projected 5,877,400 Hong Kong population aged 15-74, it was
estimated that there were 10.4% or 609,000 people who were Film and Media Arts
attendees/ participants. There were also 0.1% (or an estimation of 3,000 people)
who were “learning” only and 0.2% (or an estimation of 11,000 people) who were
“performing/ working” only. The total involvement in Film and Media Arts was
10.6% (or an estimation of 623,000 people).
report, p. 17)

(see Annex 2 – Film and Media Arts

There were 9.6% of respondents attending/ participating in Film Arts (or an
estimation of 564,000 people), including independent films (6.8%, or an estimation
of 399,000 people), screenings in film festivals (3.7%, or an estimation of 219,000
people) and independent short films (2.4%, or an estimation of 141,000 people).
There were also 2.5% of respondents attending/ participating in Media Arts. (see
Annex 2 – Film and Media Arts report, p. 18)
(b) Demographic profile
Film and Media Arts participants were skewed towards the age group of 15-34,
who were mostly Students and Working Singles in terms of life stage. They had
higher education attainment compared to the general population and consisted of
higher proportions of professionals and Students. (see Annex 2 – Film and Media
Arts report, p. 22 and 23)
Compared to the less interested participants, more interested participants were
skewed towards Working Singles and the better educated. (see Annex 2 – Film
and Media Arts report, p. 28 and 29)
(c) Interest in Film and Media Arts
Compared to total Film and Media Arts participants, a higher percentage of
Working Singles (56.8%) considered themselves very interested/ quite interested
in Film and Media Arts. (Exhibit 97)
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Exhibit 97.

Interest level of Film and Media Arts participants

Q: A1
Base: All respondents who were Film and Media Arts participants (N=118)

(d) Frequency of participation
The more interested participants participated in Film and Media Arts activities 3.0
times on average in the past 12 months, which was much higher than the less
interested participants (1.6 times). (see Annex 2 – Film and Media Arts report, p.
30)
(e) Expenses
There was a higher proportion of the lower income group using free tickets, while
Working Singles had the highest projected past 12-month direct expenses and total
expenses. (see Annex 2 – Film and Media Arts report, p. 33, 34 and 36)
Food was the largest spending category in indirect expenses.
Film and Media Arts report, p. 35)

(see Annex 2 –

(f) Sources of information
The Working Singles were more likely to know about upcoming activities of this art
form from outdoor advertisements and mobile application (e.g. Facebook
application, online forum application), and used the URBTIX website and HK
Ticketing website.
The more interested participants had higher level of mentions of indoor
advertisements (e.g. promotional materials at arts venues and at ticketing offices)
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as their information channel and were more likely to visit online forums and the
URBTIX website for information.
(see Annex 2 – Film and Media Arts report, p. 38 and 40)
(g) Triggers/ drivers for active and passive participation
Among the more interested participants, about three in ten participated in Film and
Media Arts because it was their interests/ hobbies (29.0%), especially appreciating
the skills/ professionalism/ posture of the performers (15.3%).
For passive participation, the Working Singles (52.7%) and the higher income
group (56.8%) tended to consider the activities as couple/ social activities.
(Exhibit 98 and Exhibit 99)
Exhibit 98.

Triggers for active participation in Film and Media Arts

Q: A7b
Base: All respondents who were Film and Media Arts participants (N=118).
Remark: “Married Persons Having No Children” and “Retirees” are not shown due to small bases (N<10)
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Exhibit 99.

Drivers for passive participation in Film and Media Arts

Q: A7c
Base: All respondents who were Film and Media Arts participants (N=118).
Remark: “Married Persons Having No Children” and “Retirees” are not shown due to small bases (N<10)

(h) Companion of participation in Film and Media Arts
Compared with the participants of core other art forms, the Film and Media Arts
participants were more likely to be accompanied with their partners/ spouses and
friend(s) of the opposite sex during participation. (see Annex 2 – Film and Media
Arts report, p. 46)
(i) Segment of participants by life stage
Nearly half (45.9%) of the participants in Film and Media Arts were active social,
while more than a quarter of the participants were passive (27.8%) and active
independent (26.3%) each.
By gender, compared with the total Film and Media Arts participant, there were a
higher percentage of females who were active social (47.6%).
By life stage, a higher proportion of Students was active independent participants
(46.9%) whereas relatively more Working Singles (53.5%) and Married Persons
Having Children (57.8%) were active social.
(Exhibit 100)
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Exhibit 100. Segment of participants in Film and Media Arts

Q: C1
Base:

All Film and Media Arts participants excluding the active participants who were neutral regarding
whether they needed company when going to arts activities and those who answered “not applicable”
in any of the related attitude statements (N=112)
Remark: “Married Persons Having No Children” and “Retirees” are not shown due to small bases (N<10)

(j) Benefits from participating in Film and Media Arts
Compared with participants of other core art forms, the Film and Media Arts
participants tended to mention “enhance social bonding” and “enhance
communication with others” as the benefits.
Similar to the Literary Arts
participants, the Film and Media Arts participants also cited “message/ selfreflection” and “inspiration/ stimulate thoughts” as the benefits gained. (Exhibit 47)
Analyses of sub-groups show that:
˙

Female participants were more prone to regard “bring me good temperament”
as a benefit from participating in Film and Media Arts, while male participants
tended to mention “fulfill my interests/ curiosity”.

˙

Working Singles, the highest disposable income group and the more
interested participants were more likely to find the art form benefiting them by
stimulating their sensory cells, making their lives interesting, enhancing their
inner depth and enhancing their communication with others.

˙

The less interested group tended to consider “self-learning/ broadening own
horizon” as the benefit, while the active participants were more prone to
mention “entertainment/ relaxation.
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(see Annex 2 – Film and Media Arts report, p. 52)
(k) Attitudes
Male participants were more likely than female participants to engage in the events
seriously (79.7%) and shared news about events of this art form on social media
(39.7%).
The more interested participants had friends who shared the same interest (80.4%)
and were more likely to invite friends to attend the events (45.6%). Over half
(57.8%) of them agreed that their school education had great influence to their
involvement in this art form.
The less interested participants tended to disagree that they had in-depth
knowledge in Film and Media Arts (53.7%).
The passive participants were more likely to agree that they looked for the cheapest
price range when attending the activities (49.2%). They also did not agree that
they have in-depth knowledge about Film and Media Arts (61.6%).
(Exhibit 101)
Exhibit 101. Attitudes of Film and Media Arts participants

Q: C1
Base: All respondents who were Film and Media Arts participants (N=118)
Remark: “Married Persons Having No Children” and “Retirees” are not shown due to small bases (N<10)
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(l) Topics of information browsed
The more interested participants were more likely to browse information about
movies, fashion and beauty, and technology in their leisure time, while the less
interested participants preferred information on current affairs. (see Annex 2 –
Film and Media Arts report, p. 55)
5.8.2. Non-participants
(a) Segmentation and projected population
The non-participants of Film and Media Arts could be segmented into uninterested
(71.5%), interested uninformed (23.9%) and interested informed (4.6%).
Among the projected 5,877,400 Hong Kong population aged 15-74, the interested
uninformed segment accounted for an estimation of 1,261,000 people.
(see Annex 2 – Film and Media Arts report, p. 57)
(b) Demographic profile
The interested uninformed segment was skewed towards the Working Singles.
(see Annex 2 – Film and Media Arts report, p. 58)
(c) Attitudes
Compared with the participants of other core art forms, Film and Media Arts
participants tended to consider that Film and Media Arts was for young people.
(see Annex 2 – Film and Media Arts report, p. 67 and 68)
Analyses of sub-groups show that:
˙

By gender, compared with total non-participants, male non-participants tended
to find it difficult to get involved if they were to participate in Film and Media
Arts (45.6%).

˙

By segment, the interested uninformed were more likely to agree that they
would consider participating in Film and Media Arts if they had friends who
were interested in this art form (57.4%) or if they had the knowledge to
appreciate this art form (51.9%). Nevertheless, they tended to disagree that
Film and Media Arts was too abstract and too difficult to comprehend (44.4%).

(Exhibit 102)
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Exhibit 102. Attitudes of Film and Media Arts non-participants

Q: C1
Base: All respondents who were Film and Media Arts non-participants (N=176)
Remark: “Students” is not shown due to small base (N<10)

(d) Possible drivers
Free tickets and friends’ invitation were the two most effective drivers for nonparticipants, particularly for the interested uninformed segment (60.1% and 47.1%
respectively).
In addition, venues that were near to where they lived (46.5%), having popular
celebrities/ artists’ endorsement (36.5%) and more media coverage for the
programmes (26.2%) were more seen by the interested uninformed segment to be
possible drivers when compared to the total non-participants of Film and Media
Arts.
By gender, male non-participants were more likely to be influenced by
recommendations from friends/ family (21.4%), while free tickets (56.6%), friends’
invitation (43.1%) and venues that were near to where they lived (35.3%) were
cited more by female non-participants to be possible drivers.
(Exhibit 103)
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Exhibit 103. Possible drivers for Film and Media Arts non-participants

Q: B4a
Base: All respondents who were Film and Media Arts non-participants (N=176).
Remark: “Students” is not shown due to small base (N<10)

(e) Preferred sources of information
Online sources and public transport were the preferred sources of information
among the interested uninformed segment, the Working Singles and the Married
Persons Having No Children.
However, outdoor advertisements were more preferred by the Married Persons
Having Children and the interested uninformed segment.
Male and female non-participants had rather different preferred sources of
information. While male non-participants were more interested in newspapers
and indoor advertisements (e.g. promotional materials at arts venues and at
ticketing offices), female non-participants tended to consider online sources,
outdoor advertisements and public transport to be their preferred sources of
information.
(see Annex 2 – Film and Media Arts report, p. 63)
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Within online sources, Facebook advertisements, YouTube, Instagram, online
forums and artists’ blogs had higher levels of mentions by the interested
uninformed segment and the Working Singles.
Male and female non-participants had different preferred online sources. For
male non-participants, a higher proportion of them cited online forum and the
website of the Leisure and Cultural Services Department. On the contrary, female
non-participants tended to mention social media, particularly Facebook
advertisement/ friends’ likes or shares in the website.
(see Annex 2 – Film and Media Arts report, p. 64)
(f) Topics of information browsed
Different segments of non-participants tended to look for different types of
information:


While female non-participants were more interested in information about
lifestyle, entertainment and friends’ newsfeed, male non-participants were
more prone to browse information about movies, current affairs and sports.



The interested uninformed segment were more likely to look for information
about food and beverage, entertainment, movies and friends’ newsfeeds;



The Working Singles and Married Persons Having Children were more likely
to browse information about travel and food and beverage; and



The Married Persons Having No Children preferred movies and sports
information.

(see Annex 2 – Film and Media Arts report, p. 65)
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5.9.

Visual Arts

5.9.1. Participants
(a) Projected population
Among the projected 5,877,400 Hong Kong population aged 15-74, it was
estimated that there were 13.3% or 783,000 people who were Visual Arts
attendees/ participants, in which 1.8% (or an estimation of 108,000 people) were
also involved in learning/ performing/ working. There were 0.7% (or an estimation
of 39,000 people) who were “learning” only and 0.1% (or an estimation of 4,000
people) who were “performing/ working” only. The total involvement in Visual Arts
was 14.1% (or an estimation of 826,000 people). (see Annex 2 – Visual Arts
report, p. 17)
(b) Demographic profile
Visual Arts participants were skewed towards the age group of 15-34, who were
mostly Students and Working Singles in terms of life stage. They were better
educated compared to the general population and consisted more professionals,
associate professionals and Students. (see Annex 2 – Visual Arts report, p. 19
and 20)
(c) Interest in Visual Arts
Compared with total Visual Arts participants, those who were Working Singles
(54.8%) were more likely to state that they were very interested/ quite interested in
Visual Arts. (Exhibit 104)
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Exhibit 104. Interest level of Visual Arts participants

Q: A1
Base: All respondents who were Visual Arts participants (N=118)

(d) Frequency of participation
The more interested participants participated in Visual Arts 1.9 times on average
in the past 12 months, which was marginally higher than the less interested
participants (1.6 times). (see Annex 2 – Visual Arts report, p. 25)
(e) Expenses
The Working Singles had the highest projected past 12-month spending on ticket
and total expenditure, while the Students and the lower income group had the
highest proportion of using free tickets. (see Annex 2 – Visual Arts report, p. 28,
29 and 31)
Food and dining was the largest spending category in indirect expenses, followed
by transportation and souvenirs. (see Annex 2 – Visual Arts report, p. 30)
Among the total 3,016 respondents, 682 of them had children aged under 20, while
179 persons arranged their children to learn arts. Within this group, there were
12.8% arranging their children to learn Visual Arts. (see Annex 2 – Visual Arts
report, p. 14)
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(f) Sources of information
The Working Singles were more likely to know about upcoming activities of Visual
Arts from social media, word of mouth and magazines.
The more interested participants had higher level of mentions of indoor
advertisements (e.g. promotional materials at arts venues and ticketing offices) as
their information channel and were more likely to visit social media websites for
information.
(see Annex 2 – Visual Arts report, p. 33 and 35)
(g) Triggers/ drivers for active and passive participation
Hobby and famous artist in the programme were the two key triggers for active
participation in Visual Arts, particularly for male participants (32.5% and 31.1%
respectively) and more interested participants (31.8% and 31.5% respectively).
For passive participation, the Married Persons Having No Children and Married
Persons Having Children tended to consider attending the events to be family
activities (19.0% and 30.8%).
By gender, male participants tended to participate in Visual Arts because they
appreciated the skills of the artists (20%) and the activities were the major arts
events (17.4%).
(Exhibit 105 and Exhibit 106)
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Exhibit 105. Triggers for active participation in Visual Arts

Q: A7b
Base: All respondents who were Visual Arts participants and who were self-initiated to attend the last arts
activity (N=113).
Remark: “Retirees” is not shown due to small base (N<10)
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Exhibit 106. Drivers for passive participation in Visual Arts

Q: A7c
Base:
All respondents where Visual Arts participants and who were initiated by others to attend the last
arts activity (N=113).
Remark: “Retirees” are not shown due to small base (N<10)

(h) Time spent on last participation
Visual Arts participants on average spent 86 minutes on the last participation.
Students and the lower income group had the highest average time spent on the
last participation of Visual Arts.
(see Annex 2 – Visual Arts report, p. 40)
(i) Companion of participation in Visual Arts
A larger proportion of Visual Arts participants participated in Visual Arts with friends
of the same sex and with partners/ spouses. (see Annex 2 – Visual Arts report, p.
41)
(j) Segment of participants by life stage
Almost 40% of Visual Arts participants were active social, while around three in ten
participants were active independent (30.2%) and passive participants (30.4%)
each.
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By gender, female participants tended to be active social (41.9%).
By life stage, higher proportions of Married Persons Having Children (52.6%) and
Working Singles (47.2%) were active social participants whereas relatively more
Students were active independent (55.0%) when compared with all Visual Arts
participants. (Exhibit 107)
Exhibit 107. Segment of participants in Visual Arts

Q: C1
Base: All Visual Arts participants excluding the active participants who were neutral regarding whether they
needed company when going to arts activities and those who answered “not applicable” in any of the
related attitude statements (N=106)
Remark: “Married Persons Having No Children” and “Retirees” are not shown due to small bases (N<10)

(k) Benefits from participating in Visual Arts
Compared with the participants of other art forms, Visual Arts participants tended
to mention “appreciation of art piece/ skills” and “self-learning” more as benefits.
(Exhibit 47)
A higher proportion of male participants cited “sensory stimulating”, “appreciation
of art piece/ skills” and “enhance my inner depth” as benefits gained.
Working Singles, the highest disposable income group and the more interested
participants were more likely to consider appreciation of arts pieces/ skills as the
benefit of participating in the art form. Meanwhile, Married with Children, the
highest disposable income group and the active participants tended to cite “bring
me good temperament” as one of the benefits.
The less interested group regarded entertainment/ relaxation more as the benefit.
(see Annex 2 – Visual Arts report, p. 45)
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(l) Attitudes
Compared with the participants of other core art forms, Visual Arts participants
tended to agree to the view that when they watched/ attended events of Visual Arts,
they would engage or participate in it seriously. (Exhibit 43)
Male participants were more likely than female participants to engage in the events
seriously (88.3%) and shared news about events of this art form on social media
(38.1%).
The more interested participants mostly engaged in the events seriously (97.5%)
and were more likely to invite friends to attend the events (27.8%). Nearly half of
them agreed that their school education had great influence on their involvement
in Visual Arts (47.9%), and that they were willing to spend money in attending the
programmes/ events/ exhibitions on Visual Arts (42.0%).
The less interested participants tended to disagree that they often invited others to
participate in Visual Arts (55.9%), and that they had in-depth knowledge in Visual
Arts (47.4%)
(Exhibit 108)
Exhibit 108. Attitudes of Visual Arts participants

Q: C1
Base: All respondents who were Visual Arts participants (N=113)
Remark: “Retirees” is not shown due to small base (N<10)
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(m)Topics of information browsed
The more interested participants were more likely to browse information about
movies, fashion and beauty, culture, current affairs and technology in their leisure
time. (see Annex 2 – Visual Arts report, p. 50)
5.9.2. Non-participants
(a) Segmentation and projected population
The non-participants of Visual Arts could be segmented into uninterested (71.1%),
interested uninformed (27.2%) and interested informed (1.7%).
Among the projected 5,877,400 Hong Kong population aged 15-74, there were an
estimation of 1,384,000 people who belonged to the interested uninformed
segment.
(see Annex 2 – Visual Arts report, p. 52)
(b) Demographic profile
The interested uninformed segment was skewed towards males aged 15-24 and
Students. (see Annex 2 – Visual Arts report, p. 53)
(c) Attitudes
Compared with the non-participants of other art forms, Visual Arts non-participants
(as well as Literary Arts participants as discussed later) tended to consider that the
art form was too abstract and too difficult to comprehend. (see Annex 2 – Visual
Arts report, p. 62 and 63)
The interested uninformed and Working Singles were more likely to agree that they
would consider participating in Visual Arts if they had the knowledge to appreciate
this art form (57.4% and 71.1%) or if they had friends who were interested in this
art form (55.7% and 72.3%).
Moreover, the Working Singles (48.4%) and Married Persons Having Children
(47.3%) considered that Visual Arts was too abstract and too difficult to
comprehend, which was perhaps their barrier for participation.
On the other hand, the interested uninformed had higher tendency to disagree with
the negative statements “I consider this art as something solemn” (48.7%) and “this
art is for rich people as attending the programmes involve high costs” (48.5%).
By gender, female non-participants tended to consider that Visual Arts was for
young people (57.6%), was too abstract and too difficult to comprehend (45.9%)
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and difficult to get involved (29.4%). Male non-participants, however, were more
likely to disagree to these views (22.6%, 32.4% and 36.4%). Furthermore, female
non-participants were more likely to consider participating in Visual Arts if they had
the knowledge to appreciate it (47.7%). Accordingly, it might imply that if female
non-participants were provided with more relevant knowledge, they might change
their perceptions and hence be more willing to participate in Visual Arts.
(Exhibit 109)
Exhibit 109. Attitudes of Visual Arts non-participants

Q: C1
Base: All respondents who were Visual Arts non-participants (N=175)
Remark: “Students” is not shown due to small base (N<10)

(d) Possible drivers
Friends’ invitation and free tickets were the two most effective drivers for nonparticipants, particularly for the interested uninformed segment (55.6% and 51.1%
respectively).
In addition, the interested uninformed segment had higher levels of mentions on
recommendations from friends/ family (35.2%) and having popular celebrities/
artists’ endorsement (26.8%) as possible drivers when compared to the total nonparticipants of Visual Arts.
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By gender, female non-participants tended to be driven by free tickets (54.7%),
friends’ invitation (49.1) and the proximity of the venue (35.6%), whereas male nonparticipants were more prone to cite “the programme/ event has an interesting
storyline/ topic” as a possible driver (13.9%).
(Exhibit 110)
Exhibit 110. Possible drivers for Visual Arts non-participants

Q: B4a
Base: All respondents who were Visual Arts non-participants (N=175).
Remark: “Students” is not shown due to small base (N<10)

(e) Preferred sources of information
Online sources, outdoor advertisements, public transport and mobile platforms/
applications were the preferred sources of information among the interested
uninformed segment, Working Singles and Married Persons Having No Children.
Similarly, female non-participants were also more likely to regard outdoor
advertisements, public transport and mobile platform/ application as their preferred
sources of information.
(see Annex 2 – Visual Arts report, p. 58)
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Within online sources, Facebook advertisements, YouTube website and online
forums were mentioned more often by the interested uninformed segment.
Female participants tended to be interested in Facebook advertisement/ friends
likes or shares in the website as well as in the application.
(see Annex 2 – Visual Arts report, p. 59)
(f) Topics of information browsed
The interested uninformed segment, Working Singles and Married Persons Having
No Children tended to look for information about movies, travel, entertainment and
friends’ newsfeeds.
The Married Persons Having Children preferred topics on food and beverage,
health and investment information.
Similar to the conditions in Multi-arts and Xiqu, male and female non-participants
in Visual Arts had browsed completely different topics of information. Female
non-participants were inclined to browse information about lifestyle, entertainment,
friends’ newsfeeds and health, while male non-participants tended to prefer topics
like news, technology and games.
(see Annex 2 – Visual Arts report, p. 60)
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5.10. Literary Arts
5.10.1. Participants
(a) Projected population
Among the projected 5,877,400 Hong Kong population aged 15-74, it was
estimated that there were 25.1% or 1,475,000 Literary Arts readers/ participants,
in which 2.0% (or an estimation of 115,000 people) were also involved in learning/
performing/ working. There were less than 0.1% who were “learning” only or
“performing/ working” only. The total involvement in Literary Arts was 25.2% (or
an estimation of 1,484,000 people).

(see Annex 2 – Literary Arts report, p. 16)

There were 24.5% (or an estimation of 1,441,000 people) of respondents who read
literary books in libraries, bookstores or cafés. 3.1% (or an estimation of 184,000
people) of respondents participated in literary seminars/ lectures, book reading
groups, poetry/ verse reading groups or workshops and 1.9% (or an estimation of
114,000 people) of respondents participated in creative camps and essay
competitions. (see Annex 2 – Literary Arts report, p. 17)
(b) Demographic profile
Literary Arts participants were skewed towards the age group of 15-24, Students
and Working Singles. They had higher education attainment compared to the
general population and consisted more professionals and students. (see Annex
2 – Literary Arts report, p. 19 and 22)
Relative to the more interested participants, less interested participants were less
well educated. (see Annex 2 – Literary Arts report, p. 30)
(c) Interest in Literary Arts
Compared with the total Literary Arts participants, those who had the following
characteristics were more likely to state that they were very interested/ quite
interested in Literary Arts:


Married Persons Having No Children (68.5%);



Females (47.6%); and



With monthly disposable income between HK$3,000 – 7,999 (43.8%).

(Exhibit 111)
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Exhibit 111. Interest level of Literary Arts participants

Q: A1
Base: All respondents who were Literary Arts participants (N=164)

(d) Frequency of Participation
The more interested participants participated in Literary Arts activities 16.0 times
on average in the past 12 months, which was significantly higher than the less
interested participants (10.0 times). (see Annex 2 – Literary Arts report, p. 31)
(e) Expenses
Literary Arts participants in total spent nearly HK$1 billion (HK$924,367,000) on
purchasing books in Literary Arts 6 in the past 12 months. (see Annex 2 – Literary
Arts report, p. 35)
5F



Both Retirees and Married Persons Having Children had the largest
proportions of participants who participated in Literary Arts activities without
spending any money (91.6% and 77.1% respectively); and (Exhibit 112)

6

Refer to Annex 1 – Glossary
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Exhibit 112. Expense on books per participation

Q: A4b_d
Base All respondents who were Literary Arts participants excluding those who answered “don’t know” in A4a
(N=144)



On average, each Literary Arts participant spent $1,992 on purchasing
books in the past 12 months. The past 12-month expenditures on books
per participant were the highest for Students (HK$3,018) and the more
interested group (HK$3,015). (Exhibit 113)

Exhibit 113. Past 12-month book expenditures per participant

Q: A4b_d
Base: All respondents who were Literary Arts participants excluding those who did not have indirect expenditure
or answered “don’t know” in A4b_d.
Remark: “Married Persons Having No Children” and “Retirees” are not shown due to small base (N<10)
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Among the total 3,016 respondents, 682 of them had children aged under 20, while
179 persons arranged their children to learn arts. Within this group, there were
15.4% arranging their children to attend composition classes (literature classes).
(see Annex 2 – Literary Arts report, p. 13)
(f) Drivers for participation
The more interested participants were more likely to attend Literary Arts activities
because it was their hobby (54.6%) or it was their habit to visit libraries/ book shops
(42.7%), while the more likely driver for the less interested participants was to kill
time (13.3%). (Exhibit 114)
Exhibit 114. Drivers for participation in Literary Arts

Q: A7c
Base: All respondents who were Literary Arts participants (N=164)

(g) Time spent on last participation
The Retirees (around 107 minutes), Students (around 94 minutes) and the more
interested participants (around 97 minutes) had the longest average time spent on
the last participation. (see Annex 2 – Literary Arts report, p. 40)
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(h) Companion of participation in Literary Arts
Compared with the participants of other art forms, Literary Arts participants tended
to participate in Literary Arts on their own. Besides, 12.6% of Literary Arts
participants participated in Literary Arts with their children. (see Annex 2 –
Literary Arts report, p. 41)
(i) Segment of participants in Literary Arts
Compared with the participants of other art forms, Literary Arts’ participants
consisted of the largest segment of active independent (46.0%). There were
19.8% and 34.2% of participants who were passive participants and active social
participants 7 respectively. The segments of participants were distributed quite
evenly among different life stages with no particular sub-group comprising a
particularly high proportion of active social participants.
6F

Unlike the even distribution of segments among life stages, a higher proportion of
female participants were active social (42.5%), while male participants tended to
be active independent (57.1%).
(Exhibit 115)
Exhibit 115. Segment of participants in Literary Arts

Q: C1
Base: All Literary Arts participants excluding the active participants who were neutral regarding whether they
needed company when going to arts activities and those who answered “not applicable” in any of the
related attitude statements (N=148)

7

Examples of active social participants were those participants who would invite other people to go to
libraries/ bookstores, or would take their children to reading clubs/ introduction sessions on new books.
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(j) Benefits from participating in Literary Arts
Compared with the participants of other art forms, Literary Arts participants tended
to cite “inner self”-related benefits (i.e. “bring me good temperament”, “make life
interesting”, “enhance my inner depth”) and “intellectual”-related benefits (i.e. “selflearning”, “message/ self-refection”, “inspiration/ stimulate thoughts”) of the art form.
(Exhibit 47)
Although female participants tended to be active social, they were more likely to
cite “self-learning” and “fulfil my interests/ curiosity” as the benefits gained.
The more interested participants, Working Singles and Married Persons Having No
Children tended to mention “bring me good temperament” and “enhance my inner
depth” more as their gain from participating in the art form. Nevertheless, the
commonly mentioned benefit among the Retirees was “make life interesting”.
The lower income group and the more interested participants were more likely to
think that self-learning and message/ self-reflection was the benefit they received
from participating in Literary Arts, while the less interested group tended to mention
enhancement of communication with others as the benefit.
The active participants tended to mention “enhance my inner depth” as the benefit,
while a higher proportion of the passive participants considered “message/ selfreflection”, “inspiration/ stimulate thoughts” and “helps performance of the related
subject at school” to be the benefits to them.
(see Annex 2 – Literary Arts report, p. 48)
(k) Attitudes
Compared with the participants of other art forms, Literary Arts participants tended
to agree to a view that “my school education had great influence to my involvement
in this art” and that “I actively search information about this art in my free time”.
(see Annex 2 – Literary Arts report, p. 50 and 51)
It is interesting to note that compared with males (15.3%), a much larger proportion
of females (30.7%) considered that they had in-depth knowledge on Literary Arts.
Females and the more interested participants were more likely to engage in the
events seriously (females, 74.4%; more interested participants, 80.5%) and agreed
that their school education had great influence on their involvement in Literary Arts
(females, 69.2%; more interested participants, 75.8%).
The more interested participants tended to agree that they actively searched
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information about this art form in their free time (56.1%) and were willing to spend
money in this art form (35.9%).
(Exhibit 116)
Exhibit 116. Attitudes of Literary Arts participants

Q: C1
Base: All respondents who were Literary Arts participants (N=164)

(l) Topics of information browsed
The more interested participants were more likely to browse information about
current affairs and culture in their leisure time, while the less interested participants
preferred sports-related topics. (see Annex 2 – Literary Arts report, p. 53)
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5.10.2. Non-participants
(a) Demographic profile
There were higher proportions of Working Singles and Married Persons Having
Children aged 15 or over among the Literary Arts non-participants. The interested
uninformed segment tended to attain upper secondary education. (see Annex 2
– Literary Arts report, p. 56 and 58)
(b) Attitudes
Compared with the non-participants of other art forms, Literary Arts nonparticipants tended to consider Literary Arts as something solemn. They also held
a view that Literary Arts was too abstract and too difficult to comprehend, and that
they found it difficult to get involved if they were to participate in Literary Arts. (see
Annex 2 – Literary Arts report, p. 65 and 66)
The Retirees were more likely to consider that Literary Arts was something solemn
(64.8%) and was too abstract and too difficult to comprehend (68.2%). However,
if they had the knowledge to appreciate Literary Arts, they would consider
participating in it (70.5%). The Married Persons Having No Children held a similar
view, considering that Literary Arts was something solemn (56.5%).
On the contrary, the Working Singles did not consider Literary Arts as something
solemn (35.6%). Their main barrier for them for participating in Literary Arts was
that they did not have friends who were interested in Literary Arts as well (54.2%).
Male participants tended to consider that Literary Arts was for young people
(49.8%), was too abstract and too difficult to comprehend (48.9%), and was difficult
to get involved (48.5%), whereas female participants were more likely to consider
it otherwise (27.3%, 26.6% and 31.4%). Therefore, similarly, it might imply that
more public education could be provided to change their perceptions towards
Literary Arts.
(Exhibit 117)
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Exhibit 117. Attitudes of Literary Arts non-participants

Q: C1
Base: All respondents who were Literary Arts non-participants (N=180).
Remark: “Students” is not shown due to small base (N<10)

(c) Possible drivers
Friends’ invitation (22.9%), venues that were near to where they lived (20.9%) and
friends’ recommendations (18.0%) were the most effective drivers for nonparticipants.
In addition, having popular celebrities/ artists’ endorsement (11.8%) and more
media coverage for the events (6.3%) were more likely to be possible drivers.
By gender, female non-participants tended to be driven by venues that were near
to where they lived (27.9%), friends’ invitation (26.7%) as well as recommendations
of friends/ family (22.5%).
(Exhibit 118)
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Exhibit 118. Possible drivers of Literary Arts non-participants

Q: B4a
Base: All respondents who were Literary Arts non-participants (N=180).
Remark: “Students” is not shown due to small base (N<10)

(d) Preferred sources of information
Online sources, outdoor advertisements and mobile platforms/ applications were
the preferred sources of information among the interested uninformed segment
and the Working Singles.
Female non-participants in Literary Arts tended to be interested in outdoor
advertisements, public transport and television/ radio.
(see Annex 2 – Literary Arts report, p. 61)
Within online sources, the LCSD website, YouTube, Facebook applications and
search engine websites had higher levels of mentions by the interested uninformed
segment.
For female non-participants, they were more likely to cite social media, particularly
YouTube website and Facebook advertisements in the application, as their
preferred sources of information.
(see Annex 2 – Literary Arts report, p. 62)
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(e) Topics of information browsed
Both the interested uninformed segment and the Working Singles tended to search
for information about entertainment and movies.
The Married Persons Having Children were more interested in information about
food and beverage.
Similarly to the female non-participants in Visual Arts, those in Literary Arts
preferred information about lifestyle, entertainment and friends’ newsfeed. Male
non-participants, on the other hand, tended to look for information about current
affairs, sports and investment.
(see Annex 2 – Literary Arts report, p. 63)
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5.11. Pop Show
5.11.1. Participants
(a) Projected population
Among the projected 5,877,400 Hong Kong population aged 15-74, it was
estimated that there were 23.2% or 1,364,000 Pop Show attendees/ participants.
There were also less than 0.1% who were “learning” only and 0.2% (or an
estimation of 14,000 people) who were “performing/ working” only. The total
involvement in Pop Show was 23.5% or an estimation of 1,382,000 people. (see
Annex 2 – Pop Show report, p. 16)
There were 10.2% (or an estimation of 602,000 people) of respondents who
attended band performances. 18.1% (or an estimation of 1,064,000 people) of
respondents attended oldies concerts, pop concerts and stand-up comedies.
(see Annex 2 – Pop Show report, p. 17)
(b) Demographic Profile
Pop Show participants were skewed towards the age group of 15-34, which were
mostly Students and Working Singles in terms of life stage. (see Annex 2 – Pop
Show report, p. 19)
They were better educated compared to the general population and consisted a
higher proportion of the working population. (see Annex 2 – Pop Show report, p.
20)
(c) Interest in Pop Show
Relative to total Pop Show participants, those who were with monthly disposable
income of less than HK$3,000 (86.6%) were more likely to consider themselves
very interested/ quite interested in Pop Show. (Exhibit 119)
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Exhibit 119. Interest level of Pop Show participants

Q: A1
Base: All respondents who were Pop Show participants (N=171)

(d) Frequency of participation
The participants participated in Pop show 1.6 times on average in the past 12
months.

(see Annex 2 – Pop Show report, p. 25)

(e) Expenses
There was a higher proportion of the lower income group using free tickets,
whereas Working Singles had the highest projected past 12-month direct expenses
and past 12-month total expenses. (see Annex 2 – Pop Show report, p. 28, 29
and 31)
Food and dinning was the largest spending category in indirect expenses, followed
by transportation and souvenirs.

(see Annex 2 – Pop Show report, p. 30)

(f) Sources of information
Pop Show participants relied mostly on online sources and outdoor advertisements
to search for information. (see Annex 2 – Pop Show report, p. 33)
The more interested participants were more prone to know about upcoming
activities from the YouTube website and online forums. The less interested
participants were, however, more likely to find out upcoming activities by word of
mouth. (see Annex 2 – Pop Show report, p. 33 and 35)
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(g) Triggers/ drivers for active and passive participation
The fame of the shows/ celebrities/ artists (20.9%) and personal interest in the
celebrities/ stars/ artists (20.5%) were the top triggers.
For passive participation, they mostly considered participating in Pop Show with
others as couple/ social activities (38.4%).
By gender, male participants tended to actively participate in the arts activities in
Pop Show because it was their hobbies/ they were fans of Pop Show (19.8%),
compared with 6.8% of female participants. Males were more likely to passively
participate in Pop Show because the show/ celebrity/ artist was very famous
(12.6%), while female participants tended to be driven by the elements of the show
(23.2%).
(Exhibit 120 and Exhibit 121)
Exhibit 120. Triggers for active participation in Pop Show

Q: A7b
Base: All respondents who were Pop Show participants (N=171)
Remark: “Students” and “Retirees” are not shown due to small bases (N<10)
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Exhibit 121. Drivers for passive participation in Pop Show

Q: A7c
Base: All respondents who were Pop Show participants (N=171)
Remark: “Students” and “Retirees” are not shown due to small bases (N<10)

(h) Companion of participation in Pop Show
Compared with the participants of other art forms, the Pop Show participants were
more likely to be accompanied by their partners/ spouses or a group of friends (of
mixed gender) during participation. (see Annex 2 – Pop Show report, p. 41)
(i) Segment of participants by life stage
Nearly two-thirds (64.5%) of the participants in Pop Show were active social, while
22.4% and 13.2% were passive and active independent respectively.
By gender, male participants tended to be active social (71.0%), while there were
more passive participants (26.9%) among females.
By life stages, relatively more Married Persons Having Children were active social
(72.6%), when compared with all participants in Pop Show.
(Exhibit 122)
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Exhibit 122. Segment of participants in Pop Show

Q: C1
Base: : All Pop Show participants excluding the active participants who were neutral regarding whether they
needed company when going to arts activities and those who answered “not applicable” in any of the
related attitude statements (N=163)
Remark: “Students” and “Retirees” are not shown due to small bases (N<10)

(j) Benefits from participating in Pop Show
Compared with the participants in other art forms, Pop Show participants tended
to mention “entertainment/ relaxation”, “enhance social bonding” and “enhance
communication with others” as the benefits. (Exhibit 47)
The more interested participants considered enhancing social bonding as the
benefit, whereas the less interested group was more likely to regard enhancement
of communication with others as the benefit.
A higher proportion of the passive participants mentioned “sensory stimulating” as
the benefit.
(see Annex 2 – Pop Show report, p. 47)
(k) Attitudes
Compared with the participants in other art forms, Pop Show participants tended
to have friends who participated in Pop Show, and invite their friends to attend the
events in Pop Show. Apart from that, they would engage or participate in Pop
Show seriously if they watched/ attended Pop Show, and were willing to spend
money in attending Pop Show.
CSG
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The more interested and male participants were more likely to agree that school
education had great influence on their involvement in Pop Show (51.6% and 50.3%
respectively) and that they were willing to invite their friends to participate in this
art form (41.9% and 43.6% respectively).
Nevertheless, the less interested and female participants tended to agree that they
only participated in Pop Show when someone invited them (47.6% and 25.1%
respectively).
(Exhibit 123)
Exhibit 123. Attitudes of Pop Show participants

Q: C1
Base: All respondents who were Pop Show participants (N=171)
Remark: “Students” and “Retirees” are not shown due to small bases (N<10)

(l) Topics of information browsed
The more interested participants were more likely to browse information about
entertainment and movies in their leisure time, while the less interested participants
preferred friends’ newsfeed, fashion/ beauty, sports, group purchasing and
investment information. (see Annex 2 – Pop Show report, p. 50)
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5.11.2. Non-participants
(a) Segmentation and projected population
The non-participants of Pop Show could be segmented into uninterested (54.6%),
interested uninformed (34.1%) and interested informed (11.3%).
Among the projected 5,877,400 Hong Kong population aged 15-74, the size of the
interested uninformed segment was 1,540,000.
(see Annex 2 – Pop Show report, p. 52)
(b) Demographic profile
Over half of the interested uninformed segment consisted of:
˙

males aged 15-24 and aged 35-44, and females aged 25-34 and 45-54; or

˙

people who attained upper secondary education.

(see Annex 2 – Pop Show report, p. 53 and 55)
(c) Attitudes
Compared with the non-participants of other art forms, Pop Show non-participants
tended to hold the view that Pop Show was for young people. (see Annex 2 –
Pop Show report, p. 62 and 63)
The interested uninformed were more prone to agree that they would consider
participating in Pop Show if they had friends who were interested in this art form
(53.8%).
On the other hand, they had a higher tendency to disagree with the negative
statements “I find it difficult to get involved if I were to participate in this art” (56.0%),
“this art is too abstract and too difficult to comprehend” (52.8%) and “this art is for
rich people as attending the programmes involve high costs” (43.4%).
By gender, male and female had rather similar perceptions towards the targeted
audience of Pop Show. Female non-participants tended to agree that Pop Show
was for young people; male non-participants were more likely to disagree that Pop
Show was for elderly.
(Exhibit 124)
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Exhibit 124. Attitudes of Pop Show non-participants

Q: C1
Base: All respondents who were Pop Show non-participants (N=165).
Remark: “Students” is not shown due to small base (N<10).

(d) Possible drivers
Free tickets (53.7%) and friends’ invitation (47.9%) were the two most effective
drivers for non-participants, particularly for the interested uninformed segment.
In addition, having the venues close to where they lived (41.4%) and popular
celebrities/ artists’ endorsement for the programmes (35.0%) were mentioned by
more people in the interested uninformed segment as possible drivers when
compared to the total non-participants of this art form.
Male and female non-participants had rather different possible drivers. While
female non-participants were more likely to cite free tickets (55.7%), friends’
invitation (43%) and the proximity of the venues (41.6%) as possible drivers, male
non-participants tended to be driven by more promotion/ media coverage (11.6%)
as well as the show having an interesting storyline/story (10.8%).
(Exhibit 125)
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Exhibit 125. Possible drivers for Pop Show non-participants

Q: B4a
Base: All respondents who were Pop Show non-participants (N=165).
Remark: “Students” is not shown due to small bases (N<10).

(e) Preferred sources of information
Outdoor advertisements, online sources, public transport and mobile platform/
application were the preferred sources of information among the interested
uninformed segment.
By gender, male non-participants preferred outdoor advertisements and
magazines, while female non-participants tended to consider online sources and
public transport as their preferred sources of information.
(see Annex 2 – Pop Show report, p. 58)
Within online sources, Facebook, YouTube, instant messenger, the HK Ticketing
website and URBTIX website were mentioned by higher proportions of the
interested uninformed segment as their preferred sources of information.
Female non-participants were more prone to mention social media, especially
Facebook advertisement/ friends’ likes or shares in the website, as their sources
of information.
(see Annex 2 – Pop Show report, p. 59)
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(f) Topics of information browsed
The interested uninformed tended to look for information about travel, friends’
newsfeeds and current affairs.
The Married Persons Having Children preferred information on food and beverage.
Similar to the non-participants in other art forms discussed earlier, the male and
female non-participants in Pop Show browsed different topics of information.
Again, female non-participants were more likely to browse information about
lifestyle and entertainment, while male preferred movie, current affairs, sports and
investment.
(see Annex 2 – Pop Show report, p. 60)
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5.12. Variety Show
5.12.1. Participants
(a) Segmentation and projected population
Among the projected 5,877,400 Hong Kong population aged 15-74, it was
estimated that there were 12.1% or 711,000 Variety Show attendees/ participants.
There were also 0.5% (or an estimation of 31,000 people) who were “performing/
working” only. The total involvement in Variety Show was 12.6% or an estimation
of 741,000 people. (see Annex 2 – Variety Show report, p. 16)
(b) Demographic Profile
Variety Show participants were skewed towards males and the young segment of
aged 15-24, which were mostly students in terms of life stage. They were better
educated compared to the general population and consisted more associate
professionals and students. (see Annex 2 – Variety Show report, p. 18 and 19)
(c) Interest in Variety Show
Compared with the total Variety Show participants, those who were with the
following characteristics were more prone to state that they were very interested/
quite interested in Variety Show:


Working singles (53.8%);



Married Persons Having No Children (61.7%); and



With monthly disposable income of HK$3,000 – 7,999 (57.7%).

(Exhibit 126)
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Exhibit 126. Interest level of Variety Show participants

Q: A1
Base: All respondents who were Variety Show participants (N=124)

(d) Frequency of participation
The more interested participants participated in Variety Show 2.0 times on average
in the past 12 months, which was marginally higher than the less interested
participants (1.9 times). (see Annex 2 – Variety Show report, p. 24)
(e) Expenses
There was a higher proportion of the less interested participants using free tickets,
whereas the Married Persons Having Children had the highest projected past 12month direct expenses and total expenses. (see Annex 2 – Variety Show report,
p. 27, 28 and 30)
Food was the largest spending category in indirect expenses, followed by
transportation and souvenirs. (see Annex 2 – Variety Show report, p. 29)
(f) Sources of information
Word of mouth was the most frequently mentioned source of information among
the Variety Show participants.
The Working Singles and the more interested participants were more likely to know
about upcoming activities from outdoor advertisements, public transport and indoor
advertisements (e.g. promotional materials at arts venues and ticketing offices).
(see Annex 2 – Variety Show report, p. 32)
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Among online platforms, the Urbtix website, LCSD website and HK Ticketing
website had higher levels of mentions among the more interested participants.
(see Annex 2 – Variety Show report, p. 34)
(g) Triggers/ drivers for active and passive participation
The more interested participants tended to regard Variety Show as entertainment/
stress relieving (17.0%).
For passive participation, they, particularly the less interested participants, tended
to consider the activities as family activities (27.2%).
(Exhibit 127 and Exhibit 128)
Exhibit 127. Triggers for active participation in Variety Show

Q: A7b
Base: All respondents who were Variety Show participants (N=124).
Remark: “Retirees” is not shown due to small base (N<10)
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Exhibit 128. Drivers for passive participation in Variety Show

Q: A7c
Base: All respondents who were Variety Show participants (N=124).
Remark: “Married Persons Having No Children” and “Retirees” are not shown due to small bases (N<10)

(h) Companion of participation in Variety Show
Variety Show participants were more likely to be accompanied by their children
during participation. (see Annex 2 – Variety Show report, p. 40)
(i) Segment of participants by life stage
Over four in ten (43.0%) Variety Show participants were active social, while 37.0%
and 20.1% were passive and active independent respectively.
It is worth noting that, contrary to Pop Show, female participants in Variety Show
were more likely to be active social (48.7%), while male participants tended to be
active independent (29.0%).
By life stages, larger proportions of Students (48.1%) and Married Persons Having
Children (43.5%) were passive, whereas relatively more Working Singles (66.2%)
and Married Persons Having No Children (71.4%) were active social. (Exhibit 129)
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Exhibit 129. Segment of participants in Variety Show

Q: C1
Base:

All Variety Show participants excluding the active participants who were neutral regarding whether they
needed company when going to arts activities and those who answered “not applicable” in any of the
related attitude statements (N=119)
Remark: “Retirees” is not shown due to small base (N<10)

(j) Benefits from participating in Variety Show
Compared with the participants of other art forms, Variety Show participants tended
to mention “enhance communication with others” more as the benefit. (Exhibit 47)
Working Singles and the more interested participants were more likely to consider
entertainment/ relaxation and enhancing communication with others as the benefits
of participating in the art form, while the less interested participants tended to
mention enhancement of family bonding as the benefit.
The active participants were more prone to regard entertainment/ relaxation as the
benefit.
(see Annex 2 – Variety Show report, p. 46)
(k) Attitudes
Compared with the participants of other art forms, Variety Show participants tended
to consider that they would look for the cheapest price range when attending
Variety Show, and would only participate in Variety Show when someone invited
them. (Exhibit 43)
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The more interested participants mostly engaged in the events seriously (76.9%)
and were more likely to have friends who participated in Variety Show (75.7%).
Over four in ten active participants (41.7%) agreed that their school education had
great influence on their involvement in this art form.
The passive participants were more likely to disagree that they would actively
search information about Variety Show in their free time (55.4%) and that they were
willing to spend money in attending the programmes/ events/ exhibitions of this art
form (50.9%).
(Exhibit 130)
Exhibit 130. Attitudes of Variety Show participants

Q: C1
Base: All respondents who were Variety Show participants (N=124)
Remark: “Retirees” is not shown due to small base (N<10)

(l) Topics of information browsed
The more interested participants were more likely to browse information about
health and investment in their leisure time. (see Annex 2 – Variety Show report,
p. 49)
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5.12.2. Non-participants
(a) Segmentation and projected population
The non-participants of Variety Show could be segmented into uninterested
(60.3%), interested uninformed (35.6%) and interested informed (4.1%).
Among the projected 5,877,400 Hong Kong population aged 15-74, the size of the
interested uninformed segment was 1,840,000.
(see Annex 2 – Variety Show report, p. 51)
(b) Demographic profile
Compared to the total non-participants of Variety Show, the interested uninformed
segment comprised more males. There were more persons aged 45-54 in this
segment. Also, this segment tended to less educated, with over 60% attaining
upper secondary education and less than 6% attaining tertiary education (degree
course). (see Annex 2 – Variety Show report, p. 52 and 54)
(c) Attitudes
Compared with the non-participants in other art forms, Variety Show nonparticipants tended to view that if they had friends who were interested in Variety
Show, they would consider participating in Variety Show. (see Annex 2 – Variety
Show report, p. 62 and 63)
The interested uninformed were more likely to agree that they would consider
participating in Variety Show if they had friends who were interested in this art form
(53.8%) or if they had the knowledge to appreciate this art form (49.5%).
On the other hand, they were more likely to disagree with the statement “this art is
too abstract and too difficult to comprehend” (53.9%).
Male participants were inclined to agree that they would consider participating in
Variety Show if they had friends who were interested in it (51.9%). Furthermore,
they tended to disagree that Variety Show was for elderly (57.3%) and rich people
(52.1%). It might imply that friends’ invitations could be effective to increase their
participation in Variety Show.
(Exhibit 131)
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Exhibit 131. Attitudes of Variety Show non-participants

Q: C1
Base: All respondents who were Variety Show non-participants (N=156)
Remark: “Students” is not shown due to small base (N<10)

(d) Possible drivers
Free tickets (51.6%) and friends’ invitation (42.8%) were the two most effective
drivers for non-participants.
The proximity of the venues (40.8%) and having popular celebrities’/ artists’
endorsement (33.9%) were also mentioned by larger percentages of interested
uninformed segment as possible drivers when compared to the total nonparticipants of Variety Show.
The Married Persons Having Children tended to mention “your child/ children are
interested/ participating in this art form” (11.2%) more as their possible driver.
By gender, female non-participants were more likely to be driven by free tickets
(55.5%), friends’ invitation (47%) and the proximity of the venues (46.3%), while
male non-participants tended to cite friends’/ family’s recommendations (30.6%) as
well as more promotion/ media coverage (16.3%) as possible drivers.
(Exhibit 132)
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Exhibit 132. Possible drivers for Variety Show non-participants

Q: B4a
Base: All respondents who were Variety Show non-participants (N=156).
Remark: “Students” is not shown due to small base (N<10)

(e) Preferred sources of information
Online sources and television/ radio channels were the preferred sources of
information among the interested uninformed segment.
Male non-participants were more interested in online sources, whereas female
non-participants preferred outdoor advertisements, television/ radio channels and
mobile platform/ application.
(see Annex 2 – Variety Show report, p. 57)
Within online sources, friends’ likes/ shares in the Facebook website and the
YouTube website were mentioned by more people in the interested uninformed
segment.
By gender, female non-participants tended to cite Facebook friends’ likes or shares/
advertisements in the application as their preferred sources of information.
Conversely, male non-participants were more likely to mention Facebook
advertisements in the website.
(see Annex 2 – Variety Show report, p. 58)
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(f) Topics of information browsed
The interested uninformed segment and the Working Singles were more interested
in information about entertainment, movies and sports.
The Married Persons Having Children preferred topics on food and beverage,
health and current affairs.
Similar to Pop Show, female non-participant in Variety Show tended to be
interested in lifestyle and entertainment. Male non-participants were more prone
to cite news, movies and technology as their preferred topics of information.
(see Annex 2 – Variety Show report, p. 59)
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6

Study Findings – Analysis by Life Stages
This section provides a detailed analysis of the characteristics of participants and nonparticipants in each life stage in terms of the incidence of participation, perceived
benefits and attitudes, drivers for participation as well as other discussion areas.

6.1.

Overview

6.1.1. Rationale of Analysis by Life Stage
(a) Age, education and marital status of respondents could influence their sets of
values and perceptions towards arts, which might in turn lead to their different
participation behaviours.


As shown in the findings in para. 4.7.2 and 4.7.3, the profile of participants of
most art forms, especially core art forms, were youngsters aged 15-34 who
were highly educated. These people were mainly students, young single
adults or young married adults having no children.
The better educated, younger generation was likely to be more open-minded
and receptive towards different art forms.



Married people having young children tend to change their own habits of arts
participation (e.g. to change from a non-participant of arts activities to
become a participant, to choose art activities that are also/ more suitable for
their children, etc.) to accommodate their children’s needs or for the purpose
of cultivating their children’s ability to appreciate various forms of arts.
Married people who do not have any children or those who only have grown
up children might not have to take such factors into consideration when they
decide whether to participate in arts activities or which activities to participate
in.

(b) With the above observations in mind, respondents in the Study are divided into
the following five life stages for more in-depth analyses:


Students;



Working Singles;



Married Persons Having No Children;



Married Persons Having Children; and



Retirees.

(Exhibit 133)
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Exhibit 133. Comparison of demographic profile between arts participants and nonparticipants – life stage

Q: D2a, 2b, 3, 8
Base: All respondents who gave valid responses to the related demographic questions
Remark: “Working Singles” were defined as those who answered “single” in D2a and “working” in D8.

(c) Analysis by life stages can shed light on audience development directions on
broader terms, thus more focus will be placed on non-participants in Chapters 6.2
- 6.6.
6.1.2. Summary of Incidence of Participating in Art Forms
(a) In Exhibit 134, the status of participation in various art forms among the people of
different life stages can be compared. It is also noted that the participation
percentages and incidences in Exhibit 134 represent the overall population as
well as the populations of the people in different life stages.


The participation percentage/ incidence of Students population was higher
than that of the general population in general (84.7%) and in most arts forms
(14.4% to 62.5%) except Xiqu (5.3%). Among core art forms, Students had
the highest participation percentage/ incidence in Literary Arts (62.5%),
followed by Visual Arts (32.5%), Theatre (31.3%) and Music (28.1%).
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Working Singles had the second highest participation percentage/ incidence
(64.2%) compared with the people in different life stages. In particular, they
were more likely to participate in Literary Arts (29.9%) among other core art
forms, followed by Visual Arts (21.1%) and Film and Media Arts (16.3%).
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Compared with the people in different life stages, Married Persons Having No
Children had a relatively low participation percentage/ incidence in general
(50.1%) and across most art forms. It is noteworthy that, similar to Working
Singles, a larger proportion of them participated in Literary Arts (20.6%),
followed by Visual Arts (8.5%) and Film and Media Arts (8.2%).



In general, the segment of married people having children had lower
participation percentages/ incidences (42.4% to 50.7%) than those of Students
(84.7%) and Working Singles (64.2%). Among this segment, those having
children aged 0-4 had the highest participation percentage/ incidence (50.7%),
particularly in Literary Arts (34.4%), Visual Arts (17.5%), Film and Media Arts
(14.3%) and Theatre (10.6%). The married having children aged 5-14
attended more Variety Show (16.4%) than other core performing arts
programmes. The married having children aged 15 or over tended to
participate more in Xiqu (16.6%).



Compared with the people in other life stages, the Retirees had the lowest art
participation percentage/ incidence (41.6%). It is, however, noted that there
was a higher proportion of Retirees participating in Xiqu (22.6%) when
compared to the total respondents, similar to the married segment having
children aged 15 or above.
(Exhibit 134)

(b) It is worthwhile to keep track of the participation status in different life stage groups
in future to review the effectiveness of audience development efforts.
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Exhibit 134. Incidence of participating in art forms by life stages

Q: S5
Base: All respondents (N=3,016)
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6.1.3. Proportions of Types of Participants
Among the participants in different life stages, the proportions of multi-type, duo-type,
single (core) and Pop Show and Variety Show only are compared in Exhibit 135.


Over six in ten Student participants were Multi-type participants (63.8%).



Similar to Students, there were more Multi-type participants within Working
Single participants (45.1%).



Among the participants who were Married Persons Having No Children,
there were more Single (core) art form participants (34.5%).



Over one-third of the participants who were Married Persons Having
Children aged 0-4 were Multi-type participants (35.7%).



About three in ten participants who were Married Persons Having Children
aged 5-14 were Multi-type participants (30.4%). Compared to the total
participants, there were more Pop Show and Variety Show only participants
in this segment (26.5%).



Most of the participants who were Married Persons Having Children aged
15 or above and Retirees were Single (core) art form participants (40.1%
and 44.2% respectively). These percentages were higher than that of the
total participants.

(Exhibit 135)
Exhibit 135.

Proportions of different types of participants by life stage segments

Q: S5
Base: All participants (N=1,296)
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6.1.4. Summary of Past 12-month Attendances
The projected number of attendances in the past 12 months by life stages were
different among arts forms.


Students contributed the highest shares of past 12-month attendances in
Dance (39.9%), Theatre (38.7%) and Visual Arts (32.3%).



Working Singles contributed the highest shares of past 12-month
attendances in Film and Media Arts (61.4%), Pop Show (47.6%) and Multiarts (42.9%).



The Married Persons Having Children contributed the highest shares of
past 12-month attendances in Xiqu (55.3%), Variety Show (40.2%) and
Music (32.5%).

(Exhibit 136)
Exhibit 136.

Shares of past 12-month attendance by life stage segments across art forms

Q: A2
Base: All arts participants excluding those who answered “don’t know” in D2 or D8 (N=1,095)
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6.1.5. Summary of Analysis on Direct Expenditures and Indirect Expenditures
(a) Based on art forms, the sources of expenditures by different life stages are as
below:


Pop Show and Variety Show expenditures mainly came from Working
Singles (53.3% and 26.2% respectively) and Married Persons Having
Children (30.3% and 39.7% respectively); and



Across core art forms (i.e. Dance, Theatre, Music, Xiqu, Multi-arts, Visual
Arts, Film and Media Arts, and Literary Arts), Working Singles again
contributed the highest shares of spending (36.0% to 60.1%) except Xiqu
(4.1%) of which the expenditures came mostly from the Married Persons
Having Children (68.4%) and Retirees (19.2%); and



Dance (23.6%), Visual Arts (21.3%), Music (19.2%) and Theatre (18.6%)
had higher shares of expenditures contributed by Students compared to
other art forms.

(Exhibit 137)
Exhibit 137.

Shares of past 12-month direct expenditures by life stage segments across art
forms

Q: A4a
Base: All participants excluding those who answered “don’t know” in A4a, D2 or D8 (N=1,075)

(b)
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Although Students constituted large proportions in past 12-month attendances
in Dance, Theatre and Visual Arts, their contribution to the past 12-month direct
expenditures was small due to lower ticket prices for Students and free
participation arranged by schools. (Exhibit 136 and Exhibit 137)
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6.1.6. Summary of Analysis by Information Channels
(a)

It was observed that arts participants and non-participants across different life
stages used similar information channels.


Online channels, public transport and outdoor advertisements were the
most mentioned information channels.



Among online sources or mobile platforms, social media, particularly
Facebook advertisements and friends’ likes/ shares, were the most
mentioned sources of information (for participants)/ preferred channels (for
non-participants). Ticketing websites and search engine websites like
Yahoo or Google were used as well.



(b)

CSG



In the focus group discussions, some respondents considered that
YouTube and Facebook were better sources of information on arts
activities because the former could provide video footages while the
latter was a more commonly used platform. Instagram was not a
preferred source mainly because of two reasons: that one could only
post photos rather than URL links and video footages, and that the
platform was only more widely used among the very young people.



Some respondents in the focus group discussions also mentioned that
they very often used Timable.com to look up what arts events would
be held and the schedule of such events. They liked the website
because they could find information on many different events
organised by various organisers.

A few respondents in the focus group discussions pointed out that they were
impressed by the use of flash mob in promoting arts activities as the format
could greatly attract their attention and could also create noise for the
activities.

Nevertheless, the Retirees preferred somewhat different sources of information,
mainly indoor advertisements (e.g. promotional materials at arts venues and
ticketing offices). In the focus group discussions, promotional leaflets inserted
in the house programmes or available in the promotion leaflet stands in the
venues were mentioned as major sources of information on Xiqu for them.
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6.2.

Students

6.2.1. Key Observations
Overall speaking, 84.7% of the entire student population (aged 15+) were arts
participants; which was higher than those of the people in all other life stages. (Exhibit
138) Moreover, most of the Student participants were Multi-type participants (63.8%).
(Exhibit 135)
Student participants considered themselves engaging or participating in arts activities
seriously, and felt entertained/ relaxed after participation. They further held the view
that their schools had great influence on their involvement in arts. The key driver to
arts participation was that it was their hobbies or they were fond of the art form.
Passive participants mainly treated arts activities as couple/ social activities.
The following are the detailed analyses on the Students segment, including their
participation in art forms, their views on triggers and drivers of participation, perceived
benefits as well as attitudes towards arts and arts participation. The analyses
highlight the characteristics with high percentages and/or with significant differences
from other life stages.
6.2.2. Participation in Art Forms
(a) Among the core art forms, more Students participated in Literary Arts (62.5%),
Visual Arts (32.5%) and Theatre (31.3%).
(b) There was much room for audience development for Dance (19.1%), Multi-arts
(14.4%) and Xiqu (5.3%) when compared to the levels of participation in Literary
Arts, Visual Arts and Theatre.
(Exhibit 138)
(c) In the focus group discussions, almost all respondents explained that they first
experienced arts participation when they were studying primary or secondary
school. They attended the arts activities organised by the schools or teachers on
a compulsory basis. Such activities arranged by the schools or teachers were
mainly stage performances related, such as Dance, Music or Theatre, or Visual
Arts related such as visits to exhibitions or museums.
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Exhibit 138. Incidence of participating in art forms by life stages

Q: S5
Base: All respondents (N=3,016)

(d) The core art forms that Students contributed higher direct (ticket) expenditures
were Dance, Visual Arts and Music (23.6%, 21.3% and 19.2% respectively). (see
Annex 2 – Dance report, p. 28; Visual Arts report, p. 29; Music report, p. 30)
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6.2.3. Education Level of Participants and Non-participants
Further analysis shows that a larger proportion of Student participants of multi-type art
forms received upper secondary education (68.1%), compared with that of Student
non-participants (42.9%). (Exhibit 139)
Exhibit 139. Education level of Student participants and non-participants

Base: Students who were participants (N=271); Students who were non-participants (N=49)

The analysis of participants’ age also shows that a very high proportion of multi-type
participants were aged between 15 and 19 (85.0%), which implies that most of them
were secondary school students. This was likely because all senior secondary
students were provided with more arts learning opportunities under the new education
curriculum. (Exhibit 140)
Exhibit 140. Demographic profile (age) of Student participants

Base: All participants who were Students (N=271)
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6.2.4. Triggers/ Drivers for Participation
(a)

Similar to Working Singles and Retirees, most Students actively participated in
arts because it was their hobby or they were fond of the art forms (top 2: Literary
Arts, 34.2%; Music, 30.5%). The top triggers for Students to go to Multi-arts
were, however, the elements of the programmes: about the society (24.9%) and
human nature (18.2%). (see Annex 2 – Literary Arts report, p. 38; Music report,
p. 38; Multi-arts report, p. 36)

(b)

Passive participants, i.e. those who were invited by other people to participate
in arts activities, considered such activities to be couple/ social activities (top 2:
Variety Show, 47.9%; Theatre, 34.3%). This was also a common perception
among passive participants in other life stages.
They also participated passively in arts as the arts programmes were arranged
by their schools (top 2: Variety Show, 28.2%; Theatre, 24.6%).
(see Annex 2 – Theatre report, p. 41; Variety Show report, p. 37)

(c)

In the focus group discussions, some respondents opined that such passive
participation had hardly been effective in encouraging them to frequently
participate in arts activities when they were in school. They had not been able
to fully appreciate the arts activities or had not enjoyed greatly those activities at
that time. However, the experiences had aroused their latent interest of
attending arts activities and had sown the seeds of their active participation of
particular art forms when they reached later life stages.

(d)

Respondents in the focus group discussions further considered that school
teachers played an important role in inspiring their interest in arts activities.
They recalled that teachers who were passionate in/ enthusiastic about arts had
provided them with background information on the particular activities they
participated in and had helped and guided them to appreciate the art forms. On
the contrary, teachers who had only showed a lukewarm attitude towards the
arts activities were unlikely to have helped the youngsters cultivate an interest
in arts when the youngsters grew up.
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6.2.5. Benefits
(a)

Entertainment/ relaxation (top 2: Visual Arts, 62.5%; Theatre, 58.6%) was
mentioned by most Students as the benefit to participate in arts activities. This
benefit was also often mentioned by participants in other life stages. (see
Annex 2 – Visual Arts report, p. 45; Theatre, p. 50)

(b)

Another benefit perceived was self-learning (top 2: Literary Arts, 65.3%; Visual
Arts, 59.0%).
(see Annex 2 – Literary Arts report, p. 48; Visual Arts report, p.
45)

6.2.6. Attitudes
(a) Similar to the participants in other life stages, Students would engage or participate
in arts activities seriously when they watched/ attended the events (top 2: Visual
Arts, 91.2%; Music, 78.5%). (see Annex 2 – Visual Arts report, p. 47; Music report,
p. 48)
(b) Echoing the focus group findings, they showed a high level of agreement that
school education had great influence on their art participation (top 2: Dance, 75.8%;
Multi-arts, 67.8%). (see Annex 2 – Dance report, p. 48; Multi-arts report, p. 48)
(c) Students were less likely to invite their friends to attend arts activities (top 2: Variety
Show, 75.6%; Visual Arts, 66.7%), likely because most of the activities were
arranged by their schools or teachers. (see Annex 2 – Variety Show report, p. 48;
Visual Arts report, p. 47)
6.2.7. Non-participants
The main barrier of Student non-participants to participation was they were busy with
homework (67.3%) and lack of interest in arts (53.1%). Nevertheless, if they were
given free tickets or invited by friends, they would participate in arts activities, probably
Theatre or Dance. They were interested in browsing information about movies,
entertainment or technology. As for leisure activities, they preferred outdoor activities
such as jogging and football. They were also more likely to listen to pop music and
play television/ online games. The interested uninformed non-participants in this
segment liked to use online and mobile media channels as well as outdoor
advertisements as information sources.
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The following are the detailed analyses on Student non-participants about the art forms
they were interested in, their views on the barriers and possible drivers to participation,
and attitudes towards arts and arts participation. The analyses highlight the
characteristics with high percentages and/or with significant differences from other life
stages.
(a)

Core Art Form Most Interested in
Among the Student non-participants, 32.7% were interested in one of the core
art forms. Their areas of interest were similar to that of Student participants,
mainly Dance (8.2%) and Theatre (8.2%), followed by Visual Arts (6.1%).
(Exhibit 141)

Exhibit 141. Art form most interested in among non-participants

Q: B1b
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382)
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(b)

Reasons for not Participating in Art Forms
Student non-participants’ top reasons for not participating in any art form were
that they did not have enough time due to homework/ examinations (67.3%)
and that they were not interested in arts (53.1%). (Exhibit 142)

Exhibit 142. Reasons for not participating in all ten art forms

Q: B1a
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382)
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(c)

Segments of Non-participants
Among all Student non-participants, 24.5% were interested uninformed nonparticipants. (Exhibit 143)

Exhibit 143. Segments of non-participants

Base: All non-participants (N=1,382)



Social media (100.0%) was the most preferred information channel among
these non-participants, followed by outdoor advertisements (75.0%) and
mobile platform/ application (75.0%). (Exhibit 144)

Exhibit 144. Preferred information channel of interested uninformed non-participants

Base: Interested uninformed non-participants of any art form (N=278)
Note: “Married persons having children aged 0-4” is not shown due to small base (N<10).
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(d) Attitudes
In general, majority of the Student non-participants would consider participating in
arts activities if they had friends who were interested in such activities (Music,
59.2%). (see Annex 2 – Music report, p. 65)
(e) Possible Drivers
In general, free ticket was the most cited possible driver among non-participants in
all life stages. However, compared with the total non-participants, Student nonparticipants would be more likely to participate in art forms because of friends’
invitation (26.5%), or if there were more promotions/ media coverage for the
programmes/ events (18.4%). Celebrity endorsement was also often cited to be
a possible driver for Student non-participants (18.4%). (Exhibit 145)
Exhibit 145. Possible drivers for non-participants

Q: B4
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382)
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(f) Topics of Information browsed
Student non-participants were interested to look up for information on movies
(51.0%), entertainment (42.9%) and technology (20.4%). (Exhibit 146)
Exhibit 146. Topics of information browsed by non-participants

Q: C2
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382)
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(g) Leisure Activities
Student non-participants preferred to attend outdoor activities (83.7%), particularly
for jogging (26.5%) and football (16.3%). As for indoor activities, compared to the
total non-participants, they were more likely to listen to pop music (38.8%) and play
television/ online games (36.7%) in their spare time. (Exhibit 147)
Exhibit 147. Leisure activities of non-participants

Q: B6
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382)
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6.3.

Working Singles

6.3.1. Key Observations
Overall speaking, 64.2% of the entire Working Singles population were arts
participants; the figure was the second highest participation incidence compared with
those of people in different life stages. (Exhibit 148) As seen in Exhibit 135, nearly
half of the Working Single participants were Multi-type participants (45.1%), followed
by Single (core) art form participants (19.6%) and Pop Show and Variety Show only
participants (18.3%).
Participants who were Working Singles treated participating in arts activities as
entertainment/ relaxation. They participated in arts activities because it was their
hobby/ they were fans of the art forms or the activities featured their favourite
celebrities. If they were invited to participate in arts activities, they would consider
the activities couple/ social/ family activities. They would engage or participate in arts
activities seriously, and had friends who also attended arts activities.
The following are the detailed analyses on the segment of Working Single participants,
including their participation in art forms, their views on triggers and drivers of
participation, perceived benefits as well as attitudes towards arts and arts participation.
The analyses highlight the characteristics with high percentages and/or with significant
differences from other life stages.
6.3.2. Participation in Art Forms
(a)

29.9%, 21.1% and 16.3% of the Working Singles population participated in
Literary Arts, Visual Arts and Film and Media Arts respectively.

(b)

Similar to Students, there was room for audience development for the Working
Singles population in Multi-arts (9.7%) and Dance (7.3%) when compared to their
participation incidences in Literary Arts (29.9%), Visual Arts (21.1%) and Film
and Media Arts (16.3%).
(Exhibit 148)
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Exhibit 148. Incidence of participating in art forms by life stages

Q: S5
Base: All respondents (N=3,016)

(c)

The core art forms that Working Singles contributed higher direct (ticket)
expenditures were Film and Media Arts, Dance and Multi-arts (60.1%, 46.6% and
46.4% respectively). (see Annex 2 – Film and Media Arts report, p. 34; Dance
report, p. 28; Multi-arts report, p. 28)

6.3.3. Education Level of Participants and Non-participants
(a)

Nearly two-thirds (64.6%) of Working Single participants had received postsecondary education, especially degree course education (48.9%). (Exhibit 149).

(b)

Further analysis shows that the proportion of tertiary educated Working Singles
was the highest in the group of multi-type art forms participants (57.2%). On the
other hand, the Working Single non-participants had a relatively lower education
attainment (post-secondary: non-participants, 39.6%; total participants, 64.6%)
(Exhibit 149).

(c)

This echoed the below-stated observation that education attainment would likely
be a major contributing factor to arts participation:
 In para. 4.7.3, it was observed that in general arts participants were better
educated than non-participants. Compared with non-participants, there was
a larger proportion of arts participants who had attained tertiary education.
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 In para. 4.2.2, it was observed that education level was likely correlated with
the participation in multiple art forms. Compared with other types of
participants, multi-type participants were higher educated.
Exhibit 149. Education level of Working Single participants and non-participants

Base: Working Singles who were participants (N=512); Working Singles who were non-participants (N=303)

6.3.4. Triggers/ Drivers for Participation
(a)

Similar to Students and Retirees, most Working Singles actively participated in
arts activities because it was their hobby or they were fans of the art forms (top
2: Literary Arts, 37.2%; Music, 29.6%) and because the activities featured their
favourite celebrities of artists and/ or directors (top 2: Pop Show, 27.2%; Theatre,
19.4%). (see Annex 2 – Literary Arts report, p. 38; Music report, p. 38; Pop
Show report, p. 37; Theatre report, p. 40)

(b)

In the focus group discussions, the Working Single respondents stated that in
addition to the above-mentioned factors, they would also consider the prices and
the quality of the arts activities when they chose which activities/ programmes to
participate in. In fact, they regarded these two factors interrelated. To them,
the ticket price should be reasonable. If the price was too low, they would tend
to doubt the quality of the activity. If the ticket price was very high, they might
still be willing to pay for it if they considered the quality of the art activity/
programme very high, e.g. featuring renowned overseas performers.
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(c)

Passive participants, i.e. those who were invited by other people to participate in
arts activities, considered arts activities to be couple/ social activities (top 2: Film
and Media Arts, 52.7%; Variety Show, 49.2%). This view was also a common
passive driver for participants of other different life stages. (see Annex 2 – Film
and Media Arts report, p. 43; Variety Show report, p. 37)

6.3.5. Benefits
Similar to other life stages, entertainment/ relaxation (top 2: Pop Show, 89.8%; Music,
81.2%) was most widely mentioned by Working Singles as the benefit to participate in
arts activities, even for participation in Literary Arts (63.2%). (see Annex 2 – Pop
Show report, p. 47; Music report, p. 46; Literary Arts, p. 48)
The following were the key benefits mentioned by Working Singles who were
participants of specific art forms:


Enhancement of inner depth (Visual Arts, 35.3%; Dance, 24.8%; Film and
Media Arts, 23.6%); (see Annex 2 – Visual Arts report, p. 45; Dance report, p.
46; Film and Media Arts report, p. 52)



Enhancement of family bonding (Xiqu, 56.6%); (see Annex 2 – Xiqu report, p.
48)



“Bring me good temperament” (Literary Arts, 51.8%; Music, 45.3%); (see Annex
2 – Literary Arts report, p. 48; Music report, p. 46)



Self-learning (Visual Arts, 50%; Literary Arts, 44.7%); (see Annex 2 – Visual
Arts report, p. 45; Literary Arts report, p. 48)



Enhancement of communication with others (Film and Media Arts, 37.3%); (see
Annex 2 – Film and Media Arts report, p. 52)



Enhancement of social bonding (Dance, 29.6%);

(see Annex 2 – Dance report,

p. 46)
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Making life interesting (Film and Media Arts, 35.1%; Theatre, 31.0%); and
(see Annex 2 – Film and Media Arts report, p. 52; Theatre report, p. 50)



Sensory stimulating (Film and Media Arts, 26.5%; Dance, 22.3%).
2 – Film and Media Arts report, p. 52; Dance report, p. 46)

(see Annex
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6.3.6. Attitudes
(a)

Similar to Student participants, the Working Singles would engage or participate
in the arts activities seriously when they watched/ attended the events (top 2:
Theatre, 83.8%; Multi-arts, 82.5%). (see Annex 2 – Theatre report, p. 52; Multiarts report, p. 48)

(b)

Most of the Working Singles had friends who also attended activities of various
art forms, mainly Variety Show (78.0%) and Pop Show (84.4%), but except Xiqu
(28.2%).
(see Annex 2 – Variety Show report, p. 48; Pop Show report, p. 49;
Xiqu report, p. 50)

(c)

Working Singles were more willing to spend money in attending the programmes/
events/ exhibitions in Dance. (57.1%). (see Annex 2 – Dance report, p. 48)

6.3.7. Non-participants
Working Single non-participants considered themselves very busy in work and hence
not aware of the arts activities. However, free tickets, friends’ invitation and art
activities with their favourite celebrities’ endorsement might attract their participation.
Such activities would probably be Film and Media Arts and Music. Working Single
non-participants mostly searched for information about movies, travel and
entertainment. In their spare time, they preferred participating in outdoor activities,
mainly in swimming and jogging. They also tended to listen to pop music, watch
drama online, play television/ online games and surf the internet. Similar to Students,
the preferred information channels of the interested uninformed non-participants in this
segment were mainly online social media. However, advertisements posted in public
transportation or outdoors might also reach them.
The following are the detailed analyses on Working Single non-participants about the
art forms they were interested in, their views on the barriers and possible drivers to
participation, and attitudes towards arts and arts participation. The analyses will
highlight the characteristics with high percentages and/or with significant differences
from other life stages.
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(a)

Core Art Form Most Interested in
The Working Single non-participants were relatively more interested in the core
art forms of Film and Media Arts (7.6%) and Music (4.9%). (Exhibit 150)

Exhibit 150. Art form most interested in among non-participants

Q: B1b
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382)
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(b)

Reasons for not Participating in Art Forms
The Working Single non-participants were busy with work (81.8%), and were not
aware of the arts activities (15.4%). Some respondents in the focus group
discussions elaborated that they could not participate in arts activities because
of their irregular or long working hours. (Exhibit 151)
In the focus group discussions, this segment of respondents also explained why
they were not interested in Xiqu. They had negative perceptions on the art form,
considering it old-fashioned and out-dated, noisy and attended by elderly people
only.

Exhibit 151. Reasons for not participating in all ten art forms

Q: B1a
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382)
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(c)

Segments of Non-participants
Among all Working Single non-participants, 27.0% were interested uninformed
non-participants. (Exhibit 152)

Exhibit 152. Segments of non-participants

Base: All non-participants (N=1,382)



Similar to Students, online social media (85.9%) was the information channel
that could effectively reach the interested uninformed among the Working
Singles non-participants, followed by outdoor advertisements (50.2%) and
public transport (49.6%). (Exhibit 153)



In the focus group discussions, the respondents also opined that the use of
flash mob might be a useful means to draw their attention to arts activities.

Exhibit 153. Preferred information channel of interested uninformed non-participants

Base: Interested uninformed non-participants of any art form (N=278)
Note: “Married persons having children aged 0-4” is not shown due to small base (N<10).
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(d)

Attitudes
Working Single non-participants would consider participating in arts activities if
they had friends who were interested in such activities (top 2: Visual Arts, 72.3%;
Multi-arts, 64.5%) or had knowledge to appreciate them (top 2: Multi-arts, 76.6%;
Visual Arts, 71.1%). (see Annex 2 – Visual Arts report, p. 64; Multi-arts report,
p. 63)
It is worth noting that the view of Working Single non-participants on whether they
would worry about how their friends thought of them if they went to participate in
arts activities differed by art forms (Literary Arts, 30.9% agreed; Theatre, 24.4%
agreed; Dance, 73.5% disagreed; Variety Show, 67% disagreed). (see Annex 2
– Literary Arts report, p. 67; Theatre report, p. 68; Dance report, p. 61; Variety
Show report, p. 61)
The Working Single non-participants were the group who most agreed that Xiqu
is for elderly (70.3%). (see Annex 2 – Xiqu report, p. 65)
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(e)

Possible Drivers
Apart from free tickets and friends’ invitation, Working Single non-participants,
when compared with the total non-participants, were more likely to consider
participating in the art forms if their favourite celebrities/ artists/ authors promoted
the activities/ participated in the activities (22.1%). (Exhibit 154)

Exhibit 154. Possible drivers for non-participants

Q: B4
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382).
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(f)

Topics of Information Browsed
Similar to Student non-participants, Working Single non-participants preferred
browsing information related to movies (53.2%), travel (48.1%) and
entertainment (46.1%). (Exhibit 155)

Exhibit 155. Topics of information browsed by non-participants

Q: C2
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382)
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(g)

Leisure Activities
Similar to the Student non-participants, Working Single non-participants
preferred attending outdoor activities (78.4%), mainly swimming (26.3%) and
jogging (18.1%). For indoor activities, compared to the total non-participants,
they tended to listen to pop music (25%), watch drama online (18.9%), play
television/ online games (18.6%) and surf the internet (16.4%). (Exhibit 156)

Exhibit 156. Leisure activities of non-participants

Q: B6
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382)
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6.4.

Married Persons Having No Children

6.4.1. Key Observations
About half (50.1%) of the participants who were Married Persons Having No Children
participated in at least one of the ten art forms. (Exhibit 157) Over one-third of the
participants in this segment were Single (core) art form participants (34.5%). (Exhibit
135)
Similar to Working Singles, participants who were Married Persons Having No
Children considered participating in arts activities to be entertainment/ relaxation.
However, they had relatively lower participation incidences in most art forms. They
would engage or participate in arts activities seriously and were willing to spend money
in attending the events (Literary Arts and Variety Show). There were various triggers
for them to participate in arts activities, including that it was their hobby/ they were fans
of it, the activities were famous or they could appreciate the skills/ professionalism of
the performances. If they were invited to participate in arts activities, they would
consider the activities couple/ social/ family activities.
The following are the highlights on the analysis on the segment of Married Persons
Having No Children, including their participation in art forms, their views on triggers
and drivers of participation, perceived benefits as well as attitudes towards arts and
arts participation. The analyses highlight the characteristics with high percentages
and/or with significant differences from other life stages.
6.4.2. Participation in Art Forms
(a)

The participants who were Married Persons Having No Children participated
more in Literary Arts (20.6%), Visual Arts (8.5%) and Film and Media Arts (8.2%),
which was similar to the Working Singles population.

(b)

When compared to their participation incidences in Literary Arts (20.6%), Visual
Arts (8.5%) and Film and Media Arts (8.2%), it might imply that there was room
for audience development in Dance (3.6%) and Multi-arts (3.4%).
(Exhibit 157)
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Exhibit 157. Incidence of participating in art forms by life stages

Q: S5
Base: All respondents (N=3,016)

(c)

For Married Persons Having No Children, the projected direct (ticket) expenditure
for Visual Arts was HK$ 7,097,000. The sample size of participants who were
Married Persons Having No Children in other core art forms was too small for
projection of the expenditures.

6.4.3. Triggers/ Drivers for Participation
(a)

There were various triggers for the Married Persons Having No Children to
actively participate in arts activities, including they appreciated the skills/
professionalism (Visual Arts, 21.8%), the arts activities were very famous (Variety
Show, 19.7%), and it was their hobby to attend arts activities (Literary Arts,
42.5%). (see Annex 2 – Visual Arts report, p. 37; Variety Show report, p. 36;
Literary Arts report, p. 38)

(b)

CSG

Like participants of other life stages, the passive participants mostly viewed arts
activities invited by other people as couple/ social activities (top 2: Pop Show,
61.0%; Visual Arts, 31.1%) or family activities (top 2: Variety Show, 27.8%; Pop
Show, 27.0%). (see Annex 2 – Pop Show report, p. 38; Visual Arts report, p. 38;
Variety Show report, p. 37)
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6.4.4. Benefits
Similar to other life stages, entertainment/ relaxation (top 2: Variety Show, 90.2%; Pop
Show, 85.9%) was the main benefit mentioned by the Married Persons Having No
Children to participate in arts activities. (see Annex 2 – Variety Show report, p. 46;
Pop Show report, p. 47)
It is noteworthy that Literary Arts participants considered “bring me good temperament”
(57.9%) as a key benefit of participating in the art form. On the other hand, Visual
Arts participants were more prone to mention “making life interesting” (40.5%) as one
of the benefits. (see Annex 2 – Literary Arts report, p. 48; Visual Arts report, p. 45)
6.4.5. Attitudes
Similar to Students and Working Singles, the Married Persons Having No Children
segment would engage or participate in arts activities seriously when they watched/
attended the events (top 2: Pop Show, 100.0%; Variety Show, 71.6%). Some of them
were willing to spend money in attending the events (top 2: Variety Show, 46.5%;
Literary Arts, 36.5%). (see Annex 2 – Pop Show report, p. 49; Variety Show report,
p. 48; Literary Arts report, p. 52)
6.4.6. Non-participants
Non-participants who were Married Persons Having No Children were very busy with
work and were not interested in the arts activities. Some considered that the venues
of the activities were too far away from where they worked. However, they might
participate in arts activities if they were invited by friends, or if their friends
recommended the activities to them. Such activities would probably be Film and
Media Arts. They mainly browsed information about travel, movies, investment in
their spare time. As for leisure activities, a high proportion of them would watch
television, go to shopping malls/ shops and have Chinese tea gatherings. They also
tended to cook, go jogging and play television/ online games in their spare time. The
preferred information channels of interested uninformed non-participants in this
segment were online social media, public transport and outdoor advertisements.
The following are the detailed analyses on non-participants who were Married Persons
Having No Children about the art forms they were interested in, their views on the
barriers and possible drivers to participation, and attitudes towards arts and arts
participation. The analyses highlight the characteristics with high percentages and/or
with significant differences from other life stages.
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(a)

Core Art Form Most Interested in
Besides Pop Show and Variety Show, the non-participants who were Married
Persons Having No Children were relatively interested in the core art form of Film
and Media Arts (13.4%). (Exhibit 158)

Exhibit 158. Art form most interested in among non-participants

Q: B1b
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382)
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(b)

Reasons for not Participating in Art Forms
The Married Persons Having No Children were in the same situation as the
Working Singles, being busy in their work (74.1%). Also, they were not
interested in Arts (74.4%) and were concerned about the proximity of the venues
(12.2%). (Exhibit 159)

Exhibit 159. Reasons for not participating in all ten art forms

Q: B1a
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382)
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(c)

Segment of Non-participants
Among all non-participants who were Married Persons Having No Children,
15.4% were interested uninformed non-participants. The proportion was lower
than non-participants in all other life stages. Furthermore, the non-participants
who were Married Persons Having No Children contained the highest proportion
of uninterested non-participants (83.6%) compared with the non-participants in
other life stages. (Exhibit 160)

Exhibit 160. Segments of non-participants

Base: All non-participants (N=1,382)



Similar to the non-participants of Students and Working Singles, the interested
uninformed non-participants regarded that they could be most effectively
reached by social media channels (67.4%), followed by public transport
(38.9%) and outdoor advertisements (36.5%). (Exhibit 161)
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Exhibit 161. Preferred information channel of interested uninformed non-participants

Base: Interested uninformed non-participants of any art form (N=278)
Note: “Married persons having children aged 0-4” is not shown due to small base (N<10).

(d)

Attitudes
As mentioned, the non-participants who were Married Persons Having No
Children would consider participating in arts activities if they had friends who
were interested in the activities (top 2: Pop Show, 73.9%; Dance, 63.1%) or had
the knowledge to appreciate them (top 2: Film and Media Arts, 59.9%; Variety
Show, 56.4%). (see Annex 2 – Pop Show report, p. 64; Dance report, p. 63;
Film and Media Arts report, p. 69; Variety Show report, p. 61)
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(e)

Possible Drivers
Compared with the total non-participants, higher proportions of non-participants
who were Married Persons Having No Children would be motivated to participate
in art forms with friends’ invitation (38.0%) and recommendations (20.2%).
For Film and Media Arts, the non-participants who were Married Persons Having
No Children could also be attracted by interesting storylines/ topics of the shows/
movies (24.4%). (see Annex 2 – Film and Media Arts report, p. 62)
(Exhibit 162)

Exhibit 162. Possible drivers for non-participants

Q: B4
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382).
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(f)

Topics of Information Browsed
Non-participants who were Married Persons Having No Children tended to look
for information related to travel (51.2%), movie (40.8%) and investment (37.1%).
(Exhibit 163)

Exhibit 163. Topics of information browsed by non-participants

Q: C2
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382)
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(g)

Leisure Activities
A high proportion of the non-participants who were Married Persons Having No
Children would watch television (45.2%), go to shopping malls/ shops (28.3%)
and have Chinese tea gatherings (25.2%) in their spare time.
Compared to the total non-participants, they were more likely to cook (21.9%),
go jogging (20%) and play television/ online games (19.4%).
(Exhibit 164)

Exhibit 164. Leisure activities of non-participants

Q: B6
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382)
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6.5.

Married Persons Having Children

6.5.1. Key Observations
Nearly half (42.4% to 50.7%) of the Married Persons Having Children were arts
participants. Among this segment, those having children aged 0-4 had a higher
participation percentage/ incidence in general (50.7%). (Exhibit 165) Multi-type
participants constituted the largest shares in those people having younger children
(children aged 0-4, 35.7%; children aged 5-14, 30.4%), while there were more Single
(core) art form participants in those people having children aged 15 or above (40.1%).
(Exhibit 135)
This group of participants participated in arts activities because they were attracted by
the elements of the activities or the idea that the activities could provide their children
with exposure and develop their children’s talents. They considered the activities
entertainment/ relaxation or a chance of family gathering. Nevertheless, they would
still engage or participate in the activities seriously, and were willing to spend money
in attending the activities.
The following are the highlights on the analysis on the “married persons having
children” segment, including their participation in art forms, their views on triggers and
drivers of participation, perceived benefits as well as attitudes towards arts and arts
participation. The analyses highlight the characteristics with high percentages and/or
with significant differences from other life stages.
6.5.2. Participation in Art Forms
(a)

As mentioned in para. 6.1.2, the married segment with children aged 0-4
participated more in Literary Arts (34.4%), whereas those married but having
grown-up children aged 15 or above tended to participate in Xiqu (16.6%).

(b)

When compared between those who have children aged 0-4 and those having
children aged 5-14, the former group had higher participation percentages/
incidences in Visual Arts (17.5% vs. 8.8%), Film and Media Arts (14.3% vs. 4.8%)
and Theatre (10.6% vs. 5.4%). The differences might be due to the reason that
the parents were of different generations (i.e. parents having children aged 0-4
were in general younger than those who had older children).
(Exhibit 165)
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Exhibit 165. Incidence of participating in art forms by life stages

Q: S5
Base: All respondents (N=3,016)

(c) In the focus group discussions, some respondents who were Married Persons
Having Children considered that they had actually participated more in arts
activities and were more exposed to arts after they had children in the family
through accompanying their children to attend various arts activities.
(d) The core art forms that Married Persons Having Children contributed higher direct
(ticket) expenditures were Xiqu, Music and Multi-arts (68.4%, 33.0% and 31.8%
respectively).(see Annex 2 – Xiqu report, p. 30; Music report, p. 30; Multi-arts report,
p. 28)
6.5.3. Triggers/ Drivers for Participation
(a) The major triggers of active participation among the Married Persons Having
Children segment were the elements of the programmes (e.g. interests of children)
(top 2: Theatre, 48.5%; Multi-arts, 39.4%). Such a view was relatively unique
among the participants who were Married Persons Having Children. (see Annex
2 – Theatre report, p. 40; Multi-arts report, p. 36)
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(b)

For Literary Arts, their hobby was to attend Literary Arts activities (41.5%) and
facilitating their children’s learning and developing the youngsters’ interest
(33.0%) were also frequently mentioned triggers for participation. (see Annex 2
– Literary Arts, p. 38)
Most of the respondents who were Married Persons Having Children elaborated
in the focus group discussions that they were willing to let their children
participate in arts activities in order to provide the youngsters with exposure, to
find out where their interests lay and to develop their talents.
Some participants who were Married Persons Having Children tended to think
that they were exposed to more art forms after they had children because of the
above reason.

(c)

The main reason for passive participation was treating the activities as family
activities (top 2: Variety Show, 34.7%; Dance, 31.6%). Such view was also
mentioned by participants of other life stages. (see Annex 2 – Variety Show, p.
37; Dance report, p. 37)

6.5.4. Benefits
(a)

Again, the respondents who were Married Persons Having Children were more
likely to find the entertainment/ relaxation gained (top 2: Pop Show, 93.7%;
Dance, 75.0%) and the enhancing of family bonding (top 2: Variety Show, 50.6%;
Music, 36.2%) as the benefits of participating in arts activities. (see Annex 2 –
Pop Show report, p. 47; Dance report, p. 46; Variety Show, p.46; Music report, p.
46)

(b)

The following highlighted the benefits mentioned by arts participants of specific
art forms:


Enhancement of inner depth (Literary Arts, 40.7%);

(see Annex 2 –

Literary Arts report, p. 48)
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Good temperament (Music, 45.3%; Visual Arts, 34.9%; Multi-arts,
33.8%; Theatre, 32.1%); and (see Annex 2 – Music report, p. 46;
Visual Arts report, p. 45; Multi-arts report, p. 46; Theatre report, p. 50)



Self-learning (Literary Arts, 66.0%).
p. 48)

(see Annex 2 – Literary Arts report,
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(c)

In the focus group discussions, some respondents who were Married Persons
Having Children held the view that the current primary and secondary education
systems of Hong Kong did not place strong emphasis on arts-related subjects.
They therefore encouraged their children to participate in different art forms in
order to broaden their children’s horizons.

6.5.5. Attitudes
Again, the Married Persons Having Children segment would engage or participate in
arts activities seriously when they watched/ attended the events (top 2: Multi-arts,
92.8%; Pop Show, 89.9%).
(see Annex 2 – Multi-arts report, p. 48; Pop Show report,
p. 49)
Particularly, the Married Persons Having Children considered themselves willing to
spend money on attending the programmes/ events/ exhibitions in Theatre (67.2%).
They also tended to often share news about Multi-arts programmes/ events on social
media (51.8%). (see Annex 2 – Theatre report, p. 52; Multi-arts report, p. 48)
6.5.6. Non-participants
Among the non-participants who were Married Persons Having Children, their interest
in art forms varied with the age of their children.
For those with children aged 0-4, they were busy in their work and had to take care of
their young children. They might consider participating in arts activities if they were
given free tickets, invited by friends or if their children were interested in such activities.
They would also be attracted by venues were near to where they lived and that the
activities were endorsed by their favourite celebrities and having more promotions.
The art forms they were interested in were mainly Xiqu and Dance. They would
search for information about movies, entertainment and technology in their spare time.
As for leisure activities, they tended to go to shopping malls/ shops, watch television,
go swimming, watch drama online and play badminton and football.
For those with children aged 5-14, again they were busy with their young children.
They might consider participating in arts activities if they were given free tickets, invited
by friends or if their children were interested in such activities. The art form they were
interested in was mainly Film and Media Arts. They would search for information
about food and beverage, entertainment and movies in their spare time. Regarding
leisure activities, they preferred going to shopping malls/ shops, watching television,
cooking, swimming and jogging. Online social media, public transport, television/
radio broadcasts and outdoor advertisements were the preferred information channels
of the interested uninformed non-participants in this segment.
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For those with children aged 15 or above, their main barriers of not participating in arts
activities were their lack of interest and the knowledge to appreciate arts. However,
they might consider participating in arts activities if free tickets were available, if the
venues were near to their homes or if their friends invited them. The art form they
were interested in was mainly Xiqu. The information topic they looked up in their
leisure time was food and beverage, movie, entertainment and health. As for leisure
activities, they preferred watching television, having Chinese tea gatherings, going to
shopping malls/ shops, playing Mahjong, having a walk in the park and hiking, cooking,
doing housework and reading newspapers/ magazines.
For the interested
uninformed non-participants in this segment, television/ radio broadcasts, outdoor
advertisements and public transport were information channels that could effectively
reach them.
The following are the detailed analyses on non-participants who were Married Persons
Having Children about the art forms they were interested in, their views on the barriers
and possible drivers to participation, and attitudes towards arts and arts participation.
The analyses highlight the characteristics with high percentages and/or with significant
differences from other life stages.
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(a)

Core Art Form Most Interested in
Non-participants who had children aged 0-4 were mostly interested in Xiqu (9.8%)
and Dance (8.2%). Those with children aged 5-14 were most interested in Film
and Media Arts (5.6%), while those with children aged 15 or above were most
interested in Xiqu (17.6%). (Exhibit 166)

Exhibit 166. Art form most interested in among non-participants

Q: B1b
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382)
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(b)

Reasons for not Participating in Art Forms
The main barrier for the Married Persons Having Children segment to participate
in arts activities was that they were busy with taking care of their young children
(children aged 0-4, 72.6%; children aged 5-14, 32.4%).
Those with children aged 0-4 were also busy with their work (72.4%) and they
tended to find it more convenient and cheaper to watch on other media (28.9%).
Those who had children aged 15 or above had the lowest interest in arts (80.3%)
and opined that they did not have enough knowledge to appreciate arts (15.7%).
However, as stated in para. 6.5.2, some respondents who were Married Persons
Having Children held the view that they themselves had become more exposed
to and had participated in more arts activities through taking their children to
participate in various arts activities.
(Exhibit 167)

Exhibit 167. Reasons for not participating in all ten art forms

Q: B1a
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382)
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(c)

Segment of Non-participants
Among all non-participants who were Married Persons Having Children, around
two in ten (18.9%) were interested uninformed non-participants. (Exhibit 168)

Exhibit 168. Segments of non-participants

Base: All non-participants



Similar to Students and Working Singles, online social media (children aged
5-14, 73.4%) was the most frequently mentioned information channel by the
interested uninformed non-participants. However, it was worth noting that
those with older children were less likely to prefer social media as an
information channel (children aged 15+, 26.6%).



The following information channels were also mentioned by the interested
uninformed non-participants who were Married Persons Having Children:
-

Public transport (children aged 5-14, 60.2%; children aged 15+, 41.3%);

-

Television/ Radio channels (children aged 5-14, 46%; children aged 15+,
53.9%); and

-

Outdoor advertisements (children aged 5-14, 41.6%; children aged 15+,
45.4%).

(Exhibit 169)
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As the base for Married Persons Having Children aged 0-4 who were
interested uninformed non-participants in Exhibit 169 is less than 10, the
preferred information channels of this life stage segment among total nonparticipants are observed as follows:
-

Public transport (78.7%);

-

Online social media (68.3%); and

-

Mobile platform/ applications (49.1%).
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Exhibit 169. Preferred information channel of interested uninformed non-participants

Base: Interested uninformed non-participants of any art form (N=278)
Note: “Married persons having children aged 0-4” is not shown due to small base (N<10).

(d)

Attitudes
Due to limited sample of non-participants who were Married Persons Having
Children responding to the attitude statements for each art form, the attitudes of
this life stage cannot be further diagnosed by the age of their children.
The non-participants who were Married Persons Having Children held the view
that arts activities were for young people (top 2: Pop Show, 74.8%; Film and
Media Arts, 63.2%) and some were too abstract and too difficult to comprehend
(top 2: Visual Arts, 47.3%; Multi-arts, 47%). However, they would consider
participating in arts activities when they had the relevant knowledge to appreciate
arts (top 2: Multi-arts, 47.9%; Theatre, 43.7%). Also, they would not worry how
their friends thought of them if they went to participate in arts activities (top 2:
Pop Show, 65.1% disagree; Multi-arts, 61.9% disagree).
(see Annex 2 – Pop
Show report, p. 64; Film and Media Arts report, p. 69; Visual Arts, p. 64; Multiarts report, p. 63; Theatre report, p. 68)
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(e)

Possible Drivers
The non-participants who were Married Persons Having Children were the
largest group to look for free tickets, when compared to the non-participants in
other life stages (children aged 0-4, 46.7%; children aged 5-14, 46%; children
aged 15+, 49.1%).
Compared with the total non-participants, the non-participants who were Married
Persons Having Children might participate in art forms because of friends’
invitation (children aged 0-4, 36.2%; children aged 5-14, 35.6%; children aged
15+, 35.2%) and recommendations (children aged 0-4, 18.7%; children aged 514, 21.2%; children aged 15+, 20.7%). For those who had younger children,
that their children were also interested/ participated in the art forms would be a
motivating factor for them (children aged 0-4, 11.7%; children aged 5-14, 12.5%)
as well.
The non-participants who had children aged 0-4 and 15+ tended to consider
venues near to where they lived to be a possible driver (36% and 35.4%
respectively).
To those with children aged 0-4, the drivers for participation also included their
favourite celebrities/ artists/ authors promoting/ participating in the activities
(31.7%), and there were more promotions/ media coverage for the programmes/
events (21.3%). (Exhibit 170)
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Exhibit 170. Possible Drivers for non-participants

Q: B4
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382).
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(f)

Topics of Information Browsed
Non-participants who were Married Persons Having Children who had older
children were interested in browsing information about food and beverage
(children aged 5-14, 69.7%; children aged 15+, 70.3%). For those who had
children aged 0-4 and aged 5-14, the information topics that interested them
included movies (62.3% and 40.8% respectively) and entertainment (52.8% and
45.3% respectively).
Besides, those who had children aged 0-4 also browsed information about
technology (32.8%).
Those who had children aged 15+ also browsed health information (37.2%).
(Exhibit 171)

Exhibit 171. Topics of information browsed by non-participants

Q: C2
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382)
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(g)

Leisure Activities
Except for going to shopping malls/ shops (children aged 0-4, 45.7%; children aged
5-14, 36.7%; children aged 15+, 32.4%) and watching television (children aged 04, 44.6%; children aged 5-14, 42.5%; children aged 15+, 57%), the nonparticipants who were Married Persons Having Children who had younger children
had diffferent leisure activities from those who had older children.
For those who had children aged 0-4, they were more likely to go swimming
(37.8%), watch drama online (22.8%) and play badminton (22.8%) and football
(15%).
For those who had children aged 5-14, they were more likely to cook (18.8%), go
swimming (17.8%) and go jogging (16.7%).
For those who had children aged 15 or above, they preferred indoor activities
(91.7%) such as gathering in dim sum restaurants (37.0%), playing Mahjong
(25.4%), cooking (20.7%), doing housework (17.1%) and reading newspapers/
magazines (15.8%). For outdoor activites, they tended to talk walks in parks
(22.8%) and go hiking (17.2%).
(Exhibit 172)

Exhibit 172. Leisure activities of non-participants

Q: B6
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382)
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6.6.

Retirees

6.6.1. Key Observations
Among the entire Retirees population, 41.6% were arts participants. (Exhibit 173)
Most of the Retiree participants were Single (core) art form participants (44.2%).
(Exhibit 135)
Retiree participants considered that arts participation would make their lives more
interesting as well as bring entertainment and relaxation to them. They participated
in arts activities because it was their hobby/ they were fans of the arts activities. They
also opined that they had in-depth knowledge about Xiqu. Nonetheless, some of
them would look for the cheapest price ranges. If they were invited to arts activities,
they mostly treated such events as couple/ social activities.
The following are the highlights on the analysis on the Retirees segment, including
their participation in art forms, their views on triggers and drivers of participation,
perceived benefits as well as attitudes towards arts and arts participation. The
analyses highlight the characteristics with high percentages and/or with significant
differences from other life stages.
6.6.2. Participation in Art Forms
(a)

Xiqu (22.6%) was the most popular art form among Retirees, followed by Literary
Arts (15.2%).

(b)

It is worth noting that compared with the overall population, Retirees population
recorded the lowest participation percentage/ incidence in general (41.6%).
Furthermore, their participation percentage/ incidence in each art form (except
Xiqu) were lower than those of the overall population as well. Therefore, it might
imply an audience development opportunity comparable to their participation
incidence in Xiqu (22.6%).

(Exhibit 173)
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Exhibit 173. Incidence of participating in art forms by life stages

Q: S5
Base: All respondents (N=3,016)

(c)

For Retirees, the projected direct (ticket) expenditure for Xiqu was
HK$36,955,000. The sample size of Retiree participants in other art forms was
too small for projection of the expenditures.

6.6.3. Triggers/ Drivers for Participation
(a)

The main trigger of the Retirees for watching Xiqu was that it was their hobby/
they were fans of this art form (33.7%). (see Annex 2 – Xiqu report, p. 38) It
was a motivation which was shared by Students and Working Singles for other
art forms (see para. 6.2.4 (a) and 6.3.4 (a)).

(b)

The key reason for participating in Literary Arts was to kill time (28.6%).
Annex 2 – Literary Arts report, p. 38)

(see

(c)

The Retirees segment provided further reasons for watching Xiqu and arts
activities as a whole in the focus group discussions.


The respondents had interest in Xiqu because their peers were also
interested in it.



Some elderly people were active participants of Cantonese Opera because
they were learning the art form.
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In general, some respondents participated in arts activities because they
admired the skills/ professionalism of the performers.



(d)

Another trigger of participation mentioned in the focus group discussions
was that the elderly’s parents were also interested in Xiqu.

For the passive participants, i.e. those who were invited by other people to
participate in arts activities, they considered the activities couple/ social activities
(21.4% for Xiqu). Such view was shared by participants of other life stages as
well. (see Annex 2 – Xiqu report, p. 39)

6.6.4. Benefits
(a)

Entertainment/ Relaxation (Xiqu, 78.9%) and the appreciation of arts pieces/
skills (Xiqu, 31.1%) were opined by the Retirees to be the main benefits they
obtained from participating in arts activities. (see Annex 2 – Xiqu report, p. 48)

(b)

Another perceived benefit was that arts activities made their life interesting
(Literary Arts, 44.0%). (see Annex 2 – Literary Arts report, p. 48)

6.6.5. Attitudes
(a)

The Retirees considered that they had in-depth knowledge regarding Xiqu
(49.8%). There were 48.7% of this segment who were willing to spend money
on attending Xiqu, while 32.7% of them often looked for the cheapest tickets
when participating in Xiqu. (see Annex 2 – Xiqu report, p. 50)

(b)

In the focus group discussions, one retired respondent recalled that she became
interested in Xiqu because there was little entertainment in her youthhood except
Xiqu. When she was older, Xiqu became an art form with which she was most
familiar.

6.6.6. Non-participants
The Retiree non-participants were most interested in Xiqu. (Exhibit 174) The main
barriers for the Retiree non-participants to participate in arts activities were the lack of
interest towards arts in general, lack of companions, and their own senile physical
condition. Nevertheless, if they were given free tickets or if the venues were close to
where they lived, they might consider participating in arts activities which was likely to
be Xiqu. They would search for information about current affairs in their leisure time.
For leisure activities, they were more likely to have walks in parks, watch television
and have Chinese tea gatherings. The major information channels for the interested
uninformed non-participants in this segment were outdoor advertisements and
television/ radio broadcast.
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The following are the detailed analyses on Retiree non-participants about the art forms
they were interested in, their views on the barriers and possible drivers to participation,
and attitudes towards arts and arts participation. The analyses highlight the
characteristics with high percentages and/or with significant differences from other life
stages.
(a)

Core Art Form Most Interested in
Most Retiree non-participants were not interested in arts (71.3%), except Xiqu
(39.3%). (Exhibit 174 and Exhibit 175)

Exhibit 174. Art form most interested in among non-participants

Q: B1b
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382)
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(b)

Reasons for not Participating in Art Forms
The main barriers of participating in arts activities were lack of interest (71.3%),
their own physical condition (37.3%) and lack of companions (19.3%). (Exhibit
175)
One retired respondent recalled in the focus group discussion that before retiring
she was a rather frequent arts participant of Pop Show held at the Hong Kong
Coliseum but she had lower mobility after retirement and therefore chose to
participate in arts activities (mainly in Xiqu) that were held at venues that were
easily accessible for her.

Exhibit 175.

Reasons for not participating in all ten art forms

Q: B1a
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382).
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(c)

Segment of Non-participants
Among all Retiree non-participants, 17.3% were interested uninformed nonparticipants. (Exhibit 176)

Exhibit 176. Segments of non-participants

Base: All non-participants



Contrary to the interested uninformed non-participants in other life stages,
social media was not considered by those in Retiree to be the most effective
information channel.
Instead, outdoor advertisements (53.8%) and
television/ radio channels (50%) were the most widely mentioned information
channels by them. (Exhibit 177)

Exhibit 177. Preferred information channel of interested uninformed non-participants

Base: Interested uninformed non-participants of any art form (N=278)
Note: “Married persons having children aged 0-4” is not shown due to small base (N<10).
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(d)

Attitudes
The Retiree non-participants considered that arts activities were for young people
(top 2: Dance, 79.3%; Film and Media Arts, 75.4%) and that arts activities were
too abstract and too difficult to comprehend (top 2: Dance, 65.5%; Film and
Media Arts, 53.9%). (see Annex 2 – Dance report, p. 63; Film and Media Arts
report, p. 69)

(e)

Possible Drivers
Compared with the total non-participants, Retiree non-participants might
participate in art forms if there were free tickets (43.3%) or if the venues were
close to where they lived (30.0%). (Exhibit 178)

Exhibit 178. Possible Drivers for non-participants

Q: B4
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382).
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(f)

Topics of Information Browsed
Retiree non-participants were more interested in browsing information on current
affairs (48.7%). (Exhibit 179)

Exhibit 179. Topics of information browsed by non-participants

Q: C2
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382)
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(g)

Leisure Activities
The non-participants who were Retirees preferred to take walks in parks (53.3%),
watch television (37.3%) and gather in dim sum restaurants (30.7%).
(Exhibit 180)

Exhibit 180. Leisure activities of non-participants

Q: B6
Base: Non-participants of any art form (N=1,382)
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6.7.

Summary Table of Participants and Non-participants on Various Topics
For easy reading, the characteristics of participants and non-participants of different
life stages are compared in the two summary tables below and include the following
information:

CSG



For participants, participation in core art forms with the highest/ lowest incidences,
the core art forms with higher contribution to direct expenditures, triggers and
drivers for participation, perceived benefits and attitudes towards arts and arts
participation; and (Exhibit 181)



For non-participants, their barriers to participate in arts activities, core art forms
they were most interested in, drivers for participating in arts activities, preferred
information channels and information types interested in and leisure activities.
(Exhibit 182)
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Exhibit 181. Summary table on participants
Students

Working Singles

Literary Arts

Married Persons
Having No Children

Literary Arts

Core art forms
with the highest
incidence of
participation

Literary Arts

Theatre

Film and Media
Arts

Film and Media Arts

Film and Media
Arts

Core art forms
with the lowest
incidence of
participation

Xiqu

Xiqu

Multi-arts

Xiqu

Multi-arts

Dance

Dance

Multi-arts

Core art forms
with higher
contribution to
direct (ticket)
Expenditure

Active triggers

Passive drivers

Visual Arts

Visual Arts

Literary Arts

Married
Persons Having
Children Aged
0-4

Visual Arts

Dance

Multi-arts

Theatre

Dance

Film and Media
Arts

Visual Arts

Dance

Music

Multi-arts

Hobby/ fan of art
forms

Hobby/ fan of art
forms

Would appreciate the
skills/ professionalism

Elements of the
programmes
(society and human
nature) (Multi-arts)

The activity
featured favourite
celebrities of artists
and directors

Arts activities were
very famous

Couple/ social
activities

Couple/ social
activities

Visual Arts

Dance

Married
Persons
Having
Children
Aged 5-14

Married
Persons
Having
Children
Aged 15+

Literary Arts

Retirees

Xiqu
Xiqu

Music

Literary Arts
Literary Arts

Visual Arts

Music

Dance

Multi-arts

Multi-arts

Film and
Media Arts

Dance

Film and
Media Arts

Dance

Visual Arts

Multi-arts

Xiqu
n/a

Music

n/a

Multi-arts

Hobby/ fan of art
forms
Couple/ social
activities

Elements of the programmes (e.g. interests of
children)
Hobby/ fan of art forms (Literary Arts)

Hobby/ fan of art
forms

Would facilitate children’s learning and develop
youngers’ interest (Literary Arts)

Family activities

Couple/ social
activities

Family activities
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Students

Perceived
Benefits

Entertainment/
relaxation
Self-learning

Would engage or
participate in arts
activities seriously
Attitudes

CSG

School education
had great influence
on future
involvement in arts

Working Singles

Entertainment/
relaxation
Enhancing
communication with
others (Film and
Media Arts)
Would engage or
participate in arts
activities seriously
Had friends who
also attended arts
activities

Married Persons
Having No Children

Married
Persons
Having
Children
Aged 0-4

Married Persons Married Persons
Having Children Having Children
Aged 5-14
Aged 15+

Entertainment/
relaxation

Retirees

Entertainment/
relaxation
Entertainment/ relaxation

Bring me good
temperament (Literary
Arts)

Enhancing family bonding
Self-learning (Literary Arts)

Making life interesting
(Visual Arts)
Would engage or
participate in arts
activities seriously
Willing to spend
money on attending
arts activities

Appreciation of
arts pieces/ skills
Making life
interesting
(Literary Arts)

Would engage or participate in arts activities
seriously
Willing to spend money on attending arts activities
(Theatre)

Had in-depth
knowledge on
Xiqu

Would share news on social media (Multi-arts)
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Exhibit 182. Summary table on non-participants
Students

Barriers

Busy with
homework
Lack of interest

Dance
Core art forms
interested in

Working Singles

Married Persons
Having No
Children

Married Persons
Having Children
Aged 0-4

Busy with work

Busy with work

Busy with work
and young
children

Not aware of
programmes

Lack of interest

Theatre

Film and media
arts

Visual Arts

Music

Venue factor

Film and Media
Arts

Found it more
convenient and
cheaper to watch
on other media
Xiqu
Dance

Married Persons
Having Children
Aged 5-14

Married Persons
Having Children
Aged 15+

Retirees
Lack of interest

Busy with young
children

Lack of interest
Lack of knowledge
to appreciate arts

Film and Media
Arts

Xiqu

Free tickets

Free tickets

Friends’ invitation/
recommendation

Friends’ invitation/
recommendation

Children
interested

Venues near
home

Physical
condition
Lack of
companion

Xiqu

Free tickets

Possible
drivers

Free tickets

Free tickets

Friends’ invitation

Friends’ invitation

More promotion/
media coverage

Celebrity factor

Free tickets

Friends’ invitation/
recommendation

Friends’ invitation/
recommendation

Children
interested

Interesting
storylines/ topics
of the shows/
events (Film and
Media Arts)

Venues near
home
Celebrity factor

Free tickets
Venues near
home

More promotion/
media coverage

Preferred
Information
channels of the
interested
uninformed

CSG

Online social
media

Online social
media

Online social
media

Outdoor

Outdoor

Public transport

Mobile platform/
application

Public transport

Outdoor

Online social
media
n/a

Public transport
Television/ Radio
broadcasts

Television/ Radio
broadcasts

Outdoor

Outdoor

Television/
Radio
broadcasts

Public transport

Outdoor
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Information
types

Students

Working Singles

Married Persons
Having No
Children

Married Persons
Having Children
Aged 0-4

Married Persons
Having Children
Aged 5-14

Movies

Movies

Travel

Movie

Food & beverage

Entertainment

Travel

Movies

Entertainment

Entertainment

Technology

Entertainment

Investment

Technology

Movies

Married Persons
Having Children
Aged 15+
Food & beverage
Health

Retirees

Current affairs

Going to shopping
malls/ shops
Swimming
Listening to pop
music
Leisure
activities

Playing television/
online games

Listening to pop
music
Watching drama
online

Watching
television
Going to shopping
malls/ shops
Having Chinese
tea gatherings

Jogging

Playing television/
online games

Playing football

Jogging

Jogging

Surfing the
internet

Playing television/
online games

Cooking

Going to shopping
malls/ shops
Watching
television
Swimming
Watching drama
online
Playing badminton
and football

Watching
television
Going to shopping
malls/ shops

Having Chinese
tea gatherings

Watching
television

Playing Mahjong

Having a walk in
the park

Cooking

Watching
television

Doing housework

Having Chinese
tea gatherings

Cooking
Swimming
Jogging

Reading
newspapers/
magazines
Having a walk in
the park
Go hiking
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7

Discussion Points
This chapter outlines a number of discussion points on devising the audience building
strategies for arts activities. These discussion points have taken into consideration
the participants’ and non-participants’ arts participation behaviours, their attitudes
towards arts participation, perceived benefits, and active triggers and passive drivers.
Furthermore, in order for the audience building strategies to effectively cover all
possible and relevant targets, the general public is divided into different life stages,
namely Students, Working Singles, Married Persons Having No Children, Married
Persons Having Children, Retirees, with rationale as stated in para. 6.1.1.
The audience building strategies are suggested to consist of four parts, education on
arts, design of arts programmes, promotion of arts activities and other areas. They
cover both participants and non-participants among the five different life stages.

7.1.

Education on Arts
The strategy of education on arts is divided into two parts, education for Students and
education for the general public which includes the other four life stages of Working
Singles, Married Persons Having No Children, Married Persons Having Children and
Retirees.
A. Education for Students
As stated in para. 6.2.2 (c), early experiences of arts participation are considered
by participants to have major, important and positive influences on the attitudes in
and behaviour of participation of arts. It was also stated in para. 6.2.6 (b) that
students’ school education has great influence on their present involvement in
various art forms. Even if the participation is passive in nature (as the activities
are organised by schools and attendance is compulsory) and is unable to
encourage students to become frequent participants in arts activities while they are
still in school, the experiences would likely have planted in them the interest in
particular art forms and sow the seeds for arts participation when the youngsters
enter universities or reach other life stages.
As stated in para. 4.2.4, the start time of arts participation is a key factor that affects
future behaviour in arts participation. The earlier that people have their first
experience of arts, especially during school days, the more likely that they become
multi-type participants. Therefore, primary and secondary school students are
important targets for the audience building strategies.
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The Government could consider taking actions in a few areas:
(a)

The Government could collaborate with primary and secondary schools to
raise Students’ awareness and interest in arts participation. It could include
the following measures:


To support regular or thematic arts activities in schools (e.g. Drama Week/
Day, Cantonese Opera Week/ Day); and



To encourage education on arts history and arts appreciation to give
students exposure and basic knowledge to appreciate various arts forms
and activities.

(b)

As discussed in para. 5.1.2 (b), the school teachers’ ways of organising the
arts activities and guiding the students to appreciate the arts activities are
regarded by young people to have a significant impact on their attitudes and
attendance of arts activities when they leave school.
The Government could therefore consider providing training to arts teachers
to improve the quality of arts education in view that teachers’ ways of
introducing arts activities and guiding students to appreciate arts activities had
considerable impact on students’ arts participation. For example, training
courses shall be arranged for arts teachers on how to transfer their arts
knowledge to students and how to arouse students’ interest in the art forms
through participation in the activities. Government sponsorships and grant
schemes shall likely encourage participation in such training.

(c)

The Government could also consider supporting renowned artists to give
introductions on arts forms/ activities and to carry out introductory
performances to provide impressive first experiences of arts to youngsters as
good first experiences can induce repeat participation. Furthermore, the
schools shall encourage arts teachers to introduce more arts events to
students to increase their participation in arts.
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B. Education for General Public
(a) Not all people have the opportunity to come into contact with arts when they
were in school, or even if they have such an opportunity, they do not have a
clear impression about the activities as the experience might be very remote.
Across art forms, significant proportions of non-participants opined that if they
had knowledge to appreciate the arts activities, they might consider
participating in such activities (Exhibit 61).
The Government could consider providing general education about arts to
people who are interested (especially the interested uninformed nonparticipants) but have nil or little experience in participation. Appropriate
supporting activities shall be organised to go hand-in-hand with the arts
programmes to help beginners better understand and appreciate the
programmes and the art forms. The supporting activities could be in the form
of workshops, talks or exhibitions to provide background information, analysis,
reviews, views and other relevant information about the programmes.
(b) As reflected in the focus group discussions, some people who were Married
Persons Having Children considered that they were more involved in arts
after they had children through accompanying their children to attend various
arts activities (para. 6.5.2 (c)). As such, it would be helpful if parents,
including the segments of Married Persons Having Children and Retirees,
can also receive general and elementary knowledge on arts so that they shall
better guide their children in arts participation and help them appreciate the
arts activities and the art forms.
Besides workshops, talks or exhibitions that provide relevant information
about the specific arts forms and specific arts programmes, the Government
could consider organising more leisure courses/ seminars on arts for the
general public, covering topics such as basic arts history and basic arts
appreciation. Free public education, e.g. sponsoring television or radio
programmes on introducing different art forms could also be considered.
(c) As reflected in the focus group discussions, non-active goers of arts activities
might not have knowledge about the house rules of the performance venues
and may show embarrassing or awkward behaviour during attendance of the
arts activities (para. 5.1.3 (b)).
The Government could better promote audience etiquette during attendance
of performances.
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7.2.

Design of Arts Programmes
The design of arts programmes shall be able to accommodate the needs of the five
life stage segments.
The Government could encourage the arts activity presenters/ practitioners to be more
open-minded and make slight modifications to their art forms or arts programmes to
meet the changing needs of arts participants and to attract new audience to the art
forms.
(a) One such art form is Xiqu.

As discussed in para. 5.2.2 and para. 5.6.2 (c),

non-participants of Xiqu tend to consider that Xiqu is mainly for elderly people.
Also, they find it difficult to involve in the programmes if they participate in
Xiqu. Therefore, the arts presenters/ practitioners shall make efforts to
eliminate the negative perceptions towards Xiqu.
The industry shall consider adapting/ creating new and shorter screenplays
and featuring young actors and actresses for some programmes as test
efforts to see if this can attract younger audience.
(b) Arts activity presenters in Visual Arts shall also bear in mind the needs of
participants when they organise related activities/ programmes. In view that
non-participants may find the art form too abstract/ difficult to comprehend
(para. 5.9.2 (c)), the presenters shall consider the following suggestions:


to ensure that the information about the exhibits is easily comprehensible
and provided to visitors free of charge; and



to arrange free guided tours at the exhibitions to introduce the art types
and works.

(c) Special arts activities shall be made available to the segment of Married
Persons Having Children. This target group is willing to let their children
participate in arts activities in order to provide the youngsters with exposure,
to find out where their interests lie and to develop their talents (para. 6.5.3
(b)). In accompanying their children to attend the activities, the adults
themselves are more exposed to various art forms and may become active
arts participants as well.
The arts activity presenters shall consider organising workshops for more
music concerts and drama performances or other appropriate arts activities
to enable the audience to better understand the background of the
programmes and to help them better appreciate the programmes. The
contents shall be simple and easy to comprehend for both adults and children
so that they can both attend the workshops.
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With such knowledge, the parents will be more equipped to guide the
youngsters in understanding the art forms and the programmes, and to
inspire the youngsters’ interest in the particular art forms so that they will
become lovers and participants of arts when they grow up.



At the same time, some parents are converted to become active
participants through attending the arts activities together with their children.

(d) First experience of participating in arts activities is a very important factor that
affects future arts participation behaviour (para. 4.2.4).
A good first
experience can induce repeat participation.
The Government could
encourage the arts programme presenters to specially and carefully select
arts programmes that are suitable for and appealing to first-timers. It is
important that such performances are:


tailor-made for the target audience, e.g., with simpler messages, shorter
in duration; and



of high production quality or are provided by arts companies that are well
established, reputable and quality assuring.

(e) Across different life stages, over half of the duo-type participants participate in
Pop Show or Variety Show besides one core art form (para. 4.2.2).

With

celebrities and entertainment being the common elements of Pop Show and
Variety Show, (based on the results of the Questionnaire Survey that Film and
Media Arts (16.8%) was the core art form that the largest proportion of people
in this segment expressed interested in, likely because of the presence of the
entertainment element), arts activity presenters shall consider featuring
television or movie celebrities in the programmes.
(f)

The Working Singles and Married Persons Having No Children usually have
very busy schedules. To encourage them to attend arts activities more often,
the Government could consider organising some arts activities at venues that
are near to key business areas. Also, the start time of the performances on
weekdays shall be scheduled slightly later, e.g. at 8:30pm/ 9:00 pm instead of
7:30p.m./ 8:00 p.m., to fit the lifestyle of the working population.
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(g) For the Retirees, the Government could consider organising arts activities in
venues that are close to residential areas (especially areas where the older
population lives in) so that elderly with lower mobility can have easy access to
the places. In particular, 21%, 19.7% and 18% of the non-participants in Sha
Tin, Kowloon City and Yuen Long respectively indicated that they were most
interested in Xiqu (para. 4.6.1 (b)). Such percentages were higher than those
in other districts. Hence higher priority shall be given to these districts on
reaching the potential mature participants.

7.3.

Promotions of Arts Activities
A. Promotion Channels
The channels of promoting arts activities shall be able to reach both participants
and non-participants, particularly the interested uninformed non-participants, of
the five different life stage segments.
(a) The Government could encourage the arts activity presenters to make greater
use of online platforms as channels to disseminate information about arts
programmes. Younger segments, especially Students, Working Singles and
Married Persons Having No Children are notable users of digital means as
their main sources of information in general. Among online sources or
mobile platforms, social media, particularly Facebook advertisements and
friends’ likes/ shares, and search engine websites were their main/ preferred
sources of information (para. 6.1.6 (a), Exhibit 182).
Besides, active social participants invite other people to accompany them to
attend arts activities, and spread good word of mouth among their friends
about the arts activities they have participated in (para. 5.1.3 (a)).
If more advertisements about arts activities are posted in Facebook, arts
participants, especially the active social participants, will be able to see the
information easily or share the news about the activities with their friends.
(b) Television/ radio and outdoor advertisements and public transport are used
by participants and non-participants of Married Persons Having No Children,
Married Persons Having Children and Retirees as their main/ preferred
sources of information (para. 6.1.6 (a), Exhibit 182). Retiree participants
also preferred indoor advertisements (para. 6.1.6 (b)).
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These traditional media shall therefore be used by arts activity presenters to
disseminate information about arts programmes to the segments of Married
Persons Having No Children, Married Persons Having Children and Retirees.
(c) Particularly for Students, the Government could use celebrity endorsement
and increase media coverage in the entertainment section and/or movie
section of various media (para. 6.2.7 (f), para. 6.2.7 (g)).
(d) Friends’ invitation shall be solicited to motivate respondents to participate in
arts activities, especially among the more mature respondents and those who
only participate in/ are interested in Pop Show/ Variety Show, as friends'
invitation is mentioned by the majority of them to be an effective reason for
them to participate in more art forms (para. 4.3.7, para. 6.5.6 (e)).
B. Promotion Materials
(a) In view that one of the sources of information of participants is leaflets inserted
in house programmes (para. 6.1.6 (b)) and that active social participants make
good use of the promotion materials to spread good word of mouth (para.
5.1.3 (a)), the design of promotion materials of arts activities shall be eyecatching to arts participants across all life stages. Besides, the size shall be
friendly for arts participants to take away to study or to pass to their friends.
(b) When designing promotion materials, the Government and/ or arts activity
presenters could take into account the benefits perceived by participants and
consider highlighting these benefits to attract potential participants as current
non-participants may not realise the benefits of participating in arts. Higher
awareness of the benefits may induce interests in various art forms.
For example, Visual Arts participants tend to consider “appreciation of art
pieces/ skills” and “self-learning” as benefits (para. 5.9.1 (k)). The content of
the promotion materials of Visual Arts shall therefore place greater emphasis
on personal/ individual enjoyment and intellectual fulfilment besides inner-self
advancement.
(c) In general, the promotion materials shall have brief descriptions about the arts
programmes to arouse people’s interest and shall be easily comprehensible
and attractive to people who have no knowledge/ experience on the arts
programmes. The materials shall also contain recommendations and
positive reviews of the arts programmes and highlight the elements that are
contrary to the negative perceptions.
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C. Cross-Promotion Opportunities
Different types of cross promotional activities shall be designed to increase the
awareness of the arts activities:
(a) Cross-promotions shall be carried out between Literary Arts and Xiqu to reach
in particular the segment of Retirees as this target group had a higher
incidence of participating in the two core art forms (Exhibit 134). For
example, more relevant flyers shall be made available in public libraries as
well as popular public venues for Cantonese Opera performances. In
particular, Sai Kung and Tuen Mun districts had the highest percentages of
participants who only participated in Xiqu (para. 4.5.3). Higher priority shall
be given to these districts on the cross-promotion of different art forms’
programmes.
(b) As Dance, Music and Theatre participants were skewed towards the 15-24
year olds (para. 5.3.1 (b), para. 5.4.1 (b), para. 5.5.1 (b)), more crosspromotion shall be carried out among these three core art forms to reach in
particular the segments of Students and Working Singles.
(c) Another cross-promotion opportunity is between Literary Arts and Film and
Media Arts (e.g. joint promotions on books and movies). The results of the
focus group discussions show that while some people watched the movies
adapted from novels without reading the original novels because they
believed movies contained the best parts of the stories and they liked the
sensory appeal coming from the visual effects, some people liked to also read
the original stories after watching the movies to look for detailed and complete
representation of the stories.
D. Promotion Strategy for Single (Core) Art Form Participants
The single (core) art form participants are relatively more mature in profile, with a
considerable proportion of them being married with grown up children or Retirees.
The main core art forms they participated in are Literary Arts and Xiqu (para.
4.2.2).
Some of these participants considered the activities of other art forms to be
solemn and difficult to get involved (para. 4.2.2). Free tickets shall be an
effective incentive to attract them to try out the new art form (Exhibit 182).
Nevertheless, it is important that those performances are of good quality in order
to change their negative perceptions on arts.
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Annex 1 – Glossary
Scope and Examples of Ten Art Forms
1. Dance refers to Ballet, Chinese dance, contemporary dance, foreign folk dance (e.g.
flamenco, Indian dance etc.) (e.g. “Nutcracker” by Hong Kong Ballet and “A Date
with Contemporary Dance” by City Contemporary Dance Company).
2. Theatre refers to Chinese and western plays (e.g. “Tuesdays with Morrie” by Chung
Ying Theatre Company, puppetry (e.g. International Arts Carnival - “Show Me Once”
by Fantasy Puppet Theatre) and musicals (e.g. “CATS” and “Phantom of the
Opera”).

It does not include opera.

3. Music refers to Chinese and Western classical/ traditional music (e.g. “Masterworks:
Lang Lang” by Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra), choir/ vocal (e.g. Hong Kong
Children Choir’s Gala Concert) and opera (e.g. “Carmen” and “Faust” by Opera
Hong Kong). It does not include pop concerts, oldies concert or band shows.
4. Xiqu refers to Cantonese Opera (e.g. “Princess Cheung Ping” by Ming Chee Sing
Cantonese Opera Troupe), operatic songs (e.g. “Chinese Opera Festival 2014 Kunqu Vocal Concert”), Chinese Opera from other regions such as Beijing Opera,
Kun Opera (e.g. “Chinese Opera Festival 2014 - Wu Song and Pan Jinlian”).
5. Multi-arts refers to any programme that encompasses more than one art form, and/
or mixes with other forms such as video projection, sand painting, vocal, dance,
drama (e.g. “CAVALIA 2015”, “Years of War: Glories and Tears” by Yao Yueh
Chinese Music Association).
6. Pop Show refers to band performances (such as band shows at Freespace Fest,
e.g. Eman Lam & The Husband), oldies concert, pop music concert (e.g. “Miriam
Yeung x Adason Lo x Alfred Hui x Pong Nan’s Live Concert 2014”), and stand-up
comedy (e.g. “Dayo Wong Stand Up Comedy 2014”).
7. Variety Show refers to arts programme that encompasses such as competition,
award presentation, celebration and talent performance (e.g. “Hong Kong Speech
Festival” (competition) by Hong Kong Schools Music and Speech Association, Hong
Kong International Film Festival Award Presentation).
8. Visual Arts includes exhibitions of 2D works of art (such as painting, calligraphy and
photography, etc.), 3D works of art (such as sculpture) (e.g. Art Basel, Studio Ghibli
Layout Designs: Understanding the Secrets of Takahata and Miyazaki Animation).
9. Film and Media Arts includes Film Arts and Media Arts:

Film Arts refers to independent movies (usually screened at Broadway
Cinematheque, Hong Kong Art Centre, Fringe Club and Hong Kong Film Archive,
etc), independent short films (e.g. the 20th ifva Festival) and films screened at Film
Festivals (e.g. the 39th Hong Kong International Film Festival, Hong Kong
Independent Film Festival 2015).
Media Arts refers to motion artwork that is created through digital technology (as
the main medium) (e.g. Large-Scale Media Arts Exhibition: “Fleeting Light”, “LIGHT
MATTER – The Jim Campbell Experience 1990 – 2014”).
10. Literary Arts refers to literature symposiums/ seminars, reading clubs, poetry recital/
oral reading clubs, workshops (e.g. the 10th Hong Kong Literature Festival (2014)
– Symposium: “Literature and Memory”, “Xiao Hong and the Golden Era” talk by
Edko Films x The House of Hong Kong Literature, “惡補蕭紅．備戰《黃金時代》
——《呼蘭河傳》讀書會” by The House of Hong Kong Literature), creation camps
and essay competitions, reading poetry/ verse, plays, prose/ reportage and novel/
biography in libraries, bookstores, cafés, etc.
Past 12-month Attendance
Past 12-month attendance refers to the sum of participants’ number of times participating in
an art form in the past 12 months

Expenditure Associated with Arts Participation
The expenditure associated with arts participation refers to direct expenditure such as
admission fees and book expenses (for Literary Arts), and the indirect expenditure such as
transportation costs, food and beverages while participating in any arts event and activity.

Past 12-month Expenditure
Past 12-month expenditure refers to the sum of participants’ average expenses per
participation multiplied by the number of times participated in the past 12 months.

Segment of Active Social/ Active Independent/ Passive Participants
1.

Active Social participants refer to those who would self-initiate to attend arts
activities, and would invite friends to attend arts activities or would need company
when going to arts activities.

2. Active Independent participants refer to those who would not actively invite friends
to arts activities but would self-initiate to attend arts activities without company.
3. Passive participants refer to those who would only attend arts activities if they were
invited by others.

